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ABSTRACT 

Diverse probabilistic results are used in the design of random 

univariate generators. General methods based on these are classified 

and relevant theoretical properiies derived. This is followed by a 

comparative review of specific algorithms currently available for 

continuous and discrete univariate distributions. A need for a Zeta 

generator is established, and two new methods, based on inversion and 

rejection with a truncated Pareto envelope respectively are developed 

and compared. The paucity of algorithms for multivariate generation 

motivates a classification of general methods, and in particular, a new 

method involving envelope rejection with a novel target distribution is 

proposed. A new method for generating first passage times in a Wiener 

Process is constructed. This is based on the ratio of two random 

numbers, and its performance is compared to an existing method for 

generating inverse Gaussian variates. New "hybrid" algorithms for 

Poisson and Negative Binomial distributions are constructed, using an 

Alias implementation, together with a Geometric tail procedure. These 

are shown to be robust, exact and fast for a wide range of parameter 

values. Significant modifications are made to Atkinson's Poisson 

generator (PA), and the resulting algorithm shown to be complementary 

to the hybrid method. A new method for Von Mises generation via a 

comparison of random numbers follows, and its performance compared to 

that of Best and Fisher's Wrapped Cauchy rejection method. Finally 

new methods are proposed for sampling from distribution tails, using 

optimally designed Exponential envelopes. Timings are given for Gamma 

and Normal tails, and in the latter case the performance is shown to 

be significantly better than Marsaglia's tail generation procedure. 
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PREFACE 

In the area of Statistical Computing* the generation of 

observations (random variates) from probability distributions, has, 

within the last ten years, been the subject of active research. 

Until the early 701s, apart perhaps from the Normal and Negative 

Exponential distributions', many experimenters were still'using 

inversion of the cumulative distribution function, frequently 

necessitating time consuming numerical work or approximations. 

More recently; there has been interest in developing fast algorithms, 

which generate 'ýexact" variates without undue numerical work.. It 

is perplexing to understand why the period 1950-1970 was such an 

inactive one. The probabilistic ideas underlying the algorithms 

now available were all well known, simulation'was a recognised tool 

in stientific and management science investigations, and computers 

were beginning to be used. Indeed, it might'have been expected, 

that the scarce availability of computing power at the beginning'of 

this period would have motivated the early development of efficient 

algorithms. 

The present situation is quite different. There is now a 

selection of methods available for most standard distributions. 

New methods continue to be proposed, with the result that'a relatively 

recent review appearing in Fishman's, "Principles of Discrete Event 

Simulation" (1978), is now somewhat incomplete and dated. For example, 

no mention is made in that book of Band rejection, indexed search, or 

the ratio of uniforms methods. 
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One aim of the thesis therefore, is to fill this gap in the 

literature, by an extensive review of the current situation., 

Chapter I classifies general approaches to variate generation, the 

classifica ased on structural properties rather than historical 

order. This provides a framework for Chapters 2 and 3 which compare 

algorithms available for specific univariate distributions. In these 

first three chapters, emphasis is placed upon the theoretical 

properties which are likely to affect the speed of the generator. One 

reason for this is that it allows the designer of algorithms to 

exclude unpromising approaches at an early stage in the development. 

A second reason is that experimental measures of performance such as 

speed or storage requirements vary according to the computer in'use. 

Thus it is useful to have measures, albeit imperfect ones, which are 

machine independent. Theoretical analyses provide such measures. 

A third reason is that theoretical measures provide a basis for 

explaining and understanding experimental results, and for providing 

qualitative descriptions of the likely behaviour on other machines. 

Finally, in reviewing material, it has been found that the theoretical 

properties in the original sources are sometimes incomplete, and by 

deriving them here, a firm foundation-is placed for the new algorithms 

to be developed within the thesis. 

The remainder of the thesis describes new algoritbms or methods 

which have been developed. The first of these concerns the Zeta 

distribution, for which no generation methods could be found in the 

literature. Two complementary algorithms are developed within Chapter 3, 

allowing such variates to be generated for all values of the parameter 

of the distribution. 
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The situation described above is rather different when 

Multivariate distributions are considered. Although a few specific 

algorithms have appeared in the literature, the designer of 

algorithms has no classification of general methods to rely upon, 

as exists in the univariate case. This deficiency motivated the 

identification of three general methods in Chapter 4. A new method 

is proposed, whereby initial sampling is from a distribution 

constructed from the product of-marginals of the distribution in 

question. 

Several physical processes can be described by a Wiener process, 

and the problem of generating f irst passage times in such a process 

is considered in Chapter 5. It is shown that simple transformations 

allow any such variate to be generated by sampling from a single 

parameter (standardised) Wald distribution. An algorithm based on 

the ratio of uniform variates is developed. In constructing an 

enclosing rectangle for the acceptance region, a new Theorem is 

proved, which relates the size of the rectangle to the properties of 

the reciprocal distribution. 

Recently, the Alias method for sampling from discrete distributions 

has received attention, but in its present form it is limited to 

distributions having a finite number of mass points. Chapter 6 

describes robust "hybrid" algorithms for the Poisson and Negative 

Binomial distributions, utilising the Alias technique, with a Geometric 

tail procedure. These algorithms are extremely fast, but require 

considerable setting-up and storagev In the case of the Poisson, this 

has motivated a complementary and portable algorithm, details of which 

are also given in Chapter 6. 
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The Von Mises distribution is proving useful for modelling 

angular random variables. Chapter, 7 describes an efficient method 

of generation based on a comparison of random numbers, and compares 

its perfomance with existing algorithms. 

The ability to generate from the tail of a distribution is 

important, either because the investigator requires truncated 

variates, or because such a routine can be used as part of an algorithm 

for generating from the complete di stribution. 

Chapter 8 describes new methods for Gamma and Normal distribution 

tails, employing optimally designed Exponential envelopes. 
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CHAPTER I 

GENERAL METHODS FOR GENERATING RANW4 VARIATES 

In this chapter general methods for generat'Ing random variates 

are reviewed. Amongst these we include : inversion of the cumulative 

distribution function (c. d. f. ), stochastic model methods, rejection 

methods, the alias rejection method, and methods for sampling from 

discrete empirical distributions. In the next chapter, when 

procedures for specific distributions are given, it will be apparent 

that some procedures use a mixture of two or more of these methods. 

1.1 Inversion Method 

Given that we wish to generate random variates with a probability 

density function (p. d. f. ) fx and c. d. f. FX(-), we can show that 

X=FxI (R) (1.1.1) 

has the required distribution, where R Ilu U(0,1). For, under the 

stated-transformation, 

P(X :5 x) =P F_l(R) 5 xl x 

P(R :9 FX(x» 

- FX (x) . 
(1.1.2) 

If X is a discrete random variable, defined on the ordered 

values S -*-: {x(l), x 
(2)'... j' then variates may be generated by finding 

the smallest value of XcS, such that 

FX(X) 2t R. (1.1.3) 

To illustrate the inversion method for a continuous random 

variable, consider generation from the three parameter We'ibull 

distribution with p. d. f., 
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x-a. c 

c (x-a) C-1 e 
-( b) /b c (x ýt a) 

fx W0 
(x < a) 

(1.1.4) 

where b>0 and c>0. The c. d. f. is 
x-a c 

eb (x a) 
F X(x) 

0 (x a) 

Using we obtain 

-1 I/C 
X= FX (R) =a+ b[-kn(l-R)l 

or, since R is identically distributed to (I-R), 

I/C 
X=a+ b[-kn RI 

As an example of discrete random variate generation, consider 

the Geometric distribution, with probability mass function (p. m. f. ) 

f 
X(x) = O-P) p 

where 0<p<1. The c. d. f. is 

x 
(x) =1- (1 

1,2 ), (1.1.7) 

(1.1.8) 

and using (1.1.3) we must find the smallest integer X satisfying 

I- (I 

or 
kn(I-R) ; -> X Yn(I-p) 

As before ýI-R) may be replaced by R to give 
t 

X=I+< kn R/ Yn (I -P) >. (1.1.9) 

The suitability of the inversion method depends mainly on 

whether the c. d. f. can be inverted analytically. If it can, it is 

often a good method to use, since it requires only one random number 

per variate generated and has low storage requirements since no 

look-up table for FX(-) is required. 

<x> denotes the integer part of a non-negative real x. 
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If the c. d. f. cannot be inverted analytically, then, for a 

continuous random variable, one possibility is to find an 

approximation to the inverse c. d. f.. For example, Page (1977) 

uses the following approximation to the standard normal c. d. f.: 

(p) -u- 3a 
Iu (p > 0.5ý 
2 

where 
3= fy + (y 2+ 4/[27a 2 

1)'J/2a 
2' 

y= kn[p/(I-p)1/2a 

a, = (2/7r)l 

and a2=0.044715 

In the case of the Normal distribution, it is perhaps difficult 

to imagine circumstances where such a method will be used, since 

fast and exact procedures are available using other methods (to be 

discussed later)., As Hoaglin (1975) says, "In general we should now 

regard approximate algorithms as a last resort, to be turned to only 

when exact ones are unavailable or hopelessly inefficient". 

There is however a positive advantage in using an approximate 

inversion method in some cases which Hoaglin does not comment upon. 

The random variables X=F -1 (R) and Y= F- I (I-R) will frequently 
xx 

display negative correlation (the correlation is -1 if the distribution 

is symmetric). This is useful from an experimental design viewpoint, 

since a reduction in variance can be achieved by "pooling" the two 

responses - the method of antithetic variates. Some of the other 

methods for generating random variates, in particular rejection 

methods, are unlikely to yield the same degree of negative correlation, 

because of the difficulty in ensuring that the same random numbers 

are used to generate both the primary and antithetic variates. There 

is however, no advantage in using an approximate inversion method for 
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the Normal distribution, or indeed any symmetric distribution, 

since a perfectly negatively correlated pair (X, Y) may be obtained 

by setting 

Y= 11 - (X-11) = 2p -X. (1.1.11) 

To utilise it is of course essential that X can be 

replicated on the antithetic run. This can be achieved by reserving 

a random numbeK stream for the X-values, or alternatively by storing 

the generated X-values for use in calculating Y-values during the 

antithetic run. 

For an asymmetric distribution, approximate inversion methods 

should not be totally disregarded, contrary to Hoaglin's view. For 

example, although many exact Gamma generation algorithms have been 

devised using rejection methods, the rejection step is likely to 

reduce the induced negative correlation between primary and antithetic 

variates. One method, based on approximating the inverse c. d. f. is 

due to Tadikamalla and Ramberg (1975). A GaTnrna distribution with 

*2 
mean 11 and variance CY is approximated by a four parameter 

distribution having c. d. f. 

Fx(x) + [p + 

where x 2,11* - lla*lcr , and 11, a, c(>O), k(>O) are parameters 

chosen so that the first four standardised moments about the mean 

are identical to the corresponding moments of the Gamma distribution. 

Tadikamalla and Ramberg produce regression equations which facilitate 

the fitting process. Since (1.1.12) can be inverted analytically, 

this approximate inversion method may be useful on those occasions 

when the generation of high quality antithetic variates is of more 

importance than the generation of exact variates. 
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1.2 Stochastic Model Methods 

In this class of methods, a process or Sampling procedure 

which gives rise to a statistic having the xequired distribution 

is identified. The process is then simulated to give typical 

values of the statistic. 

For example, a Poisson variate X having p. m. f., 

X(x) = xl 
(1.2.1) 

represents the number of events per unit time in a Poisson process, 

rate X. The inter-event time is Negative Exponential, mean X_ 

Thus X is the number of complete and independent Negative Exponential 

variates (mean that can be fitted into a unit time interval. 

Negative Exponential variates may be obtained by setting a=0, 

b= X-I and c=I in (1.1.5). Consequently to generate Poisson 

variates, given a stream of random numbers {R 
i 

), we require the largest 

integer X satisfying 

j -X- 9. n R ýg 1, 
A. - a 

or equivalently 

x 
H R. ýe" (1.2.3) 

1 

As a second discrete distribution example, consider the 

Hypergeometric distribution with p. m. f., 

I N-g 
xx n-xl 
g) 

f X(X) 

where X represents the number of reliable items from a random 

sample of n(5 N), drawn with6ut replacement, from a population 
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consisting of g reliable items and (N-g) defective ones. To 

simulate this process, note that the probability that the first 

draw results in a reliable item is g/N , while the future 

probabilities depend upon previous outcomes. For example, the 

(conditional) probability of the second draw res. ulting in a reliable 

item is (g-l)/(N-1) or g/(N-1) according to whether the first 

draw was reliable or defective. Hence an algorithm for generating 

typical values is 

Algorithm 1.1 

1. i=I, X=0 

p= 91N . 

3. generate RI f'w U(0,1). If R 
2. 

>p go to 5. 

4. X=X+I, g=g-1. If g=0 deliver X. 

5. N=N-1. 

6. If i=n deliver X, else i=i+I and go'tt 2. 

1.3 Rejection Methods 

A number of rejection methods exist, but the feature common to 

all of them is that a prospective sample variate is subjected to a 

random test which results either in acceptance or rejection of the 

sample variate. 

1.3.1 Envelope Rejection 

Suppose it is required to generate varia tes having a p. d. f. 

fX(-) and c. d. f. FX(. ). The rejection method samples prospective 

variates from a different (target) distribution with p. d. f. gy(-) 

and c. d. f. Gy(-), and applies a rejection/acceptance criterion, 

such that accepted Y have the desired distribution. The p. d. f. 

gy(-) should be chosen with two factors in mind. Firstly, the 



generation of Y values should be fast and exact. Secondly, gy(-) 

should imitate fx (-) as closely as possible, otherwise the 

proportion of rejected variates becomes unacceptably high. A measure 

of the dissimilarity between fX(-) and g, (-) is provided by 

M= Max 
xf gy(x) 

the maximisation being over all x satisfying fX(x) > 0. 

The general sampling procedure is 

Algorithm 1.2 

o. M= Max 
f1- 

X 

generate Y from gy (first-stage sampling) and R -- U(0,1). 

If, R> .1f 
X(Y) 

go to 1, else deliver X 
M' ig, 

Y7 
(Y7 

The validity of the algorithm is established by showing that the 

c. d. f. of Y conditional upon RM < fX(Y)/gy(y) is FX(-). Let 

hY, R 
(y, r) = gy(y) be the joint p. d. f. of Y and R. Then the c. d. f. 

of accepted variates is 

.P [R 
< 

!-fx 
(y) 

;Y :5 x) 

p (Y :9R< -L 

fx (Y) m -gYTYT 
(1.3.2) 

m -ý-(-Y» 

P 
(R 

<1fx 
(Y) 

m i7(YT 
fx (Y) 

x ýN f dy h 
Y, R 

(y, r) dr 
0 

, fx (Y) 

f dy fhY, 
R (y, r)dr 

--CO 0 
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1fx (y) 
xm gy (y) f gy (y) dy f dr 

0 

1fx 
(y) 

Co 9 
f gy (y) dy f dr 

-00 0 

fx (Y) f gy (y) -gy, -, (-y Id 

ýT 
YFx (x) /M 

F /M 
Co f (y) x 
f gy(Y)[ M gy(y) 

Idy 

--w 

-x (x) , 

(I . 3.3) 

(1.3.4) 

as required. The denominator in (1.3.3) indicates that the probability 

of acceptance (the sampling efficiency) is M- I. Clearly M ; -> 1, 

but a good choice of gy(-) will result in M being close to unity. 

To illustrate the method, suppose it is desired to generate 

standard Normal Variates X, using Variates Y from a standard 

Cauchy distribution. Then 

and 

Thus, 

fx (x) = (27r) e- X 
19 (1.3.5) 

21 
gy (x) = [IT(I+x )l- 

. 

7r )I(I +x2 _Ix 
2=1.520 

, M= Max )e 
e x 

and the acceptance condition in step 2 of the algorithm becomes 

R> J(I+Y 2 )e-'(y 
2_ 1) 

. (1.3.7) 

First stage sampling from the Cauchy distribution is conveniently 

performed by noting that 

1 
y 

(x) 1 
IT 

(1 . 3.8) 
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Given a random number RI, inversion leads to 

tan[Tr(R I-D] - 

Thus an algorithm for generating exact Normal variates is: 

Algorithm 1.3 

1. generate R, R U(01,1). 

2. X= tan[w(R 1-1)]. 

3. If R> I(I+X 2 )e-'(X go to 1, else deliver 

(1.3.9) 

Since M=1.520, the procedure requires a mean of 3.04 random 

numbers per generated variate. Since the procedure also requires 

evaluation of Exponential and Tangent functions, it is unlikely to 

be very fast. The tangent evaluation may be eliminated by noting 

that if U, vU2x, 
(-1,1) then e= tan 

1 
(U 

2 
/U 

I) ev U(0,27T) and is 

independently distributed of U12+U22 'U U(0, J), subject to 

U12+U22 :51. Subject to this condition step 2 may be replaced by 

X=U2 /U,, while step 4 becomes 

4(U 
12+U22)>I 

-U 
1+2U2 

e-'(X 

2_ 
1) 

U1 
10 
, 

or 
2 uIe> se 

1.3.2 Band Rejection 

Payne (1977) refers to this little known method, which is a 

refinement of the envelope rejection method, applicable only to 

p. d. f. 's having a finite domain. His brief description of the 

method implies the following algorithm for sampling from a p. d. f. 

fx (x) with 05x :5a. 
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Algorithm 1.4 

0. M= Max 
fx (x) + fX(a-x) 

0 gy(x) O: gx! ga 

generate :Y "U gy (first stage sampling), 

R 1%, U (0,1 ). 

2. If R<x deliver Xy 
M gy M 

+fx (a-Y) 
3. If R<I 

fX (Y) 
deliver X=a-Y.. M gy(y) 

Go to 

To demonstrate the validity of the algorithm we will show that 

the c. d. f. of X constructed in this way is F 

Validity: 

ru 

I 
('-s-) 

- 

ý, f 15) 

msv(ý) 

Let f Y, R 
(y, r) =gy (y) be the joint p. d. f. of Y and R. Then, 

f (Y) f (Y) f (Y)+fXýa-Y xIT 'x 
P (X :5 X) =. P !9x; R<I- (Y) ua -Y: 5k; R>g 

gy (Y) R< X 
Mg (Y) 

Ily 

m gy 

Iy 

(1.3.10) 

0 lk-X et 3 
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Since 

[Y: 
gx; R< 1- fx (Y) f (Y) 

R<fx 
(Y) + fX (a -Y 

P[ 
IU[Yka-x; 

R > 
ixl, ' 

m Mg YM 
ii-ge-y(y). 

) 

fx (Y) fx(Y)+fx (a-y) 

x 
mgy (Y7 

a 
Mg y 

(y) - 

f dy ffY, 
R 

(y, r)dr +f dy ff 
Y9R 

(y, r)dr 
00 a-x f X(y) 

M g. _Y, 
(Y) 

:Fx (y) fx (y) +: [X (a-Y) 

aý 
M97(ýT 

a 
Mg y 

(y) 
f dy ffY, 

R 
(y, r)dr +f dy-f f 

Y, R 
(y, r)dr 

000 fx(y) 

Mg Y(y) 

fx (Y) fx (Y) 

ff (y, r)dr =g (y) f dr 
f 
X(Y) 

0 Y, Ry0m 

and similarly for the other integrals, we have 

x fx(y) a fx(a-y) 
f -, ,l 

dy +f dy 

p (x sc x) 
0 a-x (1.3.13) 
a 

dy + 
a, fX(a-y) 

dy fmfm 
00 

xf X(y) dy +x 
fx(u) 

du fmfm 00- 

a fx (y) a -f --, - 
(a-y) 

fm dy +fx dy 
00 

2F 
x 

(x)/M 

P (X9x) =Fx (x) - (1.3.15) 

We note from (1.3.14) that the sampling efficiency is 

0 

2FX(a)/M = 2/M. For a uniform target distribution, 
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M :52 Max[f x 
(X)/g 

Y 
Wl (1.3.16) 

and so in this case the sampling efficiency can never be worse than 

that of the conventional envelope rejection method. 

1.3.3 Ratio of Uniforms Method 

This is a method due to Kinderman and Monahan (1977) which is 

based on the acceptance or rejection of a variate which is generated 

from the ratio of two random numbers. It relies on the following 

result: 

Let (U, V) be two random variables uniformly distributed over 

CH {(U, V) :0 :5U :5fx (vJu) ; v/u c S) where S- is the set of 

values over which a p. d. f. fx (-) is defined. Then the p. d. f. of 

z= V/U is fx (-). 

To prove this result, consider a transformation (u, v) -* (u, z) 

where z= v/u. The joint p. d. f. of U and Z is 

f 
U'Z 

(U, Z) f 
U, V(U, V(U, Z))Iil (1.3.17) 

where I 

Thus, 

1 au 
ý7 

Dv 
Dz 

fU, Z(u, z) = u/ff dudv' 
c 

where 0 :5u :5fx 
I(z) 

and zcS. 

Hence the marginal p. d. f. of Z is 

fxI (Z) 
f 

Z(Z) 
fu du / ff dudv 
0c 

fx (z)/2 ff dudv 
c 
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Since fz (z) must integrate to 1, it follows that 

ff dudv (1.3.20) 
c 

and that 

f Z(Z) = fx(z) 

showing that V/U has the desired distribution. 

To generate from fX(-), a conveniently shaped region D (usually, 

but not necessarily, rectangular or. triangular) which completely 

encloses C is identified. Points with coordinates. (U, V) are 

generated uniformly within D. If a point also lies in C, then 

x- V/U is accepted as a sample variate, otherwise the point is 

rejected. 

Kinderman and Monahan apply the method to the Normal, Cauchy 

and Reciprocal uniform distributions. Cheng and Feast (1979) have 

also applied it to the Gamma distribution. 

If the method is applied to a p. d. f. fx (-) defined for 

x E: (a, b), where (b-a) is finite, and if the p. d. f. is always 

bounded, with f(x) 5 A, then a possible choice for the enclosing 

area is the triangular region, 

DR {(u, v) :0 :5u 5-Al ;a :9 v/u 5 bj (1.3.22) 

with area J(b-a)A. In this case the probability that points 

uniformly distributed through D fall in C is 

P(acceptance) = ff dudv / ff dudv 
CD 

= 1/{I(b-a)A) = (b-a)-'A-l (1.3.23) 

This is also 
" 
the prAability of acceptance using the envelope rejection 

method with a uniform target distribution. 

An important qualification therefore, which Kinderman and 

Monahan do not make, is that their method is not preferable to the 
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conventional envelope rejection method with such distributions, 

if the setting of the maximum value of u is performed merely 

by looking at the maximum value of fX 
'(-) 'and a triangular 

enclosing region is used. 

The method would appear to have potential for p. d. f. s defined 

over an infinite range or having, an unbounded p. d. f.. An 

application is given in Chapter 5, where the method is used to 

generate first passage times in a Wiener process. 
4-- 

At\his point we will note that a contributory factor to the 

efficiency of the general method is the degree to which C can be 

Itightlylenclosed by a polygon, within which points may be generated 

uniformly. The obvious choices for such polygons are rectangles 

and triangles, but better fits may be obtained through other 

shapes. In this respect a method due to Hsuan (1979) for generating 

uniform polygonal random pairs without rejection may prove useful. 

1.3.4 Comparison of Random Numbers, 

This is based on a method alluded to by von Neumann in 1949 in a 

procedure for generating Negative Exponential Variates, using just a 

comparison of random numbers. At the time, von Neumann suggested 

that the method could be generalised to generate from any p. d. f. 

satisfying a first order differential equation. Forsythe (1972) 

gives an exposition of what he assumes von Neumann had in mind. 

Suppose X3 is a random variable uniformly distributed in the 

interval (qj_, vqj) and hj(x) is a known continuous-valued 

function of x with 0 --5 hj (x) 51 within the interval. Let' {R 

denote a sequence of random numbers, and N be an integer such that: 

6 
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N=I if h (X < R, 

(1.3.24) 
N=n (>I) if h. (X. ) 25 RR<R 

33n 

It is easily shown (see for example Fishman 1978, pp 400-401) 

that the p. d. f. of X. -conditional upon N being odd-valued is 

i (x) =ei/ei dx (q 
3-1 : 

gx: gq 
3 

). 
qj_I 

Suppose we wish to sample from fx(-). Then the p. d. f. may be 

expressed as the probability mixture, 

fW=1. p-ý-W, (1.3.26) x 

where 

e 
-h i 

(X) q. 
-h. (u) 

/ fj e3 du (qj 
_ 

: gx: gqj 
qj_l 

lp iW=, 
(1.3.27) 

0 elsewhere 

q. 

fx(u)du (1.3.28) 
qj 

_1 

and q0<qI<q2 *** < qj_l < qj < 

The critical requirement for the result (1.3.27) to be useful in 

Variate generation is that the intervals (q, 
_,, 

q, ) and the functions 

h. (x) are chosen in such a way that 
3 

0 :5h3 (X) :51 (qj 
_1 

:5x :5 qj ). (1.3.29) 

Given the representation (1.3.26), the sampling procedure is to 

generate from ýj (x) with probability pj. Given a random number R. 

the correct interval, (q, 
_,, 

q is selected by finding the smallest 

j such that 
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p 
S=l 

(1.3.30) 

Sampling from ý. (x) is accomplished by accepting X. if N is 

odd, otherwise rejecting it. 

The advantage of "Forsythe's method", as it is now called, is 

that h3 (x) is often-an easy function to evaluate, and the comparison 

(1.3.24) is relatively fast, providing N is not too large. A 

disadvantage is that in most cases (Negative Exponential excluded) 

a table of pj values must be calculated and stored. One major 

advantage is that by reserving one random number for interval 

selection, antithetic intervals may be generated on primary and 

antithetic runs. 

In assessing the efficiency of any algorithm using this method, 

it is useful to compute the expected number of random numbers 

required to generate one variate from ip It is shown in 

Fishman (1978, pp 401) that this is 

q'h. (u) 
(qj - qj 

_, 
)+ýeJ du 

N=. 
qj_I 

ei du 
qj_I 

and hence that the mean number of random numbers required (excluding 

the one used for interval selection) to generate one variate from 

is 

q. h (u) 
F (qj-qj_, ) +?, ei du 

R=1: 
- q. 

qj_l 
-. pi * (1.3.32) 

du i 

qj 
-1 

4 
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To illustrate the method, consider generation from a folded 

standard Normal distribution with p. d. f. 

fx (X) =I vi 
), 

e-lx 
2 

(X ý! 0) . (1.3.33) 
7T 

Generation from the usual standard Normal distribution follows by 

assigning a random sign to X. Using the representation (1.3.26), 

we define 

qj 
_, 

) (qj 
_, 

:gx5qi)- (1.3.34) 

The qi -values are selected so that the interval widths are maximised, 

thereby minimising the number of intervals required. Since hi (X) 

is an increasing function of x this is equivalent to solving the 

difference equations: 

qO =0, 

(qj 2q2, 
j-1 

The solution to (1.3.36) is 

qj --= '(2j )i. 

Hence, 

(2j 2 
fi e-lx dx 

(2[j -1 

t 
f4i (j = 1,2,..., k) 

(1.3.35) 

(1.3.36) 

(1.3.37) 

The number of intervals k, and therefore the truncation point for 

the distribution, is chosen so that the tail probability is negligible. 

For example, if the tolerable tail probability is 2X 10 -4 
. then, 

from standard Normal tables, we require the smallest k such that 

3.72 :5 (2k)' v 

that is 7 intervals. 
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As Parker (1976) has independently noted, the choice of 

intervals differs from that-proposed by Forsythe and Atkinson and 

Pearce (1976). The latter state that interirals defined by 

01 (1.3.38) 
qj (2j -I) (j zt I 

have maximum width. Clearly this is not the case as the first 

interval has width 1, compared with a width of r2 under the scheme 

(1.3.36). The reason for their choice would appear to stem from a 

misleading statement in Forsythe's paper that the interval width 

should never exceed 1. Under the scheme (1.3.38) a tail probability 

of 2x 10-4 would require the smallest k satisfying 

3.72 --5 (2k - I)' 1 (1.3.39) 

a requirement of 8 intervals, compared with 7 resulting from (1.3.36). 

This in itself does not necessarily favour the scheme (1.3.36)p 

particularly as narrow intervals will require less random numbers per 

interval, due to the smaller variation of values taken by the exponent 

h3 (x). Offset against this is the fact that a larger number of 

intervals will require slightly more time to select the appropriate 

interval. 

Finally in this section we remark that Monahan (1979) has 

generalised von Neumann's (Exponential) and Forsythe's methods to 

yield a class of algorithms suitable for sampling from c. d. f. s having 

certain power series representations. 

1.4 Alias Rejection Method 

The Alias Rejection method devised by Walker (1974) is an 

efficient procedure for generating discrete random variables having a 

finite number (m) of mass points. It is in part an envelope 

rejection procedure, with first stage sampling from a uniform 
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distribution. However, if the acceptance test is not passed, the 

prospective Variate undergoes a deterministic transformation, the 

transformed variate being accepted. It is iherefore a highly 

attractive method in that "rejected values" are not lost.,, 

Krorimal and Peterson (1979) give a theoretital justification 

for the procedure which does not appear in Walke account. They 

show that any m-point discrete distribution may be represented by a 

certain equi-probable mixture of m two-point distributions. 

To demonstrate this, consider, without loss of generality, 

a discrete distribution fm (x) (x = 0,1,2,..., m-1). Then fm (X) 

may be represented as the following mixture of a (m-1) point 

distribution f 
m- I 

(x) and a two-point distribution g, (x): 

f (x) =fM (x) + gj (x) (1.4.1) 
mM 

where, 

p [ý 
M 

-, ji f (x) (x a M-IJ mM im 

f 
M- 1 (x) (X 

M) 

Ef 
m 

(j 
m) +fm (a im )3 

(jý, j 
(x - a, 

M 

and 

10 

gj mf, (j ), 
mm 

Mf 

im a im 

im) 

a im 

m and aj being values belonging to the domain of fm (x) such that 
M 

f (j ) :5[; Ij j 
(1 . 4.4) 

mm mj 

and 
fm (a Z: 0.4.5) 

m 
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To establish the validity of the representation (1.4.1) - 

we need only demonstrate (i) that a pair j'm and a JM 
satisfying 

(1.4.0-0.4.5) will always exist, (ii) that f 
M_ I 

(x) is a bona-fide 

probability distribution, (iii) that g, W is a bona-fide probability 

distribution. (i) follows otherwise Ef (x) VI ; (ii)'follows since 
XM 

f 
M_ I 

(x) ý_- 0 (x a3), f 
M-1 

(a 
30 

as a consequence of (1.4.5), 
mM 

and Zf (x) I; (iii) follows since gj (jm) 2: 0, g (a 0 
x M-I MiM 

im 

as a consequence of (1.4.4), and Dg, (x) 
?SM 

Applying the representation (1.4.1) - (1.4.5) recursively (m-1) 

times we find that 

1: g- (x) [M j=O mm 
where 

gj (x) c (X =j 

1-c (x =a 

Thus fm (x) is an equi-probable mixture of m two-point distributions. 

Note that one of the mass points of gj(x) is j itself, with 

probability c (the 'cut-off' value). The other mass point is a,, 

the 'alias' of j. The cut! ---off and alias values are determined 

algorithmically through (1.4.1) - (1.4.5). Kronmal and Peterson (1978) 

give a 40 statement Fortran listing for such a procedure, and note that 

execution time is proportional to m, the number of mass points. 

Once the setting up of c3 and a3 values is effected, the 

sampling routine takes the following simple form: 
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Algorithm 1.5 

1. generate R ý, U(Opl). 

2. X= Rm. 

If X- <X> :! ý C,. ýX> deliver <X> 9, else deliver a. X> 

Note that <X> is uniformly distributed on the integers [0, m-1], 

that X- <X> nu U(0,1), and that consequently step 3 ensures that 

<X> is delivered with probability p<X> , and a.,,, > with probability 

I- C<X> . as required. Only one random number is required per 

Variate generation. The method as described by Walker and Kronmal and 

Peterson can only be applied to distributions having a finite number 

of mass points. In Chapter 6, the method is modified to generate 

variates from distributions having an infinite number of mass points. 

An analagous procedure to the Alias Rejection method is the 

Rejection. Mixture method for continuous distributions described 

originally in Kronmal, Peterson and Lundberg (1978) and more recently 

under the name of the Acceptance Complement Method in Kronmal and 

Peterson 

Suppose it is required to generate Variates X where, 

X(x) = Pfz(x) + (1-P)fw (x) (0 5p :5 1). (1.4.8) 

Let hu (-) be any p. d. f. dominating pf z (-). Then Algorithm (1.6) 

below generates X-values. 

Algorithm 1.6 

1. generate U 1ýj hU (-) and R rv U (0,1 

2. If R< pf z 
(U)/hU(U) deliver XU, else generate 

W -V fW(-) and deliver X=W. 
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It is clear that accepting W, following rejection of U, is 

analogous to the acceptince of the alias value in the discrete case. 

As no proof of the algorithm is given by Krormai, Peterson 

and Lundberg it is instructive to establish the validity. The 

joint p. d. f. of R, U and W is hU(-)fW(-) and hence 

x pf Z 
(u) / hU (u) 

P (X :5 x) fW (w) dw f h. (u) du f dr 
--Co 0 

x Co 1 
f :Ew (w) dw f IIU (u) du f dr, 

-co -Co pfZ (u) /hU (u) 

Since hU(u) ; >- pfZ(u) , 

pf z (u)/hU(u) 
f dr pf z 

(u)/hU(u) 
0 

and hence 

x Co x 
P (X :5 x) f pfZ(u)du + f[hU(u)-pfZ(u)ldu f fW(w)dw 

-00 --W -Co 

whence 

fx(x) = Pfz(x) + O-P)f WW, (1.4.11) 

as required. 

1.5 Polynomial Sampling 

This idea has been used in connection with the generation of 

Normal Variates (Ahrens and Dieter, 1972), but would appear to be of 

wider applicability. Suppose we wish to generate variates having 

p. d. f. 
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fx (x) =ib. xj (0 :5x :g 
j=O 3 

(1'. 5.1) 

where the coefficients {b 
iI are not neces sarily all non-negative. 

Define sets S and T as, 

S= {j Ibi 2t 0; jj 01 ;T= {j Ib 
j* <0; jý 01. (1.5.2) 

Then (1.5.1) may be expressed as 

k 
fx (x) =iwjfX. (x) -, 

j=O 3 

where 

fx 
(j+1)xi 

fx 
i 

(x) = (i -+V ) (1 -xi ) 3 

w0=b0 +' Xb 
jcT 

and 

b /(j+l) IE S) 

-j b 0+0 (j c T) 

(j E S) 

(. i cT) 

We note that the {f 
x (-)I are bona-fide p. d. f. s, that w3Z: 0 

(j 2: 1), and that w0 ; _ý, 0 providing 

(1.5.3) 

(1.5.4) 

(1.5.5) 

(1.5.6) 

(1.5.7) 

b0+Ib0 (1.5.8) 
jcT 

(1.5.8) is the condition for (1.5.3) to be a valid probability mixture 

representation of (1.5.1). If (f. 5.8) is satisfied,, then sampling can 

proceed by generating Xj with probability wj. Unless all the Jbj) 

are non-negative, then sampling from the (f 
X. (-)I is non-trivial, 

since some of the associated c. d. f. s cannot be inverted analytically. 
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However the following method involving the generation of (j+1) 

random numbers can be used to sample from fX for both jcS 

and jcT. Let {R,, R 2 ..., R 
i +, 

) be a set of (j+1) random 

numbers and 

v ^- U(Olu) 1 (1.5.9) 

where 

U= Max (R, vR2..., R 
J+d 

Then the c. d. f. s of U and V are 

F (X) =x 
j+l (0 :5x :5 

and 
x 

FV (x) f (x/u)(j+l)ujdu +'f (j+l)ujdu 
x0 

(j+I j+I 

3)x-i 

which are identical to the c'. d. f. s associated with (1.5.5). 

Algorithm 1.7 below generates variates from p. d. f. s (1.5.4)- 

(1.5.5). If j=0, then X0 is simply delivered as a random number. 

if jj0 and bj 2t 0, then U. the maximum of (j+1) random numbers 

is delivered. If i10 and b<0, then V is generated by 

delivering R, 
+, 

if it is not the maximum of R,, R 2' ... pR 3 vR 3+1 9 

otherwise R3, the previous random number is delivered. 

Algorithm 1.7 

1. If j=0, deliver X0= R1. 

2. i 
ax M, 

3. Generate' R i* If i+I go to S. 

4. R, R If R. >RR 
IX =R prev i* I max M, 

=i+1, go to 3. 

5. If b. <0 go to 6. If R. >R deliver X Ri else 
31 max 

deliver X. =R 
3 max 

6. If Ri >R 
max I deliver XR 

prev" else deliver XRi, 
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1.6 Sampling from Discrete Empirical Distributions 

Some of the methods already dealt with are applicable to discrete 

distributions, for example Poisson sampling via a simulation of the 

Poisson process, and Geometric sampling through inversion of the 

c. d. f.. In many simulation studies, it appears that the underlying 

distribution is empirical, reflecting the raw data, with no attempt 

being made to fit a standard distribution to the datat. In these 

cases, methods are required for gendrating variates from tables. 

Clearly the methods to be developed are also appliýaýle to standard 

distributions, which can always (if required) be expressed in tabular 

form. In reviewing the various methods, we will define 

p. = fx (x) 

qx = pi 
: Kx 

q0 =0 

(x = 1,2,..., n) � (1.6.1) 

(1.6.2) 

where, without loss of generality, the random variable is defined on 

the integers fI, 2,.. -vnj, and if necessary (i. e. if the probability 

mass function has infinite domain), the distribution is truncated at 

same suitable point n. 

1.6.1 Sequential Search 

This is simply the inversion method applied to a c. d. f., 

represented in tabular form, and results in algorithm 1.8 below. 

It could be argued that it is preferable to fit a standard 
distribution to any empirical distribution. From a modelling 
viewpoint, subsequent experiments involving parametric analysis 
may be performed simply by altering the parameter values of the 
standard distribution. 
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Algorithm 1.8 

0. qx =jp. (x = 1>2,..., n). 
j: 5x 3 

1. generate R nj U(0,1). 

2. 

3. If qj 2: R, deliVer X=j. 

4. jj+I and go to 3. 

The speed of the algorithm is relatýd to the mean number of 

comparisons (step 3) required, prior to delivery of X. This is 

given by 

n-I 
ipi =n-I 

k= I 
(1.6.3) 

1.6.2 Ordered Sequential'Search 

Expression (1.6.3) indicates that E may be reduced by a 

preliminary sort of the integers 11,2,..., n), such that the sorted 

table of probabilities is non-increasing. This gives rise to 

algorithm 1.9. 

Algorithm 1.9 

0. Find a permutation 'jr,,, r 2'..., rn) of 11,2,..., nl, such that 

Pr 
I 

'? - p r2 
2, ... ý: Prn* 

<=I Pr. (x = 1,2,..., n). 
i <X i 

generate R ^v U(0,1). 

j=1. 

3. If q! 2! R, deliver X-r.. 
33 

4. j=j+I and go to 3. 
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Comparing the two algorithms q! '2: qj , with equality for all j 
3 

only if the original distribution was non-increasing for all j. 

I. I Thus, excluding time for the sort, (1.6.3) indicates that algorithm 

1.9 is no slower, and in general faster than algorithm 1.8. 

1.6.3 Marsaglia's Method 

Both the previous methods can be speeded up, at the cost of 

increased storage, by a scheme due to Marsaglia (1963). Suppose 

the probabilities {p 
XI are expressed to m decimal places, and 

are all non zero. Define, 

1 

A(j) 

(0 <j :51 jq 
1) 

(jämq 1<j :51 Jq 

(10 m qn_l <i :5 leq 
n). 

(1.6.4) 

Then algorithm 1.10 generates variates from the probability distribution. 

Algorithm 1.10 

1. generate R 'ý, 'U(0,1). 

2. X= A(<IomR> + 1). 

The validity follows immediately, since 

P(X P(16mqi_l < <IOOR> +15 16mqi) 

16mqi - ICPqi_l 

6m 

since <16mR> +I is uniformly distributed on the integers 

{1,2,..., 16m). From (j. 6.5) we obtain 

P(x = i) = qi - qi_l = pi , 

as required. 

The algorithm is fast, but rapidly becomes impracticable, since 

io' storage locations are required. 
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1.6.4 Method of Norman and Cannon 

This was first suggested by Marsaglia (1963). Implementation 

details are given by Norman and Cannon (1972). For ease of 

exposition the method is explained first with the aid of a small 

example. Subsequently an algorithm will be giveh and verified, as 

no formal proof is given by Norman and Cannon. 

Consider the distribution defined by : 

PI = o. 3 5 6 

P2 ý 0.2 7 9 

P3 ", 2 0.3 6 5 

8 18 20 

Each probability is expressed to three decimal places, and the entries 

in the fourth row give the column sums for each decimal place. An 

array A(j) containing 46 elements is set up. Of the first eight 

elements, the first three are filled with ones, the next two with 

twos, and the last three with threes. Of the next 18 elements, 

the first five are filled with ones, the next seven with twos and the 

last six with threes. Of the final 20 elements, the first six are 

filled with ones, the second nine with twos and the last five with 

threes. 

Given a random number R, if <]OR> < 8, then the random variate 

is delivered as A(<IOR> + 1). The effect of this is that, conditional 

upon 0 :9R<0.8, the numbersi, 2 and 3 are returned with probabilities 

J, -j and -j respectively. If'the first test fails, then a check is 

made to establish whether 8x 10 1 MOOM <8x 10 + 18. If so, 

then the random variate is delivered as A(8 + <IOOR> - 80 + 1). Thus 

conditional upon 0.8 5R<0.98, the probabilities of obtaining 
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1,2 and 3 are -IL., 1ý and 1ý respectively. If this test fails, 

it must be the case that 8x 100 + 18 x 10 :5 <IOOOR> <8x 100 

+ 18 x 10 + 20 = 1000, in which case the random variable is delivered 

as A(26 + <IOOOR> - 980 + 1). Thus, conditional upon 0.98 :9R<1, 

the probabilities of obtaining 1,2 and 3 are 2%, ? 
o- and j'O- 

respectively. Using this procedure we can, for example, deduce the 

probability that the random variate X=1: 

P(X 1) j- P(COW < 8) + A'P(80 9 <IOOR> < 98) 

+1 P(980 5 <IOOOR> < 1000) 

=1 (0.8) + JL8 (0.18) +A (0.02) 

3.10- 1+5.10-2 
+ 6.10-3 = 0.356 

as required. 

To formalise týe procedure, suppose pi is expressed to m 

decimal places: 

Pi =006 il 6 i2 *** 6 
im 

(i = 1,2,..., n) . 

Def ine, 

60j 0 
n 

n. lj 

no 0, 

fini+ lofi-I 

Cj 

lp2p... jm) 0 

and 

f0=0. 

Define the array A(-) by, 

A(s) =i, 

if there exists a j, such that 
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k<sn6k. k=O j 1=0 k=O i 

m 
for s1n. , and i=1,2,..., n. 

j=1 3 

Then the following algorithm generates variates from the n 

point distribution having probabilities p l'p2"**'Pn* 

Algoritbm 1.11 

I. j=1.3 
j-1 

2. If f-n :5 <10 R> <f deliver X= A( n+ <IOJR>-f. +n. +I). 
1=0 33 

+I and go to 2. 

To verify the procedure, we must first show that the events 

f-n :5 <lOjR> <fi (j = 1,2,..., M) (1.6.11) 

are mutually exclusive. Repeated application of (1.6.9) gives 

f=n+ ]On, 
_, 

+ ... +I Oi-I n, 
1 1.6.12) 

Thus (1.6.11) becomes 

10-j(10n 
j-1 -j +10n +... +103-1 i -, 

+... +10 nI)5R< 10 J(n 
1 3-1 n 1) 

or 

10-1 n, + ... + lo-(j-')n 
i-1 :5R< 10- 1nI+... 

+ 10-(j-')nj_, + 10-jn 
3. 

(1.6.13) 

As j, runs over the integers I to m, we see that (1.6.13) and hence 

(1.6.11) generates non-overlapping intervals spanning the interval 

1,1). 

Because of this mutual exclusivity, we have from step 2 of the 

algorithm that 

m, j-1 
p(X=i) =I P{A( In1+ <1030; -fJ+ni+ 1) (1.6.14) 

j. 1 1=0 

which in conjunction with (1.6.10) gives 
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m i-I i 
I P{ y sk +f. -n. < <IojR> +1 :516k +f. -n 

jI k=O j33 k=O j3 

Since <105R> +I is uniformly distributed on the integers 

{1,2,..., 10jl (1.6.15) becomes 

p(X=i) 
m 

10-i 
I i-I 

6k. -I 6k. 
i k=O i 

Ij 

= 0.6 il 6 i2 *** 6im 9 

(1.6.15) 

as required. 

The main features of this algorithm are that it is. fast, and has 

low storage requirements (compared to Marsaglia's method). However 

it requires some time to set up the array A(-). The reduction in 

storage requirements over Marsaglia's method can be significant. By 

way of an illustrative example, consider the Binomial distribution 

with parameters n= 10 and p=0.3. Expressed to four decimal 

places, the probabilities are po = 0.0282, p, = 0.1211, P2 = 0.2335, 

P3 ý 0.2668, p4=0.2001, p5-0.1030, P6 = 0.0367, p7=0.00909 

P8 = 0.0015, pq - 0.001 and plo - 0.0000. Using Marsaglia's method 

an array of size 10 4 is required, whereas the Norman and Cannon 
4 

implementation requires Z n. =8+ 16 + 37 + 30 - 91 storage j. ] 
locations. 

1.6.5 Indexed Search 

This is a refinement of the sequential search and is described 

by Chen and Asau (1974). The probability distribution is first divided 

into k equal parts (k = 1,2,... ). A Random Number is used to 

determine in which of the k intervals the generated value lies, then 

the selected interval is searched for the correct value. 
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Given a distribution with probabilities (p 
l'p2'*"Pn 

) and 

cumulative probabilities (q,, q 2"' ., q n 
), intervals (s j-l, sj ) 

(j = 1,2,..., k) are constructed where s3 'is the smallest integer 

satisfying 

3 

and 

so = 1. 

The following algorithm then generaýes Variates from the distribution: 

Algorithm 1.12 

I. generate R \, U(0,1). 

2. i= <kR + I> 

3. Find smallest ic (s j-l, sj ) such that qi 2t R, and deliver X=i. 

To illustrate the method, consider the ten-point distribution 

having cumulative probabilities ; q, 0.03, q20.17, q30.48, 

q40.65, q5=0.85, q6m 0*95, q70.97, q80.98, qq 0.99, 

q10 1.00 If we employ k=5 intervals, the bou'ndaries'are 

s01, s13, s2ý3, s3 '= 4, s4-5, s5- 10. If, for example a 

random number 0.7234 is generated then <kR+I> - <4.6170> = 4, directing 

the search to the interval (s 
3, s4 = (4,5). The smallest i, such 

that qi 2t 0.7234 necessarily lies inthis interval and is 5. Thu's 

x=5 is delivered. 
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CHAPTER 2 

METHODS OF GENERATION FROM SPECIFIC CONTINUOUS DISTRIBUTIONS 

2.1 Negative Exponential 

A well known method for generating standard Negative Exponential 

variates with p. d. f. 

fX W= e-x (x 2: 0) , (2.1.1) 

is to set X= -tn R, where R is a random number. 

An alternative method, due to von Neumann (1951), employs a 

comparison of random numbers only. Using the notation of section 

1.3.49, 

i (x) =e -(X-[j-1 1) / (1 -e- 
1)1x<i), 

h3 (x) =x- [j-13 

pj = e-(j-')(1-e- ). 

for j=1,2,... . There is no necessity to calculate interval 

probabilities pj, for it can be shown (see for example Fishman 1978, 

pp 400,403) that pj is precisely the probability that the i th 

sequence of random number comparisons is the first to terminate in 

an odd value of N. Further, sampling from ý, (x) is equivalent to 

sampling from ý, (x) and adding (j-1). The resulting method is to 

generate sequences of random numbers {R (k) 
R 

(k) 
R 

(k) 
12 

(k stopping at k j, when N 
(k) is odd-valued, where 

N 
(k) 

.I if R 
(k) 

<R 
(k) (2.1.5) I 

and N 
(k) 

=n if R 
(k) 

; *- R 
(k) 

2t ... 2: R (k) 
<R 

(k) (n Z: 2). 1 n-I n 

X= j-1 + R(j) is then delivered as the sample variate. The mean 

number of random numbers required is (e 2 /Ee-11) = 4.30, and the 
, 
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algorithm requires comparisons only. Nevertheless Ahrens and 

Dieter (1972) found a Fortran implementation of this (NE) about 

50% slower than for the logarithmic method (LG). In fact they are 

confident enough to state that "... there is no method which can 

match LG in any high level language". In contrast an Assembler 

implementation of NE took f the Fortran time, but no corresponding 30 

results for LC were given. 

A modification of this method due to Marsaglia (1961) samples 

ram 

1 (x) = e-x/(1-e- 
1) (0 :5x :g 1), (2.1.6) 

by generating a random variable, 

Y= Min (R,,, R 29... VRM) 1, 

where M is a random variable having p. ni. f. 

fM(m) = [(e-I)mll-l (m = 1,2,... ). (2.1.7) 

The sample variate is then delivered as X=Y+j-1, where j is 

sampled from (2.1.4). The method involves look-up tables for M and 

j, and is clearly not as elegant as von Neumann's. Ahrens and Dieter's 

Fortran implementation (MA) was marginally slower than NE, while the 

Assembler implementation was slightly faster. 

A modification by Ahrens and Dieter (SA) relies implicit. ly on 

generation from the p. d, f,, 

fXW= kn 2. e-x 
Yn 2 (X ; -> 0) , (2.1.8) 

which may be represented as the probability mixture 

Co 

X(x) =jp (x) 
j=I 

where 

pj 2, - 2 -j 
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and 

IP 3 
(x) =2 £n 2.2- (X-Ei - 11) (j-i :5 

for j=1,2,... . For fixed j, sampling from ý, (x) is performed 

by samplingfrom ip I 
(x) and adding (j-1) to the result. Sampling 

from (2.1.9) is performed by examining a sequence of independent bits 

taking value zero or one with equal probability. Ahrens and Dieter 

found that the Fortran implementati; n was approximately 10% slower 

than LG, while the Assembler implementation was faster than MA and NE. 

MacLaren, Marsaglia and Bray (1964) represent the Exponential 

p. d. f. as 

f (x) ag (x) 
i= 1 

where 

(2.1.11) 

g' 1 
(x) -a11 1- e- 

(k+1)c 1 (kc :5x< (k+I*)c) ; 

(x) - a-'(e -x 
- e- 

(k+1)c 
- 1) , 22c 

g3 (x) -a3e (4 5 x) , 

4_I 

a, 
c 

Y. e- 
(k+l)c 

k=O 

a3e -4 

a2 '-- I-aI-a3' 

and c is chosen such that (4/c) is integer, gI (x) is a piecewise 

uniform distribution and sampling is via the generation of a discrete 

random variate. Sampling from 92(x)l ("the wedge") is via a discrete 

random variate and a continuous random variate, the latter constructed 

from the minimum of Z random numbers where Z itself is a discrete 

random variable. Sampling from g3(x) is accomplished by adding 4 

to an Exponential variate. The Exponential variate is obtained by 
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re-entering the whole algorithm (and this process contin ues until 

eventually sampling is effected from g, (x) or 92 (x)). The 

algorithm is "efficient" in the sense that when c for example, 

a mean of only 1.11 random numbers is required. However it carries 

an overhead in computing constants and the associated storage. 

In assessing the suitability of these algorithms, the available 

computational evidence suggests that for Fortran implementations, the 

logarithmic method is not substantially slower than the others. For 

programming in machine code, comparative results involving the 

logarithmic method are not readily available. * In view'of the 

simplicity, and the ability to generate high quality antithetic 

variates, with correlation -0.645 (Fishman 1973, pp 320-321), the 

logarithmic method has much to commend it. 

2.2 Normal Distribution 

One of the earliest and also most convenient Methods is due to 

Box and Muller (1958). Given a pair of random numbers RI and R2 

a pair of independent Standard Normal deviates XI and X2 may be 

obtained via, 

xI- (-2 
Jtn R cos 27r R2 

x2 ý- (-2 kn R sin 27r R2 

The sine and cosine evaluations may be time consuming on some computers 

and so the "Polar Marsaglia" modification, Marsaglia and Bray (1964), 

is often preferred. Given two independent deviates V,, V2 "U U(-J'I)J' 

then tan- 
I (V 2 

/V I) and V12+V22 are independently distributed as 

U(0,27r) and U(0,1) respectively, subject to V12+V22 :51. Subject 
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to this restriction on VI and V 2' 
(2.2.1) may be re-expressed as 

X, [-2 kn(V 
12 +V 22 

IV 
I 

(V 
12 +V 22 

)-1 
(2.2.2) 

x2 [-2 kn(V 
12 +V 221V2 

(V 
12 +V 22 

)- 
I 

Another early generation procedure is due to Batchelor and 

referred to by Tocher (1963, pp 27). Standard Normal deviates are 

obtained by generating variates from a folded standard Normal 

distribution, 

fW =' 
21 

e-'x 
2 

(x ý: 0) (2.2.3) 
x 

(7r) 

and applying a random sign. (2.2.3) is expressed as a probability 

mixture, 

fx (x) = 0.6827 f1 (x) + 0.3173 f 2(X) ' (2.2.4) 

where 

e-'x 
2/0.6827 

(o :5x :51) 
fW (2.2.5) 

0 (elsewhere) 

and 

122 
7) 

1 

f2 (X) - 

I. i 
e- 

Ix 
/ 0.3173 (x 2: 1) 

(2.2.6) 
(elsewhere). 

Generation from fIW is via envelope rejection, using a tiniform. 

target distribution, with a sampling efficiency of M 0.6827(7r/2)1 - 

0.8556. Sampling from f2 (x) is again via an envelope rejection 

method, using a target distribution, 

2e -2(x-1) 

g2 (x) -0 
(x ý: I) 

(2.2.7) 
(elsewbere) 

The sampling efficiency for the latter (0.7953) is obtained by noting 

that 
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2 

MZ. - Max Max (2.2.8) 
X. ki 

(*(2Tr)iý 

0. J173 

ý 

1.2573 

and the acceptance condition (given a random number R) is 

I(X-2) 2 
R<e 

or 

E> I(X-2) 2 (2.2.9) 

where E is a standard Exponential variate. 

Batchelor's method is of some historical interestS since it 

seems to be the first application of the envelope rejection method to 

sampling from the tail of a Normal distribution. Marsaglia (1964) 

provides an alternative and frequently used method to sample from 

the truncated Normal distribution, 

Ae-1x 
2 

(x 2t a> 0) 
f XW =10 

(elsewhere) . 

(2.2.10) 

The method is to generate two random numbers RI and R2 and to 

deliver 

(a 2_2 kn R 1) 
19 

subject to 
2_:. I 

< a(a 2 kn R 1) 

Marsaglia gives no proof, but clearly this may be interpreted as an 

envelope rejection procedure using a target distribution, 

gy(x) 
xe 

(x (x 
I 

a) 
(2.2.11) 

0 (elsewhere) 
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a 

Thus, 

fX(x)/gy(x) = Ae- 
1a2 

x (x ;!: a) , 

2 
M= Ae- aa (2.2.12) 

and, (given a random number R2 the acceptance condition becomes 

R2< a/Y (2.2.13) 

where, using the inversion method on (2.2.11), 

Y= (a 2_2 in R 1) 
1. 

(2.2.14) 

Another tail generation method (for values larger than 3) is 

mentioned in Marsaglia, MacLaren and Bray (1964). If XI and X2 

are independent standard Normal deviates, define 

R2=x12+X22 and 0= tan- I (X 21XI) 
(2.2.15) 

The joint distribution of R and 0, conditional upon R ýt 3 and 

0: 50: 5 -ITT IS 

f 
0: 5 Oc7r (r, e) =. 

'2r 
e- 

I (r 2_ 9) (2.2.16) 
RJRý3, -2 IT) 

for r Z: 3 and 0 :505 Thus the conditioned variates R and E) 
2 

are independently distributed. Using the inversion method on the 

marginal distributions, 

R= (9 -2 kn R 1) 
(2.2.17) 

and 

0= IT) R (2.2.18) 
2 

where RI and R2 are two random numbers. inverting (2.2.15), 

I. 
x= (9-2 kn R, ) cos(R 2 7T/2) 

(2.2.19) 
x2= (9-2 kn RI j'sin(R 

2 iT/2) 

give variates XI and X2 subject to X, 
2+X22 

ý-- 9, xIZ: 0 and 

x2Z: 0. Sine and cosine evaluation may be avoided by noting that, 

given two random numbers VI and V 2' subject to V, 2+V22 
:51, 
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v12+V22 Iv U (0,1), tan- 
I (V 

2 
/V 

I) I'v U(O, Tr/2), and are independently 

distributed. Thiis subject to V2+V2 :51, (2.2.19) may be 
12 

replaced by 

X 1 9-2 tn (V 1 
2 
+V 

2 IV (V 211 
2+V 2 )-1 2 

x2 E9 -2 kn(V 1 
2+V 

221V2 (V 1 
2+V 

22 )-1 
(2.2.20) 

With probability 0.49, at least one of the generated variates will 

have values exceeding 3 and thus may be used as a tail value. 

Another convenient method is described in Fishman (1978, pp 413). 

Using envelope rejection, Variates are sampled from a folded Normal 

distribution via an Exponential target distribution, 

, gy (x) = e-x (X 2: 0) . 

In this case, 

and 

fx(x) 
= 

2e 
e-'(X-l) 

2 
(2.2.21) 

1 

-7T 

m 
2e, 

1.315 (2.2.22) 
IF) 

Thus the sampling efficiency, M- 0.760 , and the acceptance condition 

(given a random number R) is 

R< e- 
(Y-1) 2 

or 
I(E 2-1) 

29 (2.2.23) 

where EI and E2 are independent standard Exponential variates. 

Payne (1977) describes an elegant algorithm using the Band 

rejection technique. The folded Normal distribution f W(-) is 

expressed as the probability mixture, 

fw (x) = 0.9545 fX(x) + 0.0455 f Z(x) , (2.2.24) 
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where 
N1 

e-lx 
2/ 

0.9545 
fx (x) io (0 :5x5 2) 

(elsewhere) 

and 
[2) 2/ 

e- 
Ix 

0.0455 
fzW0 

(x ý 2) 

(elsewhere) . 

Sampling from fz (-) is via Marsaglia's tail generation procedure 

(2.2.13)-(2.2.14) with a=2 (sampling efficiency 0.8425, 'not 

0.8409 as given by Payne). Sampling from fX(-) uses the Band 

rejection technique described in section 1.3.2 . Using the notation 

of algorithm 1.4, the target distribution is 

0.5 (0 :9x :9 2) 
gy (X) 

0 (elsewhere) 
(2.2.25) 

fx(x) [2 Ix 2 

7T) e 
/(0.5 

x 0.9545) , (2.2.26) 

fx (x) + fX (2 -x) 
.' 

2), 
' 1 e- 

Ix 2+e 
-1 (x-2) 2 

:w. 0.5 x 0.9545 9 (2.2.27) 
9, (X) f 

and 
V4 

- 2.028 (2.2.28) 
. 9545) 

giving a sampling effic iency of 2M-1 = 0.9862, for X. The primary 

acceptance condition (step 2) is 
1(y 2_ 1) 

R< fX(Y)/Mgy(Y)-= le (2.2.29) 

if this is satisfied then X=Y is delivered. If not, the secondary 

acceptance condition (step 3) applies and is 

f (Y) '+ f (2 Y) IY2 )2 
<xx fe- + e- 

I (Y-2 
(2.2.30) 

mg 

ý2- 

y 
(Y) 
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If this is satisfied, then X= 2-Y is delivered. The overall 

sampling efficiency is 0.9545(0.9862) + 0.0455(0.8425) 0.9797. 

Kinderman and Monahan (1977) employ the ratio of uniform 

variates method. Using the notation of section 1.3.3, consider a 

region, 

(u, v) :0 :5u :5 (2Tr) - e-v 
2 Au 2) 

= Qu, v) :0 :5u -'s (27T)-'; IvI :9 u[-Zn(2Tru4 )11). (2.2.31) 

If (U, V) is uniformly distributed over C, then the p. d. f. of V/U 

is standard Normal. Kinderman and Monahan give no sp ecific details 

of how to generate points uniformly over C. However one obvious 

method is to generate points uniformly over the enclosing rectangle, 

D {(u, v) :0 :5u !5 (2Tr)-' ; Ivi :5 (27T)-1(2/e)jl (2.2.32) SP 

and reject those that do not satisfy the condition, 

IVI :5 Uf-kn(2TrU 
4 (2.2.33) 

The area of D is (4/7Te)' and thus the sampling efficiency, being 

the ratio of the two areas C: D is (1)/(4/7re)i - 0.731 . 

Robertson and Walls (1980) discuss various methods of improving the 

efficiency of the above scheme, including a pre-test which reduces 

the number of logarithmic evaluations. They also consider as an 

alternative to a rectangle, a tighter fitting trapezium-shaped 

region, which increases the sampling efficiency to 0.922 . 

The algorithms dealt with so far are attractive in that they are 

all easy to program and require little storage. This is an important 

feature when pre-progrmmed routines do not exist, or when an 

experimenter needs a method which matches the experimental design 

configuration for the simulation. The methods to be considered below 

are generally less elegant, less easy to program, require more 
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storage, but in many cases have lower execution times (excluding time 

required to calculate (Ionstants and set-up tables. Given the 

characteristics of these methods, it is, still felt that ease of 

programming is an important feature and that one should be willing to 

trade off some efficiency for this. In particular, the rapid change 

in computer technology has resulted, and will probably continue to 

result in substantial increases in processing speed for a given hardware 

cost. In view of this, the fact that one algorithm happens to be 

slightly faster than another on a particular machine does not auto- 

matically favour the former. 

One of the early algorithms that fall into this second category is 

the Rectangle-Wedge-Tail method of Marsaglia, MacLaren and Bray (1964). 

The folded Normal distribution is expressed as a probability mixture, 

- Ix 2.3 [2 
f, W=eIa. g. (x) , x 

where 
30 

a 0.1 Xfx (0.1j) = 0.9578 
j=l 

00 
*2=ffx (x)dx 0.0395 

3 

*3=I-a, -a20.0027 
fx(o. 1) (0 :5x :50.1) 

I fX (0.2) (0.1 <x --5 0.2) 
91 (x) =aI, 

fx (3.0) (2.9 <x :53.0) 
0 (elsewhere) 

(f 
x 

(x)-a, g, (x))/a 
2 

(0 <x ý5 3.0) 

92(x) =10 
(elsewhere) , 

fx (x)/a 
3 (x > 3) 

g3(x) =10 
(elsewhere) . 

(2.2.34) 

(2.2.35) 
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91 (x) is piecewise uniform and sampling is via an efficient look-up 

method, based on generation of a discrete random variate. Sampling 

from 92 (x) (the "wedge") is via envelope rejection utilising the 

approximate piecewise linearity of the function, and sampling from 

g3 (x) uses the polar tail method, (2.2.20). 

Marsaglia and Bray (1964) in their "convenient" method represent 

the Normal p. d. f. as the probability mixture, 

24' 
(27r) ex-ia igi (x) , i=I 

where 

g, (x) HE p. d. f. of 2(R I +R 2 +R3-1.5) where 

Rip R2 and R3 are random numbers, 

92 (x) : -- p. d. f. of 1.5(R I +R 2- 1) , 

g3(x) = 

(f 
x 

(x) -, a 19, 
W-a 

292 
(x))/a 

3 
10 

g4 (X) 
10 

(elsewhere) 

0.8638 , 

a20.1107 

a30.0228002039 

a41-aI-a2a3ý0.0026997961 

(2.2.36) 

(1XI :5 3) 

(elsewhere), 

(2.2.37) 

sampling from g3 (x) uses envelope rejection with a uniform target 

distributioný Sampling from 94(x) uses the polar method, (2.2.20). 

Ahrens and Dieter (1972) use similar ideas. in their trapezoidal 

method, (Algorithm TR). The Normal p. d. f. is represented as the 

probability mixture, 
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.1 

fX (x) =i igi (x) 3, i=I 

where 

g, (x) has the shape of an isosceles trapezium inscribed' 

in the curve fX (x) 

(x) = (fX(x) - alg, (x))/a 92 2 

g3(x) = fX (x)/a 3 

aI-0.9195444 , 

for IxI < 2.7140280 , 

(Ixl < 2.7140280) 

(Ixl ý: 2.7140280) 

a2 - 0.0459427 , 

3ý0.0345129 . 

(2.2.38) 

(2.2.39) 

Sampling from gI (x) is via a linear combination of two random numbers, 

from 93 (x) via the tail generation procedure of Marsaglia, (2.2.13)- 

(2.2.14), and from g2 (x) via an envelope rejection procedure. 

polynomial sampling figures in algorithm TS due to Ahrens and 

Dieter (1972). They represent the folded Normal p. d. f. as 

f (x) 
25 

x 
= 

[j2)I 
e-1 ý a gj(x) x i , 

7r j 

where 

aI = 1, a2 a3 a4 Tý, a5 

X (x) /a, (o <x :5 o. 67 44 9) 
91 (x 

O (elsewher e), 

fX (x)/a 2 (0.67449 <x :5 1.1503) 
(X) 

1 

0 (elsewhere) , 

fX (x)/a 3 (1 . 1503 5x5 1.5341 
g3 (x) 

1 

0 (elsewhere) 

fX f (x)/a 4 (1.534 :5x :51 . 8627) 
L24 (X) -I - 0 (elsewhere) , 

fx (x) /a 5 (x ; >- 1.8627) 
g5 (x) = 

1 

0 (elsewhere) . 

(2.2.40) 

(2.2.41) 
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The p. d. f. 's gI (x) (d = 1,2,3,4) are approximated by Taylor series 

expansions, 

gi (x) -.,: i 

j =() j 
(2.2.42) 

where k is of the order of 20. The degree of the polynomial ensures 

that the approximation is extremely good. Sampling from (2.2.42) uses 

the polynomial sampling method of section 1.5 
. Although k is of 

the order of 20, only on a very small proportion of occasions will 

anything approaching k random numbers be required, 
'since the b 

become small as j, increases. Sampling from g5 (x) uses the tail 

method, (2.2.13)-(2.2.14). Ahrens and Dieter (1972) also use polynomial 

sampling in algorithm RT,. to modify the rectangle-wedge-tail algorithm. 

Kinderman and Ramage (1976) use a probability mixture method, 

representing the standard Normal p. d. f. as 

. ý. 1-1x2.3 
x 

(x) = (27r )eia igi (x) , 
.L -1 

where 

91 (x) = (2.216 - Ixi)/(2.216) 2 

g2(X) =N (x) - a, g, Ixi)/a 
2 

93(x) = fx (x)/a 
3 

a, = 0.884 , 

a2=0.089 

a3 = 0.027 

(Ixl < 2.216), 

(Ixl < 2.216), 

tlxl ý: 2.216), 

(2.2.43) 

(2.2.44) 

The inversion method is used to sample from gI (x), the tail method 

(2.2.13)-(2.2.14) from g3 (x), and an envelope rejection method 

comprising a series of triangular target distributions from 92(x)* 
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A number of methods have arisen from Forsythe's generalisation 

of von Neumann's combinatorial method for Exponential variate 

generation. Using the notation of section 1.3.4, the main methods 

are: 

(a) Forsythe (1972). Intervals are defined by.; 

qO =0, q3= (2j-1)' 0 Z: I)1 (2.2.45) 

each variate requiring a mean of 3.036 random numbers (excluding 

the one used for interval selelction). 

(b) Parker (1976) has suggested intervals defined by: 

qo =0, qj = (2j)i (i 2t I)- (2.2.46) 

(c) Dieter and Ahrerts(1973) in their "centre-tail" method use one 

interval defined by: 

qo =0vqI= Y/2 . (2.2.47) 

Sampling. from the tail (v'29-) uses Marsaglia's tail procedure. 

They claim a mean requirement of 4.879 random numbers. 

(d) Ahrens and Dieter (1973), (algorithm FT), use intervals defined 

by: 

R7 (2 -J ) (j 2t 0) , (2.2.48) 

wbere 

(x) u2 
e- du 

The mean requirement is 2.539 random numbers, excluding one used 

for interval selection. 

(e) Ahrens and Dieter (1973), (algorithm FL) use intervals defined by: 

qO 00q, = R- 1 (31/32), q2ý R- 1 (30/32) ***, q 31 m R71(1/32), 

q 32 R-1(1/64), q 33 m R71(1/128) (2.2.49) 
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Because the intervals are of small width, ' the mean requirement 

of random numbers would normally be close to 2. Referring to 

(1.3.24), this figure is reduced further by comparing R,, not 

with h (x but with h* = Max[h (X If R>h (as it 

is on most occasions) then Xi "u U(q, 
_,, 

q, ) is delivered. In 

this case Xi may be generated by "conditioning" R,, giving 

R-h. 
X. = qj ; 

3-1* (qj-qj + 
11- h*j 

(2.2.50) 

without recourse to a separate random number. In'this way the 

mean requirement is reduced to 1.232 random numbers. 

(f) Brent (1974) has devised a method which combines the intervals 

defined in (d) with the "conditioning" technique of (e), giving 

a mean requirement of 1.37 random numbers. 

2.3 Gamma Distribution 

The Gamma distribution with shape parameter a (> 0) and scale 

parameter X (> 0) has p. d. f. 

=Xax 
OL- 1e -Xx 

fz (x) F (CL) 
(2.3.1) 

Variates may be generated by sampling'from a standard Gamma distribution 

having p. d. f. 

(X x a-1 
e-x' (X k 0), (2.3.2) 

and setting Z= X/X. 
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When 01 is integer-valued, a simple method is to deliver X as 

the sum of a independent standard Exponential variates. In this 

connection, Greenwood (1974) emphasises the danger of taking the 

logarithm of the product of a random numbers. Our view is that the 

approach is probably safe when a is not very lArge. Taking a machine 

with a hypothetical floating point underflow at 10-37 , the procedure 

will attempt to compute the logarithm of zero if the true variate value 

exceeds -kn (10-37) = 85.2 . This ctifficulty may be eliminated by 

continuously checking the cumulative product of the random numbers to 

ascertain whether floating point Anderflow is possible on the next 

product. If it is, then the logarithm of the cumulative product must 

be taken, and the remainder of the a random numbers must have their 

logarithms taken individually. For values of a where these 

difficulties are likely to arise, the method is very unlikely to be 

used, due to the high requirement of random numbers. 

For a<1, Johnk (1964) sets X= EY, where E is a standard 

Exponential variate and Ya Beta variate with parameters a and 

(1--a). The latter is obtained by delivering 

R 
/a / (R 

/ct 
+I/EI -a] (2.3.3) Pý 

I /a I/ (1-a) 
subject to RI+ Ri 1, where RI and R2 'ý, U(0,1). The 

probability of acceptance never falls below 0.257T = 0.785. The 

algorithm may be extended to cases where a>1, by expressing the 

shape parameter as 

<c> + (a - <a>) (2.3.4) 

generating from a Gamma distribution with shape parameter a <cc> 

using Johnk's methody and from a Gamma distribution with shape 

parameter <a> , using the sum of exponentials method. 

I 
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For a<I another procedure is due to McGrath and Irving (1973), 

who use envelope rejection with a target distribution, 

a* a- I /Y a (0 :5x-. 5 Y) 
gy W 

-P 
.) e- 

(X-Y) ýx > Y), 
(2.3.5) 

where 0 :9p :51 and y are free parameters. This gives 

f (X) -xy/{pr(a+i)) (0 :5x :5 
= 

Jxea_J 

e'y/{(i-p)r(a)) (x > 'Y)'- 
(2.3.6) 

with maximum, 

14 = Max[y a /{pr(a+i)i, y a-I Jymj-pmam (2.3.7) 

By choosing p= -y/(y + ae-Y), both terms in the argument of (2.3.7) 

become equal, giving a sampling efficiency of 

yl-ar(a+i) 
(y + ae Y 

(2.3.8) 

McGrath and Irving set. y=1, which interestingly gives exactly the 

same method as the much quoted GS algorithm of Ahrens and Dieter (1974). 

Fishman (1978, pp 423) indicates that M-1 may be maximised by allowing 

y to satisfy 

y(ey a (2.3.9) 

To avoid numerical effect required to solve (2.3.9) Fishman suggests 

uses of a near optimal value of -y = 0.5 Independently, the author 

has devised an algorithm using *y =I-a Table 2.1 shows sampling 

efficiencies for these four choices for the basic McGrath and Irving 

algorithm. If numerical optimisation is to be avoided, the choice 

lies between I (Ahrens and Dieter), 0.5 (Fishman) and 

y= 1--a '(Dagpunar). We note that results for but not 

y=0.5 dominate those for 'Y - 1, for all values of a Further 

the performance of y= 1--a is significantly better than the other 
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two when a is very close to 1. We conclude therefore that the 

choice 'Y = 1--a is likely to be preferred to the other two. 

Table 2.1 Sampling Efficiencies for McGrath and Irving method 

using op timal y, y= 0.5, y=1, y- 1--a. 

Sairpling 
Y Efficiency 0.0 1 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

optimal Y 0.991 0.921 0.824 0.785 0.798 0.828 0.882 1.000 

(Fishman) 

Y=0.5 0.990 0.909 0.810 0.780 0.798 0.823 0.858 0.904 

(Fishman) 

Y 0.991 0.918 0.808 0.749 0.723 0.720 0.723 0.731 

(Ahrens & Dieter) 

Y= 1--a 0.991 0.920 0.824 
ý0.780 

0.774 0.790 0.836 1.000 

(Dagpunar) 

Algorithm 2.1 below specifies details of a method based on y= 1--a . 

which has been used in a simulation of a telephone answering service, 

Gregory (1979). 

Algorithm 2.1 

0. A=I --a ;p= A/ (A+ae -A B=A+ kn(I-p) ;C- I/a. 

1. generate a random number R, and a standard exponential variate ý. 

2. If R>p go to 5. 

c 
3. X= A(R/p) 

4. If E>X deliver -X, else go to 

5. X= B - Yn(I-R). 

6. If E >A Yn(XIA) deliver X, else go to 1. 
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The frequency of logarithmic evaluations could be reduced by inserting 

appropriate acceptance pretests into steps 4 and 6. 

When ak1, Ahrens and Dieter (1974) propose algorithm GC, using 

envelope rejection with a Cauchy target distribution, 

h 
'Y 

(X) = ý/DT{ý 2+ (X-6) 2 11 
IP (2.3.10) 

where 0 and 6 are constants. As Fishman (1978, pp 427) implies, it 

is better to use a truncated Cauchy distribution, 

2 6j2j] gy W= WITr{a + (X- (x 2: 0) , (2.3.11) 

where 

A71 = {Tr + 2tan- I (6/0)1/(2? T). (2.3.12) 

In this case, 

f X(x) x 
a- Ie -x Tr {a 2+ (X-6) 2 

(2.3.13) 
gy (X) Aar (a) 

which has turning points at 

22 

or 
(a- I -x) {B 2+ (X-6) 21+ 2x(x-6) 0 (2.3.14) 

Parameters and 6 are chosen as 

= (2a-1)' and 6=a1 (2.3.15) 

so the turning points appear at 
2 (a-l-x) (X-Ct) .0 (2.3.16) 

Investigation of these shows that x cc I is a maximum for a Z: I, ' 

and x=aa point of inflection. Thus the maximum of (2.3.13) lies 

at x=a giving 

M (,, _, )a-I e- 
(a- I) 

7r(2ct-1)/{A r(a)) 
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or 

m 
a- I e- 

(a-]). (2a-1)'EiT -+ 2tan- If (a-1)/(2oý-I)II] (2.3.17) 
2r(a) 

When a-I, M= Tr/2, and use of Stirling's formula shows that as 

a -* co 9M -* r7T = 1.77, giving the useful propeýty that the sampling 

efficiency is bounded for all a ýt 1. 

Also described in the same paper is algorithm GO. Envelope 

rejection is used, the target distribution being Exponential in the 

tail, and Normal in the body of the distribution. The sampling efficiency 

is bounded as a -* 110 . Using pre-tests on the acceptance condition, 

it is generally accepted to be a fast method of generating Canma variates, 

providing a cheap source of Normal deviates is available. Unfortunately 

the method is only valid for shape parameters a>2.53 .A 
development 

from Wallace (1974) uses envelope rejection with a target distribution 

consisting of a mixture of Erlang distributions with shape parameters 

<a> and <a+l> respectively. Thus 

gy(x) = px e-x /r(<a>) + (, _P)x<a> e-x/r(<a+i>), (2.3.18) 

where 0 :5p :51. Hence, 

-gy(x) px 
<a>-Ct r(a) 

+ 
(I-p)x <a>-a+ Ir (a) (2.3.19) 

fxW 2-- r-(<a>) ,r (<a+ I >) 

which is minimised at 

(2.3.20) 

By choosing p=I-a+ <a> , this conveniently reduces to x 

giving a sampling efficiency of 

k-' = <a+l>'a`r(a: ýo/r(<a+l>) . (2.3.21) 
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Although this is close to one for most values of a. the procedure 

is inefficient for large a, due to the time required to generate 

the associated Erlang variate. 

Fishman (1976a) proposes a simple envelope rejection method 

for a 2: 1, using an Exponential target distrib6tion with mean a 

Thus 

gy (x) = CL -ie -x/ct (X k 0) , (2.3.22) 

X(x) ax a-I e -X(I--a) 
r (a) 

(2.3.23) 

with maximum value, 

a a/r(a) 
. (2.3.24) 

As a -* -, M behaves as and so the method is not well suited 

to large values of a. 

Greenwood (1974) exploits the Wilson-Hilferty (1936) approximation 

to the chi-squared distribution with V degrees of freedom. This 

takes the form 

2-I 
xvzntVjl - (2/9V) + (2/9V)-'Zl (2.3.25) 

where Z Iv N(0,1). Since 0.5 
2 is a standard Gamma variate with XV 

shape parameter (V/2), envelope rejection is suggested using a target 

variate Y, where- 

a(l - (1/9(y)- I+ (1/9(1)-Izl (2.3.26) 

The maximum value of fX W/gy (x) can be obtained analytically and is 

shown to be 2.189 for a=+, 1.337 for a-I, approaching an 

asymptotic value of I as 

Cheng (1977) also uses envelope rejection, this time with a log- 

logistic target distribution, 
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gy (X) = XP x 
X-I / (P+x x)2 (x zt 0) , (2.3.27) 

where and X= (2a-I)' for a ý: 1, and a for 0<a<1. 

The sampling efficiency increases from (e/4) at a to an 

asymptotic value of RT/2 as a For a<1, the method is not 

so suitable, the sampling efficiency decreasing to 0.25 as a -* 0. 

Atkinson (1977) uses envelope rejection for a 2: 1, with a target 

distribution, 

k(1-11)t (x :5 t) 
gy (x) 

ke -lix (x > t) 
(2.3.28) 

where k -1 = t(I-P) t+ 11 -1 e -Pt 
, with t and p (<I) being free 

parameters. t is set to a-1, allowing M to be conveniently 

evaluated as 

ct- 1 
e- 

«X-1 )/ {kr (CL) (1 -11) 
CL- 11 

, (2.3.29) 

and by choosing 

11 = 1(4a-3)1 - I)/{2(ct-l)l , 

the sampling efficiency is maximised. Atkinson reports that the method 

is slightly faster than Cheng's (1977) method for the range 

1.5 :5a53.5 . For large a, we remark that M '-v/Qa-I)/2Tr), 

indicating that the method is not so suitable. for such values. Finally 

we note that both Cheng's and Atkinson's methods incorporate pre-tests 

which avoid logarithmic evaluation on some occasions. 

Another envelope rejection method (for CI 2: 1). is due to 

Tadikamalla (1978a). The target distribution is Erlang, with shape 

parameter <a> having the same mean as that of the Camma. Thus 

gy (X) =X 
<a> 

x 
<a-I> 

e_xx /r (<ct>) , 

where 

(2.3.30) 

x= <a>/a , 
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giving 

fx(x) 
x a-<a> e-x('-X)r(<a>) 

gy(x) x <a> r(a) 9 

iqhich has a maximum at x=a.. Thus 

m=a a-<a> 
e -a+<a> r(<a>)/{X<a>r(a)I (2.3.31) 

The theoretical efficiencies are good, e. g. 0.795 for a=1.5, 

0.930 for a=2.25, but the algorithm is not efficient for large a, 

due to the time required for generation of the Erlang variate. 

Tadikamalla (1978b) suggests a Laplace p. d. f.. 

gy W= (x ýt 0,0 <X< 1) , (2.3.32) 
2- e-X(a-'T 

as an alternative target distribution for a 2: 1. Proofs of the 

sampling efficiency were not given and so are derived below. Given 

(2.3.32), we have, 

xe -x( eX 
(ct- 1) (2-e 

H (x) 
YX) xr (a) 

gy (x) 
x CL- 1 

e-x 
(1 _X) e-X 

(ot- 1) (2-e-X (a- 1)) 

which has stationary values (both maxima) at 

and x2 

(2.3.33) 

(2.3.34) 

The global maximum is therefore at x=x2 providing H(x 2 H(x I 

which is evidently true since X>0. Thus the sampling efficiency, 

ü-1 = {H(x 

(2.3.35) a-I 
e- 

and this is maximised (for given a) when 
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e -X(a-1) = 
20, (a-1) I +. X) 

(2.3.36) 2 (a- (a-2); k -I 

Equation (2.3.36) gives the optimal value of X to be used, and is in 

contrast to Tadikamalla, who gives 

X- 0.5 + 0.5(4a-3)1 (2.3.37) 

The difference arises because Tadikamalla has apparently ignored the 

fact that the normalising factor of (2.3.32) depends upon since it 

is a truncated distribution. Table 2.2 gives the sampling efficiencies 

under both (2.3.36) and (2.3.37) for specimen values of a 

Table 2.2 Sampling efficiencies for Tadikam. allas Laplace method., 

using optimal and non-optimal X 
.* 

ct 1.0 1.5 2.0 - 3.0 5.0 10.0 20.0 25. V 

E (2.3.36) 1.000 0.699 0.249 0.457 0.360 0.269 0.201 0.182 

(2.3.37) 
2 

1.000 0.732 0.259 0.500 0.390 0.282 0.205 0.184 

m-1 1) 1.000 0.868 0.821 0.776 0.740 0.717 0.715 0.717 
(Dagpunar) 

ü-1 (X 2) 
1.000 0.864 0.815 0.769 0.735 0.715 0.715 0.717 

(Tadikama-lla) 

We conclude from the table that the improvement in efficiency using 

(2.3.36) over (2.3.37) is not significant. In view of this and the 

numerical procedure required to solve (2.3.36). it is recommended that 

Tadikamalla's original suggestion for setting X, (2.3.37). be 

employed when implementing this algorithm. Tadikamalla gives no 

results for the sampling efficiency as a However for large a 
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X -)-N(a,, a). The optimal Laplace envelope for such a distribution would 

be one centred on a (not a-1) with parameter I/w/a , giving a 

sampling efficiency of V(Trl(2e)) = 0.760 This therefore represents 

an upper bound on the asymptotic sampling efficiency for algorithms, 

employing (2.3.36) or (2.3.37). 

Scbmeiser and Lal (1980) have also used envelope rejection (for 

a> 1) in two algorithms, G2PE and G4PE. The former uses a target 

distribution which is uniform in the body of the distribution and 

exponential in the tail(s). G4PE uses a more complete target 

distribution, comprising six uniform, two triangular and two exponential 

distributions. In both implementations, pre-tests are incorporated 

under the name of the "squeeze" technique referred to in Marsaglia 

(1977). Schmeiser and Lal found both algorithms to be very efficient 

on a time per-variate generated basis, and in fact G4PE was found to be 

uniformly faster than others tested. The authors draw attention to the 

increased set-up time and memory requirements over some other methods. 

We remark that because of the complexity of the mixture distributions 

in GOE, the algorithm could probably not be classed as one which may 

be rapidly implemented by an experimenter. 

Cheng and Feast (1979) use the ratio of uniforms- method for cl ý: 1. 

Using the notation of section 1.3.3, 

a-I 
C {(U, V) :0 :9u :5 (V/u) 2e -v/2u /rI(a)} (2.3.38) 

and the minimal rectangle (with sides parallel to the axes) which 

encloses C is 
d- I a+ I 

D (u, v) 0 :5u :92/rI (a) ;or. v :5 
fc+ 12 /rI(a)). (2.3.39) 
ý+e-) 

By generating points uniformly within D, and accepting those for which 
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a-I 
u :5 (V/U) 2e -V/2U /r (a) (2.3.40) 

the accepted values of V/U have the required distribution. Cheng and 

Feast do not in fact use the minimal rectangle (2.3.39). Instead they 

use a looser fitting rectangle with ratio of side lengths (aspect ratio) 

a- (6a) This is to be compared with the aspect ratio of D which 

is 
a/2 21)1 Z- [2ý- 

-2 
e 

(2.3.41) 

Their argument for choosing a looser fitting rectangle is that the 

marginal loss in efficiency is warranted by not having to calculate 

(2.3.41). This argument seems invalid when a does not vary, since 

the aspect ratio may be calculated once and saved between calls. 

Cheng and Feast reduce the number of logarithmic evaluations by 

incorporating a pre-test into their procedure. The sampling efficiency 

is not given in their paper, but the area of the rectangle D is 

Ia2 a/2 
Cl+ r (a) 

eJ 

13(1-+Ill 

and that of C is I. Thus the sampling efficiency is 

2 
E r(a) 

+Ij (2.3.42) (F 
Ct2-1) 

which is evaluated for specimen values of a in table 2.3 . 

Table 2.3 Sampling Efficiency (E) for Ratio of Uniforms method, 

using minimal rectangle. 

2 3 4 5 6 

0.680 0.711 0.628 0.564 0.515 0.380 
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Using Stirling's formula we may show that E -+ v/(7r/2a) as a -* co 

Geometrically the efficiency is decreasing for large a, because 

the acceptable points are concentrated in the region a-1 5 v/u :5 a+1. 

Consequently, for a>2.5, Cheng and Feast have implemented a version 

in which the region D takes the form of a parallelogram. This 

encloses C more tightly, and leads to improved sampling efficiencies 

for these values of a. An alternative strategy for improving 

sampling efficiency is due to Kinderman and Monahan (1980). Variates 

are generated from a relocated Gamma distribution with mode at zero. 

The effect of this is to rotate the u-v axes so that the u-axis is 

now aligned along the line v/u = a-1. In this way the region C is 

more tightly enclosed by a rectangle, giving a sampling efficiency 

between e/4 (a = 1) and v/(7Te)/4 (a -"- -). When a<I none of the 

above methods can be used directly since fX (0) is unbounded. However 

Cheng and Feast (1980) have extended the range down to a- n- by 

generating a transf ormed variate Y=X 1/n 
, where n is any positive 

integer. 

Atkinson and Pearce (1976) give a brief description of an 

implementation of Forsythe's method. Specific details of the algorithm 

are not given in their paper, but we note that for a z: 1, the 

function x (a-1) kn x is increasing for x '2 01 - 1, and decreasing 

for x<a1. Using the notation of section 1.3.4, the functions 

h3 (x) and the intervals (q 
J- 1, q 3) may be defined by: 

h3 (x) = (x-qj_, ) - (a-]. ) kn(x/qj_ I) (qj 
_, 

<x: 5qj )' 

I (i ý: 1) 
gmax = (qj-qj_, ) - (a-1) kn(qj/qj_, ) 

. 
(2.3.43) 

qo =a-I, 
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and 

hi (x) = (qj_, -x) tn(qj_, /x) (qj_, <x-<qj) 

(m: 5j: 50), (2.3.44) 

gmax 'ý (qj_, -qj) - (a-1) tn(q, 
_, 

/qj) 

where 0< gmax :51, and is chosen to control interval width, and m 

is the largest integer for which qm_l 5 0. We note that the difference 

equations for {qjj are solved first for j 2: 1, given qO, then for 

j<0, given q 0' When m has been identified, qm_j is set to zero, 

making the first interval (O, qm). For x 2t a-1, Atkinson and 

Pearce suggest the distribution be truncated at some suitable point. 

In this connection, we note that the tail of the distribution need not 

be "lost" in this way, if the Gamma tail generation procedure, developed 

in Chapter 8 is employed. 

For a<1, x- (a-1) Zn x is increasing for all x, but is 

unbounded as x 4- 0. Atkinson and Pearce recommend that the lower 

boundary of the first interval be set to some small finite value 

C (>O). By setting qO =C, the equations (2.3.43) can then be solved 

for {qj). We remark in passing, that ignoring that part of the 

distribution which has the highest density of observations is an 

undesirable feature of the algorithm. It is true that this may be 

mitigated by making c extremely small, but since x- (a-1) Zn x is 

changing rapidly as x -* 0, the number of intervals required will 

increase correspondingly. 

Atkinson and Pearce report that for a<1, best results are 

obtained by making gmax quite'small (0.1 for a-0.9), whereas 

for (I > 1, little improvement was n6ticed by setting gmax below 0.9 

A disadvantage of the method is the effort required to solve the 

difference equations in Iq 
J 

1. Indeed, Atkinson and Pearce report that 

a Fortran program of 160 statements is required just to calculate the 

C onstants. A good feature of the algorithm is that the efficiency 
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remains high as Ot -+ ,. However, there are alternative algorithms 

which possess this feature, yet are easier to implement and understand, 

an important feature for the: experimenter who has to write a routine 

quickly for a particular investigation. 

For a 2: 1, algorithms falling into this latter category include 

the Cauchy method of Ahrens and Dieter, Greenwood's algorithm, 

Tadikambllals Laplace method, Cheng's 109 logistic method and Kinderman 

and Monahan's relocated Gamma method. When a<I algorithms with a 

high sampling efficiency include those due to McGrath and Irving, while 

Cheng and Feast found the extended parameter ratio of uniformsmethod to 

be faster than Ahrens and Dieter's GS algorithm. 

2.4 Beta Distribution 

This has p. d. f. 

x 
ot- 1(1 

-x) 
ß-i 

x 
(x) =B (ot, ß) - (0: 5x5 1; a>0, ß> 0) e 

and will be referred to as Beta (a, O). 

For integral values of the shape parameters a and a, a 

relationship between the order statistics of random numbers and the 

Beta distribution provides one method of generation. If 

R (1), R (2)" . *qR (n) is an ordered sample of n random numbers, then 

R (k) 
is distributed as Beta (k, n-k+l). (See for example Johnson 

and Kotz 1970bpp 38). In order to determine the k th 
smallest of n 

random numbers, a simple sort based on pairwise comparison (e. g. 

subroutine PAIRS, Lurie and Mason, 1973) may be used. This requires 
k 
I (n-j) - k(2n-l-k)/2 comparisons. To generate from Beta (a, O) we 

j. 1 

set k=a and n-a+1. The method, as it stands is rather 

unsuitable when both a and 0 are large, due to the large number of 

pairwise comparisons. 
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Newby (1979) suggests that order statistics may be generated more 

efficiently through their conditional distributions. Given a set of 

order statistics X (1), x (2)"' x (n) and defining (for the unordered 

observations)the cumulative hazard function H(x) in terms of the 

hazard function ý(x) by 

x 
(x) =fe (u) du , 

Newby shows that the conditional distribution of X 0+0 given XQ 

is 

-e 
-En-il[H(x., 1)-H(x. 

)1 
Fx 

(i+1) 
ix(i) (X 

J+lyx 3)=11 
(j--0, 

(2.4.2) 

,H 
(xo) =0. 

Given a random number R, use of the inversion method on (2.4.2) gives 

R=I-e 
-In-j][H(X U+0 )-H(X 

Q) 

.iI 
which leads to the recursion, 

H(X 0+1) H(X (i +Ei /(n-j) 

H(X (0) )= 10 

(2.4.3) 

where E is a standard Negative Exponential Variate. To generate from 

Beta (a, O with a< Newby (1981) uses (2.4.3) to generate 

H(X (k) 
) where k=a and na+1. For a random variable 

uniformly distributed in (0, I), 

x du 
H(x) =f, _u .-9. n(1-x) , 

0 

and so 

e 
-H(X(a ) 

(2.4.4) 

is distributed as Beta (a, O). When a Zt a, k is set to a and 

-H(X 
x, I-e 

(a 

is distributed as Beta (ý, C(). Thus 
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(2.4.5) 

is returned as a Beta (a, $) variate. Setting k= Min(a, ý) in 

this manner minimises the size of the ordered sample, and makes the 

algorithm more competitive with other methods when one of the shape 

parameters is large and the other small. 

Methods based on order statistics fail if both shape parameters 

are not integers. In this case a method due to Johnk, (1964) is to 

generate two random numbers RI ani R2 and to return 

R 1/a /(R 1/a 
+RI/a), subject to R Ua 

+ R1/0 :51, as a. Beta (a, ý). 212 

variate. The sampling efficiency is r(cx+i)r(a+i)/r(a+o+i). The 

method is not recommended when a and a>1, since the efficiency 

becomes very small as a and increase. (e. g. 0.0500 for 

a 3, and 0.0040 for a 5). For a and 1 the 

sampling efficiency lies between 0.5 and I (e. g. 0.5 for a 

7r/4 for a 0.5, and I for a=0 or 0). For one parameter 

larger than I and the other smaller than 1, the efficiency decreases 

as the value of the -larger parameter increases (e. g. 0.589 for a=0.5, 

1.5, and 0.369 for a=0.5,5). 

An alternative method applicable for all values of a and B is 

to generate two Gamma variates X I' X2 with shape parameters a and 

0 respectively. Then X IRXI +X 2) is distributed as Beta (a, a). 4 

Fishman (1973, pp 204-205) implies that this is suitable only for 

integral a and a, though clearly the current availability of Gamma 

routines for non-integral shape parameters means that in principle the 

method could be used for all real values of a and a. 

Other available methods utilise the envelope rejection technique. 

When a and 0 are both greater than one, the p. d. f. is bounded over 

the entire domain, and an obvious approach is to employ a uniform 

target distribution, gy(x) = 1. Since the mode of Beta (a, a) is at 
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ct (2.4.6) M ;e Max (f (x)/g (x» =-1 
(Zi: 

+ý 
ý-2 

91 
«1 
-(X+ý-2 

- 
Lýc-t-+ßý-2j xy P(CL -Iß 

and this becomes unacceptably high as either a or 0 becomes 

large. 

An alternative method when both parameters are greater than 1 is 

algorithm BN due to Ahrens and Dieter (1974). They utilise a Normal 

target distribution with mean p= (a-l)/(a+ý-2), corresponding to 

the mode of the Beta distribution, and standard deviation 

a=0.5/v/(a+0-2). The number of trials per generated Variate (including 

those rejected for not falling in (0,1)) is given by Ahrens. and Dieter 

as 

Tr 11 (a-1)'- 0-1) (2.4.7) 
%2(a+$-2)j 

I 

(a+a-2) a+ý-2 B(a, a) 

I- 

Comparison with (2.4.6) shows that (2.4.7) is larger when 

a+a<2+ 7T/2. Given the speed of generation from a uniform target 

distribution compared to that from a Normal distribution, the uniform 

target method is certainly preferable when a+0<2+ 7T/2, and 

probably for values of a+ exceeding 2+ Tr/2 by some undetermined 

amount. Table 2.4 below shows some specimen values of the sampling 

efficiency for algorithm BN. The efficiency is rather poor when one 
I 

of the parameters is small, particularly when the other is large. 

When a=a, the sampling efficiency asymptotically approaches I as 

a reflecting the symmetry. and approximate Normality of such 

distributions. 
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Table 2.4 Sampling Efficiency for Ahrens and Dieter's algorithm BN, 

t I+c 1.5 2 5 10 20 

2E: /Tr 0.376 0.399 0.319 0.239 0.174 

1.5 0.627 0.677 0.601 0.471 0.351 

2 0.752 0.726 0.592 0.450 

5 0.917 0.878 0.742 

10 0.961 0.912 

20 0.981 

Ct c-'-ýO) 

When a and 0 are both close to I the sampling ef f iciency approaches 

zero. The reason for this is that the Normal target distribution has a 

very large variance. Th6s a very high proportion of observations fall 

outside (0, I) and have to be rejected. The deficiency of the algorithm 

in this respect is confirmed by the absence of any computer timings 

when a and ý are both close to I in table B of Ahrens and Dieter's 

paper. 

Schmeiser and Shalaby (1980) modify algorithm BN by incorporating 

aý pre-testv using the "squeeze" technique. The speed of the resulting 

method (BNM) shows little improvement, particularly in the region of 

ct-+ 1. In the same paper they consider target distributions consisting 

of a mixture of a uniform and two triangular distributions (algorithm 

2P) and six uniform and four triangular distributions (algorithm 4P). 

These methods are analogous to the Gamma methods in Scbmeiser and Lal 

(1978). Schmeiser and Shalaby compared speeds for these algorithms 

with other Beta methods (but excluding the efficient Forsythe 

implementation of Atkinson and Pearce, 1976). They found that for 

most values of a and S either 2P or 4P was the fastest. Schmeiser 

and Babu (1980) modify algorithms 2P and 4P by utilising Exponential 
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tails for the target distribution, and note a marginal improvement 

in speed. 

When both parameters are less than one, Atkinson and Whittaker's 

(1976) switching algorithm employs a target distribution, 

gy (x) = rg I (x) + (1-r)g 2 (x) (2.4.8) 

where 

OL x /t (X 29 t) 
91 (x) =10 

(x > t) 
(2*4.9) 

(x :5 t) 
g2(X) = 

ß(I-x) ß-i /(1-t)ß kx > t) , 

t is a free parameter in the range (0, I), and 0<r<1. Thus 

x 
(x) ta/ {r aB (a, N0 

4 Q) 
Xcl 

I (I -t) 
ý/ { (I -r) ýB (a, a) IQ>0. 

The maximum of fX W/g 
y 

(x) in the range 10, t] occurs at x=t, and 

in (t, 11 at t+C (c -* 0+), the two ýiaxima being equal when 

0-0 
a-I 

tat a-I (1-0 
ra (1-rM 

which leads to a choice of 

r= Bt/f(]-t)o& + Bt) (2.4.12) 

and a sampling efficiency of 

I -a aa B(a, a)t (2.4.13) 
[(I-t)a + Btl 

Atkinson and Whittaker show that for any t the sampling efficiency is 

lower than that of Johnk's. when a+a<1. The optimum valu e of t 

is that maximising 14-1, and is 

t opt 
(a (I -a) I' 

- (2.4.14) 

+ (SO-01T 
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Using this value of t, the sampling efficiency is superior to JohnkIs 

when a+a>1, and equal to Johnk's when a+a=1. This theoretical 

analysis is supported by computational experience reported by Atkinson 

and Whittaker. 

When one parameter, a say, is less than 1,, and the other is 

larger than 1, Atkinson and Whittaker suggest a target distribution as 

before. The maximum of fX(x)/gy(x) in the range [O, t] is now at 

x=0, and in (t, 11 it occurs at x=t+c (C -+ 0), as before. 

Equating the two maxima leads to a choice of 

r= Bt/fa(l-t) + Btj (2.4.15) 

which gives a sampling efficiency of 

aRB (a, a) 
(2.4.16) 

Bt ot + a(I-t) 
13 

tI 

The optimum value of t cannot be found analytically, and Atkinson 

and Whittaker used the method of false position. Their computational 

experience shows that', using the optimal value of t, the speed of the 

algorithm is fairly insensitive to values of a and and comparable 

tIo, the speed of their algorithm when a<I and a< (a + 

or Johnk's method when a<I and a<I (a +a :5 1). 

Atkinson and Whittaker remark that the target distribution could 

in theory be used for the case a>1, $>1. However limited 

computational experience showed that the time per variate generated 

increases dramatically with increasing a and 0. Atkinson (1979a) 

g ives an efficient algorithm for this range by replacing the target 

distribution in (2.4.9)-(2.4.10) with gI (x) = pxp-'/tP and 

-1/(I 
912 (x) q(l-x) 

q 
_t)q 

' where 1 :5p :5a and 1 :5q :5 Optimal 

vIa. lues of p, q and t require numerical methods, but a non-optimised 

version yielded sampling efficiencies which were no more than 3% lower 

than those for the optimised version. 
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Cheng (1978) notes that if X has a Beta prime distribution 

with p. d. f. 

a- 1 rct+ ß) fx (x) -x (1+X)-( /B (ot, ß) 
. 

(X k 0) , (2.4.17) 

then U= X/(I+X) is distributed as Beta (Ct, ý). To sample from 

(2.4.17) envelope rejection is used, with a target distribution, 

gy (X) =XPx 
X-1 /(P+x 

x)2 
(x 2: 0) , (2.4.18) 

where V (a and 

Min (Ct, (Min (a, a) 
(2.4.19) 

V{(2aa-a-a)/(a+ý-2)J (Min (a, a) >'I). 

For this choice of V and X, fX (x)lg 
Y 

(x) has a unique maximum at 

x= a/a, leading to a sampling efficiency of 

B (cc, 0) ((x+a) a+a /(4, a, a 
(2.4.20) 

For a and 1,14-1 > (e/4) = 0.680. When at least one of the 

parameters is less than 1, Mýl > 0.25, approaching this limit when 

either a or 0. When (i Is M-1 = 1, in contrast to the 

poor performance of Ahrens and Dieter's BN algorithm. Modifications 

to the basic Cheng algorithm include pre-tests-which reduce the number 

of logarithmic evaluations. 

Finally we mention an implementation of Forsythels'method (Atkinson 

and Pearce, 1976). Computational experience showed that the timings 

were fairly insensitive to values of a and 0, and in most cases out- 

performed the other methods considered (Johnk, Ahrens. -and Dieter BN, 

rejection using a uniform target distribution). It requires elaborate 

programming in order to set up the constants. Atkinson and Pearce 

report that the set up time is equivalent to the generation of approx- 

imately 1000 variates. 
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In assessing the suitability of the various methods, it should 

be noted that although Newby's order statistic method should be 

reasonably efficient when Min (a, a) is small, it is restricted to 

integer a and 0, and is therefore limited in its application. As 

with most distributions, Forsythe's method is likely to be very 

competitive with other algorithms on a time per variate generated basis, 

but carries the overhead of more complicated programming and calculation 

of constants. Regarding the method. involving two Gamma variates, 

Atkinson and Pearce indicate that generating two Gamma variates using 

Forsythe's method would be slower than direct application of Forsythe's 

method. 
I 

For the case a :51 and 1, Johnk's method is extremely easy 

to program, easily understood and relatively efficient. For ct +a ;ý1, 

Atkinson and Whittaker's method proved faster. If, for convenience, 

only one algorithm. were required for the range a 2: 1; $ 2t. 1, then the 

simplicity of Johnk's method might justify its use. 

For a>I and ý>1, Ahrens and Dieter's algorithm BN is not 

recommended, principally because of its poor performance if both 

parameters are close to 1. In contrast Cheng's (1978) algorithm gives 

good sampling efficiencies for this range, with an asymptotic sampling 

efficiency of 1 as a and 1. Considering the ease with which it 

may be implemented, it is recommended for a and 0 in this range. 

Similar behaviour can be expected for Atkinson's (1979a) switching 

algorithm, although no timing conparisons with Cheng's method are 

available. 

For a :51 and ý "a 1, Johnk's and Cheng's methods do not provide 

a uniformly high sampling efficiency, as specimen values in table 2.5 

show. Atkinson. and Whittaker's switching algorithm requires a numerical 

procedure to determine the optimal value of t. However use of a non- 

optimal value, t= (a-0/0+1--a), suggested by Atkinson (1979a) gives a 
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unifo: rmly high sampling efficiency as shown in table 2.5. These 

results are consistent with Atkinson's timing experiments which 

showed that the non-optimised t never increased execution time by 

more than 10%. In view of this the method is recommended for this 

range of a and $. 

Table 2.5 'Sampling efficiencies for a ---5 1* and 1, using the 

methods of Atkinson and Whittaker with 

(AW), Cheng (C) and Johnk (J). 

1 2 5 10 

AW 0.997 0.994 0.992 0.992 

0.01 c 0.264 0.264 0.263 0.263 

0.990 0.985 0.977 0.971 

AW 0.970 0.949 0.933 0.927 

0.1 C 0.350 0.340* 0.334 0.333 

1 . 
0.909 0.866 0.801 0.752, 

AW 0.866 0.828 0.801 0.791 

0.5 c 0.650 0.582 0.543 0.530 

1 0.667 0.533 0.369 0.270 

AW 0.865 0.852 0.842 0.839 

0.9 C 0.931 0.793 0.708 0.679 

0.526 0.363 0.193 0.112 

AW 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

1.0 c 1.000 0.844 0.746 0.713 

1 0.500 0.333 0.167 0.091 
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2.5 Some other continuous distributions 

In this section we outline briefly, approaches to generation from 

some other continuous distributions. Neitl; er the distributions covered, 

nor the methods mentioned are intended to be exhaustive, mainly due to 

the diverse origins and structural properties ofmany distributions. 

A random variable has the Lognormal distribution if its p. d. f. 

is of the form, 
22 

. 
(knx-P) /2G . 

fxW=-I (x ý-- 0) -,. (2.5.1) 
/27 cr x 

where p and a (>O) are constants. Structurally, X-eY where 
2 

Y IV N(p, cr ), and this provides an obvious method of generation. 

The standard Cauchy distribution has p. d. f., 

fx (x) = {7T(I+x 2»-1 
9 (2.5.2) 

and generation using inversion has imPlicitly been dealt with in 

algorithm 1.3. An alternative is to take the ratio of two standard 

Normal deviates (see for example Kendall and Stuart, (1963), pp 268). 

Generation from the three parameter Weibull is conveniently 

managed using inversion, as described in Section 1.1 

A variate X has the Laplace distribution if its p. d. f. is 

IIfXW=1(. 
1 > 0) .: (2.5.3) 

In addition to being useful in its own right, it has also been used as 

a target distribution in the Gamma rejection based method of Tadikamalla, 

(1978b). The c. d. f. is 

FX(x) -- 
I-1 e-X(x-a) (X Z! 

II 

e-X(O-x) (x < a) 
(2.5.4) 

and. given a random number R, inversion leads to the generation scheme, 
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- X-lPn{2(1-R)l (R Z: 1) 
X+ 

X- I kn{2R) (R < 1) 
. 

(2.5.5) 

The logistic distribution has p. d. f. 

e- f X(x) = 
a{1 + e- 

(x-a)/012 U> 0) 1 (2.5.6) 

and c. d. f., 

x 
(x) = {I e- 

(x-a)/ß 1- 1p 

which can be inverted to give the generation scheme, 

a+0 knfR/(I-R)l (2.5.7) 

2 
A varlate Xn having p. d. f., 

e-x/2 x 
(n/2) -] 

f2 (x) =2 n/ 2- r(n/2) 
(x 2ý 0; n-1,2... ), (2.5.8) 

Xn 

is distributed as chi-squared with n degrees of freedom. Equivalently 

this is a Gamma distribution with shape parameter a= n/2 and scale 

parameter X= 1/2. Thus one method is to generate a standard Gamma 
2 
I variate X and set yý . X/X = 2X. The current availablity of 

efficient routines for integer and non-integer a allows 
2 

Xn 

variates to be conveniently obtained, for both n odd and even-valued. 

Alternatively, 

2nz2 
Xn IIi9 (2.5.9) 

where Zi I'v N(O, 1) - For large n however, the time required to 

generate n standard Normal deviates is likely to be prohibit.; ve. -A 
22 

third method when n is odd valued, is to set z+G, where I Ot 

G. is a CaTnTna variate with (integral) shape parameter a- (n-l)/2 

and scale parameter 1/2. G. may be. generated using the sum of a 
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Exponential variates, but this is likely to be inefficient when 

I 
n is large. 

Non-central chi-squared variates Sn, with non-centrality 

pI arameter V (>O) and n degrees of freedom may be conviently 

generated by noting that 

n-1 2"j Z. 

1 

21 
Xn-I + (Zn-" 

Variates having p. d. f. 

(2.5.10) 

+x2 -(n+l)/2 
n) (n (2.5.11) 

TnWv rn- 
.BIn 

follow a t-distribution with n degrees of freedom. One method of 

. generation is to set 

z/v/{ 
2 

rý-Ij Xn (2.5.12) 

Kinderman, Monahan and Ramage (1977) propose several alternatives to 

(2.5.12), based on envelope rejection methods incorporating both 

acceptance and rejection pre-tests. Kinderman and 11onahan (1980)- 

derive a ratio of uniforms method with sampling efficiency between 

Tr/4 (n = 1) and v/(Tre)/4 (n -* -). A further alternative is to 

deliver Tn as the square root of an F-variate with I and n degrees 

of freedom. 

A variate FnI 
n2 

having p. d. f. 

(n 1 /2) (n 2 
/2) (n 

1 
/2)-l 

fFW (n +n 2 )/2 
12 B(n I 

/2, n 2 /2)(n2 +n, x) 
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where x -? - 
0 and n,, n 2ý1,2,... , follows an F-distribution with 

nI and n2 degrees of freedom. One method of generation is to set 

F= (n 2 )/(n 2 Kinderman, Monahan and Ramage mention 
n,, n 2 

2Xn I 
IXn 2)* 

, generation via transformation of the associated Beta variate, but we 

are not aware of any method exploiting the relaýionship between F 

and Beta-prime variates, X. This takes the form, X=nIFn,, 
n 2 

/n 
2 

where 

(n 
1 

/2)-1 
x fx W=(n (x 0) (2.5.14) 

B (n 
I 
/2, n 2/ 

2) (1 +x) 

Johnson and Kotz (1970b, pp 77). An efficient generation procedure 

for X has already been described in (2.4.17)-(2.4.19), where we 

identify a=n1 /2 and n2 /2. From (2.4.20) we deduce that 

> e/4 = 0.680 if n 2: 2 and n22: 2. If n 

Tr/4 at n2=1, (v/3 2) 3.0.650 
at n22, approaching an 

asymptotic value of Y/{Tre/321 = 0.517 as n2 (obtained using 

Stirling's formula). We conclude that Cheng's efficient and easily 

implemented algorithm for the Beta-prime distribution, although 

originally intended for Beta generation, would appear to be of wider 

. applicability., In particular, F 
n,,, n 2 

and Tn variates may be 

ýreadily obtained without explicit Beta variate generation. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODS OF GENERATION FROM SPECIFIC DISCRETE DISTRIBUTIONS 

3.1 Binomial Distribution 

X is Binomially distributed (Binomial (n, p)) if its p. m. f. is 

fx W= 
X) px O-P) n-x (X = 0,1'... n), x 

where 0 :5p :91. A well known method is to simulate n Bernoulli 

trials, with p being the probability of success per trial. The 

method becomes quite inefficient for large n. An Alternative is to 

invert the cumulative distribution function. This results in an 

execution time which is linear in np. Generation from Binomial 

(n, I-P) if p>I, will bring this down to n Min(p, I-p). Besides 

being unbounded in n, the method carries an overhead of initial 

calculation of the cumulative probabilities, and additionally, requires 
I 
these values to be stored. 

Fishman (1978, pp 447) describes an envelope rejection procedure 

(B2),. based on a uniform target distribution, 

gy(x) = (n+1) (x = 0,1,2,..., n) . (3.1.2) 

Given that the mode of fx (x) is at X' = <(n+l)p>, the sampling 

efficiency is M where, 

fx(XI)/9Y(x') = x, 

) 
lpx'(1_P)n-xl (n+1) , (M. 3) 

and not as shown by Fishman, where the mode is incorrectly taken as 

<np> . For large n, the behaviour of M is easily obtained by 

noting that X -* N(np, np[I-pl), and so 
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e- 
I (x-np) 2 /[np(I-p)] 

V{27rnp(I-p)) 

-!!!: [n/{2ffp(I-p)lll 

which is again unbounded as n -* -. 

Relles (1972) exploits a relationship between the Binomial and 

Beta distributions. Let X 
n, p and V be variates from Binomial 

(n, p) and Beta (j, n-j+l) respectively for any ic {1,2.... n). 

Then 

j+x 
n-j , P-V 

(V :5 P) (3.1.5) 

xI -V 
n, p 

xi-1, 
k 

(V > P) (3.1.6) 

v 

and X0, 
a=0. 

A proof of this decomposition is given in Ahrens and Dieter (1974), and 

we remark that Fishman (19780 pp 449 and 1979) incorrectly gives the 

right hand side of (3.1.5) as j+X 
n-j+], p-V * Equations (3.1.5)-(3.1.6) 

I-V 

are applied recursively, until a variate XO,. is called for, which 

terminates the recursion. In this way a Binomial(n 9p) variate may be 

generated through a sequence of Beta variates. The choice of j (at a 

given stage in the recursion) is left to the implementer of the algorithm. 

In algorithms RBINOM (Relles) and BB (Ahrens and Dieter) j is set to 

(n+l)/2, if n is odd valued. If n is even valued, a single Bernoulli 

variate is generated and added to -a Binomial (n-1 p) variate. 

An interesting -problem, which has not previously been formulated, 

is to determine the optimal choice of j at any stage in the recursion. 

Thi -s will depend upon the parameter values n and p. Thus we may 

define ýn,, 
p 

to be the minimum expected number of iterations (i. e. Beta 

variates) required to generate a Binomial (n9p) variate, the minimisation 

being over a sequence of decision variables Ii -i (n, p) 1. Using the 
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Principle of Optimality, we derive the recursion, 

R 
vi-I (, _V)n-j 

n, p 
+ Min{ fx 

n-j, p-v 
/B(j 

. 
n-j+l). dv 

i0 I-V 

1 
vi -1 (1 _V) n-i /B(j, n-j+1).. dvl 

3, p 
v 

for n with X 

The solution to (3.1.8) appears to be non-trivial, and is not presented 

as part of this thesis, although it is intended to investigate the 

problem at some later time. 

It is of interest to determine the expected number of iterations 

if is set to" 1. Dropping the minimisation in (3.1.8), putting 

j=1, and defining Xn, 
p 

to be the expected number of Beta variates 

required under such a strategy, we have, 

X+X (I_v)n-I /B(i, n)dv (n (3.1.9) 
n, p 

T 

n'l, p-v 0 1-v 

with Xo,, = 0. It may be verified that 

X 
np = np +p (3.1.10) 

is a solution to these difference equations. This result is more 

conveniently obtained as follows. Let px denote the probability 

that a Binomial(n, p) variate takes the yAlue x. Then for x<n 

the number of Beta variates required is x+1, while for x=n it 
Iý 

is n. Thus the expected number of Beta variates required is 

n (I+x)px +n np +I-p From (3.1.10), we conclude that the Pn 
x<n 

mean number of Beta variates required is always greater than the mean 

number of comparisons-in the Inversion method (np), and therefore that 

the-Beta method, under the j=I strategy is not competitive. 
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It has not been mentioned in the literature that the decomposition 

(3.1.5)-(3.1.7) provides an elegant method of generating truncated 

Binomial variates. To generate from Binomial(n, p) subject to 

X 
n,, p 

z: j, sample the initial Beta variate subject to V :9p. Conversely, 

gI eneration subject to Xn, 
p 

< is via the generation of an initial 

Beta variate subject to V>P. 

A disadvantage of methods described above is that in each case the 

execution time per variate generated is unbounded as n Fishman 

(1979) gives an envelope rejection procedure, with a bounded execution 

time. The target distribution is Poisson, mean Ii. The proportion of 

Poisson variates which are accepted is maximised when 

IJ 
n- <n(l-p)> (n(1-p)-<n(1-p)> 

: 5p) 

p[<n(1-p)>+11/(1-p) (otherwise). 

if p>1, sampling is from Binomial(n, l-p). The proportion of 

Poisson variates which are accepted is never less than 1/t/2. The speed 

of the algorithm will depend upon the nature of the Poisson generator. 

Fishman's implementation (BP) uses a Poisson generator PIF, with 

execution time varying as pl. Thus for large 11, Fishman finds it 

necessary to modify PIF, by generating Poisson variates from the 

corresponding Normal approximation. Timing comparisons with the Beta 

method and the inversion method, showed that the Poisson method was 

fastestonly when n is large (ý: 20) and Min(p, l-p) not close to 

zero, most of these cases corresponding to the use of the Normal 

approximation. For the remaining cases the inversion method proved to 

be fastest except when n was small (n S 5) and Min(p, l-p) was 

not close to zero. In these cases the Beta method was fastest. 

Ahrens and Dieter (1974) have developed a method (algorithm BC; 

"count ones") based on the representation of the success probability 
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as a sequence of random bits taking values zero or one. More recently 

Ahrens and Dieter (1980) have employed envelope rejection with a 

Laplace target distribution, tail values outside [O, n] being 

rejected. The Laplace envelope ensures that the sampling efficiency 

approaches w/{ir/(2e)J as 11 corresponding to the Normal 

approximation to the Binomial. The method is exact and has a bounded 

execution time, thus satisfying a requirement which the previous 

generat6rs do not. However it is nbt particularly fast, Ahrens and 

Dieter remarking that Inversion is faster if Min(np*, n-np) < 16, while 

Fishman's method BP (exact version, without Normal approximation) was 

faster when np < 100. 

3.2 Poisson Distribution 

In this section we review methods available for sampling variates 

having p. m. f. 

11 xe -11 

xl 
(11 > 0, x r- 0,1,2,. .. ), (3.2.1) 

and c. d. f. 

qx pj 

We denote such variates as Poisson(p). A recent study giving 

(3.2.2) 

comparative timings for many of the methods to be described appears in 

Atkinson (1979b and 1979c). 

Probably the most familiar procedure is the multiplicative method, 

'described in section 1.2. This becomes inefficient for large 11, 

due to the increasing requirement of random numbers. An alternative 

is inversion. Two approaches are possible, one in which the 

cumulative probabilities are pre-calculated and stored (less suitable 

when 11 varies between calls), the other where the cumulative 
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probabilities are calculated as required for each variate generated. 

When 11 is not too large, the latter is not as inefficient as might 

first appear, since the individual probabilities are conveniently 

calculated through the recursion p X/P X-I " Ii/x. For large V, both 

approaches become unattractive, since the number. of comparisons varies 

As 11. 

A better method is to start the search at the mode of the 

distribution <p, searching for the smallest x satisfying qx L'. R, 

if R ý: q<p> , or the largest x satisfying q X-I 
<. Rl, if R< 

Fishman (1976b) incorporates these ideas into algorithm PIF. The 

search from the mode is used for all integral ji, although in principle 

it could be used for non-integral values as well. For non-integral 

V 7, Fishman uses conventional inversion, starting at x-0. For 

non-integral 11 2- 7, a Poisson (<11>) variate is generated using the 

modal search, and added to a Poisson (p - <p>) variate. Such an 

algorithm still has an unbounded execution time as p -1-- -, so in 

one version of the algorithm, Fishman incorporates a switch for large 11, 

whereby variates are sampled using the Normal approximation to the 
I 
Poisson. 

A natural extension of the modal searchp is to divide the 

probability distribution into k equal parts, and use the indexed 

search method of Chen and Asaug described in section 1.6.5, As k 

increases, the amount of pre-calculation and storage increases, 
11 
accompanied by a decrease in per-variate execution time. Another 

implementation requiring pre-calculation of the individual probabilities 

and substantial storage is the method of Norman and Cannon. 

Ahrens and Dieter (1974) show that a Poisson variate may be 

decomposed into either a Poisson variate (having smaller mean) or a 

Binomial variate. Let X, G, X denote independent Poisson (11). Pn np 
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Gamma (n) and Binomial (n, p) Variat\es. Then Ahrens and Dieter 

show (pp. 239-240) that 

x 
Xn-1, V/G 

n 
(G 

n> 

n+ Xp-G 
n 

(G 
n :5 

(3.2.3) 

(3.2.4) 

Thus a Poisson variate may be generated recursively through a sequence 

of Gamma and Binomial variates. In algorithm PG9 n is set to 

<0.87511>, and once the recursion requires a Poisson variate of 

sufficiently small mean, this variate is sampled directly using the 

multiplicative method. Ahrens and Dieter report that their choice of 

n necessitates the generation of few Binomial variates, and thus 

justify the use of the relatively inefficient Bernoulli method. Their 

computational experience for the whole algorithm shows that the method 

is slower than the multiplicative one if 11 < 16 (for Fortran) and the 

findl version of their algorithm incorporates a switch to this effect. 

We remark that the Binomial variate in (3.2-3) could itself be 

generated through a sequence of Beta variates, (3.1.5)-(3.1.7), making 

the algorithm dependent upon Ca a and Beta variates only. A problem 

analogous to the one formulated in (3.1.8) is to find the optimal 

decomposition of the Poisson distribution, so that the mean requirement 

of Gamma and Beta variates is minimised. 

Ahrens and Dieter (1974) also describe the Centre-Triangle 

algorithm (PT). If ji is sufficiently small (<9), the multiplicative 

meihod is used. Otherwise sampling is via the generation of Poisson 

(<p>) and Poisson (ý-<p>) variates. The former is via a probability 

mixture method, comprising a triangular p. d. f. and a (small) residual 

densitY. Poisson (Ii-<p>) variates are generated through a pre- 

calculated c. d. f.. The method requires considerable setting up of 

constants and tables, and Atkinson's timing comparisons indicate that 

execution time is unbounded as n -ý-- . 
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One of the attractions of the Alias method, described in section 

1.4 is that, apart from set-up time, the execution time is largely 

independent of the parametersof the distribution. Atkinson (1979c) has 

implemented this for the Poisson, truncating the distribution at a 

suitable point in the upper tail of the distribution. His experiments 

show the algorithm to be very fast, out performed (for 11 ý 20) only, by 

the indexed search method with 100 intervals. In Chapter 6a modification 

of the Alias method, which avoids artificial truncation of the 

distribution will be discussed. 

Ahrens and Dieter (1980) have applied the Laplace envelope method, 

previously seen in Binomial generation, to the Poisson. The result is 

an exact algorithm with bounded execution times. They found inversion 

to be faster when p : 5.12. Another envelope rejection method is due 

to Atkinson (1979b), which again has the merit of being exact and 

possessing a bounded sampling efficiency on 11 The target 

distribution is the Logistic. Atkinson reports that the performance 

of this algorithm is disappointing and highlights two problems. One 

is that the method is slowed down by the calculation of the Logistic 

density, and the other that the algorithm ceases to becorne compact due 

to the-necessity of storing a table of logarithms of-factorials. In 

Chapter 6 we describe modifications to the method which eliminate these 

difficulties. 

The choice of Poisson generator depends on the criteria set. If 

speed is all important, regardless of set-up time and preparation, 

Atkinson's experiments showed that the Alias, Indexed search (100 

intervals)p and method of Norman and Cannon are all very fast, the first 

two having the advantage of being exact (apart from the tail of the 

distribution). A disadvantage is the artificial truncation of the 
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probability distribution in the upper tail. The timings 
. 
for algorithm 

PT of Ahrens and Dieter do not appear competitive, given the complexity 

of the algorithm and consequent set-up overhead. ' Algorithm PG using 

decomposition of the Poisson variate did not perform well in Ahrens and 

Dieter's tests, although other strategies for der-omposition may yield 

better results. Finally for small 11 the multiplicative method is 

relatively fast, easy to program and particularly suitable when 11 

changes from one call of the generator to the next. 

3.3 other discrete distributions 

In this section, we'review briefly methods available for sampling 

from some other discrete distributions. 

The discrete analogue of the Negative Exponential distribution is 

the Geometric, having p. m*f., 

Px = Yxý m P(I-p) X-1 (x m 1,2,... ) , 

where 0<p<1. Since X represents the nunber of Bernoulli trials 

till the first success, with success probability p per trial, one 

method is to simulate the individual trials. The mean requirement of 

random numbers per Geometric variate is E(X) I/p , and thus the 

method becomes inefficient for small p. An alternative is to invert 

the c. d. f., leading to one logarithmic evaluation per Geometric 

Variate as described in section 1.1 

A Variate X, having p. m. f. 

Px =f X(x) =px O-P) k (x - 0,1,2,... ), (3.3.2) 
xI' 

where 0<p<I and k>0, has the Negative Binomial Distribution,. 
i 
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which we denote as N. Binord(k, p). For integral k, X+k represents 

the sum of k independent Geometric Variatesq each having mean (1-p)- 

Thus one generation method is to simulate hernoulli trials till the 

k th failura occurs, as in Ahrens and Dieter (1974), algorithm NU. 

Such a method requires a mean of k/(I-p) randbm numbers, and becomes 

inefficient as this ratio becomes large. If k/(I-p) is large, but k 

small, a better method would be to generate k Geometric Variates' by 

inversion, raquiring k logarithmýc evaluations per Variate generated. 

Neither of these methods can be used directly if k is non- 

integral. In these cases a numerical search of the c. d. f. can be 

employed (as in Ahrens and Dieter (1974), algorithm NS), with the 

c. d. f. updated during the search, using the recursion 

PX/px_1 ý {I + (k-l)/xlp. The mean number of comparisons per generated 

variate is I+ EW =I+ kp/(I-p), An alternative is to sample 

Variates from N. Binom(<k>, p), using one of the integer methods, and 

then to add this to a -.. -N. Binom(k - <k>, p) variate, generated by 

numerical inversion of the c. d. f.. 

A relationship between Gamma, Poisson and Negative Binomial 

Variates provides another method. If Gk 'ýj Gamma(k), then 

Poisson(pG k 
/[I-pl) is a N. Binom(k, p) variate. Ahrens and Dieter 

(1974) have implemented this in Fortran (algorithm NG). The method is 

attractive, since procedures now exist for efficient sampling from the 

Gamma and Poisson distributions (with parameter values-varying between 

calls) and whose execution times are bounded for all values of their 

parameters. Thus execution time for the Negative Binomial would also 

be bounded for all k and p. Further the method is applicable to 

non-integer k. 
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A limiting form for the Negative Binomial distribution as 

k -* 0 is the Logarithmic distribution, having p. m. f., 

x=fx 
(x) =- ax/{x Yn(1-a)1 (x *- 1,2-,... ) , (3.3.3) 

where 0<a<1. Kemp (1981) proposes two strategies for generation. 

One is based on numerical inversion of the c. d. f., (algorithm LS). 

The c. d. f. is effectively updated during each search, using the 

recursion p X/px-1 
a(1-1/x). Instead of adding px to the cumulative 

q X;. - I, 
a variant known as the "chop-ý-down search" is employed, in which 

the random number is reduced by px. In this way one less variable 

(q 
x) 

is empl9yed in the algorithm, and one less assignment required 

per variate generated. The second strategy uses the property that if 

Y has c. d. f., 

kn (I -y) (o :5y :5 a) (3.3.4) Rn 0 -a) 

and X has p. m. f., 

fx (x) = (1-Y)YX-' (x = 192ge.. ) 9 (3.3.5) 

then the unconditional distribution of X is Logarithmic. ' Given 

random numbers RI and R2, inversion on (3.3.4)-(3.3.5) yields, 

(3.3.6) 

and 

<I+ (R-n R2/ Pn Y) > (3.3.7) 

respectively. Kemp implements this as algorithm LB. However, for 

parameter values 0<a :50.8, the probability that the delivered value 

is either I or 2 is at least 0.695. Thus in a modified implementation 

(algorithm LK), pretest are incorporated which avoid the two logarithmic 

evaluations on a high proportion of occasions. For distributions where 

a is not close to one, the mean number of comparisons in the inversion 
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method is small as* E(X) is small, but rises steeply as a -+-, ]. 

This is confirmed by the results from Kemp's timing experiments, and 

she recommends use of LK for aý0.90, and'LS for aý0.90. 

3.4 Zeta Distribution 

The Geometric and Logarithmic distributions are both candidates 

for modelling a discrete Variate with decreasing probabilities. A 

third discrete distribution with monotonically decreasing probabilities 

having probability mass function, is the Zeta' 

fx (x) =A x-(P+l) (P > 0; x=1,2,... ) (3.4.1) 

where A= [W+P)l -1 
, and C(. ) denotes the Riemann Zeta function. 

The distribution has been used in such diverse areas as modelling the 

frequency of occurrence of specific words in linguistic texts (Zipf, 

1949), the distribution of number of Insurance Policies held by 

individuals (Seal, '1947) and estimating the likelihood of rare events 

(Bendell and Samson, 1981). There is no guidance in the literature on 

how to generate Variates from this distribution, and this section 

describes two new approaches. 

Since E(X) = C(P)/W+P)*, the mean is infinite for P :91. For 

p>1, and not very close to 1, E(X) is not too large and so 

numerical inversion of the c. d. f. becomes a practicable possibility. 

The mean number of comparisons for specimen values of P is shown in 

Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1 Mean number of comparisons (E[XI) per generated variate 

using inversion, sampling efficiency OC') using a truncated Pareto 

envelope, and values of C(I+P)tt 

p et 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.0 1.1 - 1.5 2.0 3.0 
E (X) -- Co Co Co Co 4.7.57 1.944 1.368 1.111 
g- 1 0.667 0.500 0.444 0.391 0.366 0.342 0.258 0.178 0.080 
W+P) J12.60 2.053 1.750 1.6449 1.5602 1.3415 1.2021 1.0823 

4.0 5.0 Co 
1.044 1.019 1 

0.034 0.014 0 

1.0369 1.0173 1 

Algorithm 3.1 below gives an implementation of the inversion method, 

incorporating "chop-down search", with successive probabilities 

calculated through the recursion, 

f X(x)/fx(x-l) - {(X-I)/XIP'I 

Algorithm 3.1 

1. p=A. 

2. generate R '1- U(0,1) ,X1. 

3. If R>p go to 4, else deliver X. 

4. R=R-p9X --2 X+19P= PI(X-. l)/X}P'l 
, go to 2. 

As p I+, the distribution becomes extremely long-tailed with 

E(X) and so an alternative to inversion must be found as follows. 

C-' 0+. 

tt For integral values of P exceeding 0, C(I+p) is obtained from 
Abramowitz and Stegun (1965, pp 811). Other values were computed by 
Mr GC Collie, Dundee College of Technology. 
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In order to generate from 

f, (n) =A n-(P+l) (n. (3.4.2) 

it is sufficient to generate variates X from the continuous 

distribution, 

fx (x) = A<x+I>-(P+l) (x > 1) 
. (3.4.3) 

and set N= <X+I>. Variates may be generated from (3.4.3) using 

envelope rejection with a Pareto tagget distribution, truncated at 

x and having ced. f. 

GY (x) =I- (2 x) 
P. (X > 1) 

1 (3.4.4) 

and P. d. f., 

gy(x) = 2-pp x-(P+I) (X > 1) - (3.4.5) 

Given a random number R,, inverting GY(-) yields 

Y= (2R 
I 

I/P)-I 
. (3.4.6) 

From (3.4.3) and (3.4.5) we have, 

fX(X) 
= 

f2LAI X' 
P+l 

(X > 1) 
1 (3.4.7) 

which attains its maximum at x=1.5 -c, where C 0+, giving, 

(2PA) 
1.5(p+l) H= (- p p 

(3.4.8) 

Thus, given a second random number R2, the acceptance condition becomes 

R2" 5(p+') :5 (Y/<Y+I>) P+j 
9 

or 

(3.4.9) 

E "-ý, (p+ I)(. Zn 1.5 - kn W) (3.4.16) 

where E is a standard Exponential variate, and W Y/<y+i>. Since 

0.5 <W<1.5 , effective bounds may be obtained for kn W. These are 
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2(W71)kn 1.5 1 :5W<1.5) 
W-12: kn W ý: 

2(1-W)kn 0.5 (0.5 <W -ý 1). 

We remark that when p<1, large values of Y will occur frequently, 

leading to values of W close to 1. In this ca. se the bounds become 

very tight. Using (3.4.11) an acceptance pre-test, 

(p+1)(3-2W)Y. n 1.5 (1 :9W<1.5) 
E 2: 

1 

(p+l)(kn 6+W kn 0.25) ý0.5 <W< 1), 
(3.4.12) 

may be derived. If this is not satisfied a rejectance pre-test, 

E< (p+))(1-W+P-n 1.5) (3.4J3) 

is applied. Only if (3.4.12) and (3.4.13) both fail does the full 

test (3.4.10) need to be used. Algorithm 3.2 below gives an 

implementation of this rejection method. 

Algorithm, 3.2 

1. generate two random numbers R1, R2. 

2. Y= (2R 
I 

J/P N= <Y+0.5> 9W= Y/NO ER2 

3. If W1 go to 5.1 

4. If E (p+))(kn 6+W kn 0.25) deliver N, else go to 6. 

5. If E (p+1)(3-2W)tn 1.5 deliver N. 

6. If E< (p+l)(1-W+kn 1.5) go to 1. 

7. If E 2: (p+1) (Ekn 1.51. - kn W) deliver N, else go to 1. 

Since A= {W+W- I, 
the sampling efficiency is 

2p C(I+P) 
3 P+j (3.4.14) 

Specimen values of M71 are shown in Table 3.1. To establish the 

limiting behaviour of (3.4.14) as p -1- 0 and P -+ co . we note that 
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Co 
W+, ) =i . -(P+l) =,, f <X+1>-(p+I)dx 

x=I 1.5 

00 
1+f (X-1)-(p+')dx 

+p 

Similarly, 

(3.4.15) 

Co ) 
W+P) +f dx 1+ 2-pp- 

1.5 

Hence, 

p+ 2-P <P W+P) +P (3.4.17) 

From (3.4.14) and (3.4.17) we deduce that 

I im {ýi- I}=2 

P-*O 
3 (3.4.18) 

and 

lim 4C'J= lim 12P 3-(P+')) =0 (3.4.19) 
P-X* P-), W 

Table 3.1 suggests that the two algorithms will be com\pmentary 

in their performance. Inversion cannot be used for p :51. Fortunately 

in this region the rejection sampling efficiency is at its highest. 

Rejection becomes progressively less attractive as P increases above 1, 

due to the decreasing sampling efficiency. In this region however 

E(X) reduces with increasing p, indicating that the inversion method 

is likely to be quite efficient. 

Algorithms 3.1 and 3.2 were programmed as Fortran subroutines 

IZ2 and M. These appear in Appendix I under program names ZIPINF. FOR 

and ZIPFRP. FOR respectively. For P <. It it is quite possible for N 

or even Y to overflow in algorithm 3.2. Thus a check is made in IZI 

to determine whether RI is small enough to cause overflow of N. If 
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it is,, then kn Y, rather than Y is conputed. Fortunately, f or such 

large values of Y, Y/N is extremely close to 1, so the acceptance 

condition (3.4.9) can be replaced by R <' 
P+1 

If this condition 2 
[3ý) 

, 
is satisfied then Zn Y (being extremely close to kn N) is returned. 

The programs were executed on a DEC-20 comppter, using random 

number generator RAN(*). This takes approximately 13 lisecs to 

generate one random number. Its statistical adequacy is reported in 

Appendix 2. The uean execution time per generated Zeta variate was 

obtained by generating samples of size 1000 and 11000 and faking the 

difference in times. The timing experiments were conducted when demand 

by other users was low, so as to reduce variation due to multiprogramming. 

Under these conditions the maximum variation appeared to be of the order 

of 7%. Although not ideal, it is felt that if the speedsof two algorithms 

are comparable within these limits, other criteria such as ease of 

implementation and storage requirements would be more influential in 

determining which is the best algorithm for the specified machine. 

The results are summarised in Table 3.2. Timings for the inversion 

method were not obtained for P :51, as the analysis above shows that 

the mean number of comparisons required is infinite. The results 

obtained tend to confirm the conclusions based on the analysis of E(X) 

and tCl. For p51 rejection is the only method that can be used. 

The pre-tests made Algorithm 3.2 approximately 12% faster than a version 

with no pre-tests. For pý1.1, the inversion method is faster and 

its superiority increases rapidly with increasing p. 
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Table 3.2 '. Mean time (Ilsecs) to generate one Zeta variate on a 

DEC-20 computer. 

p 0.001 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.0 1.01 1.05 1.1 1.5 

Inversion - 781 638 514 161 

Rejection 112 330 394 446 500 567 605 603 621 646 855 

234 5' 

77 41 31 25 

1246 2736 6444 15080 

It is of interest to consider how the methods would compare if a 

slower random number generator were used. Consider for example a 

generator taking 65 psecs per random number. Table 3.1 indicates that 

at p=1.1, a mean of (2/0.342) and I random number per variate are 

required for rejection and inversion respectively. Thus the rejection 

and inversion execution times would rise to approximately 950 and 566, *, 

lisecs respectively. 

conservative recommendation for the current implementation would 

be to use rejection for p: 5-1.1, otherwise to use inversion. However, 

one minor advantage of the rejection method is that there is no 

necessity to calculate the constant A, and so this might justify. its 

use for certain values of p in excess of 1.1 . 
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CHAPTER 4 

Generation from multivariat& continuoug distributions 

, Most of the developments in variate generation have been concerned 

with univariate distributions, but little guidance exists for the 

experimenter who wishes to generate variates from multivariate 

distributions. Exceptions include phe Multivariate Normal which is 

well documented since there is a convenient transformation to 

independent form as described for example in Fishman (1978, pp 464-466). 

Deak (1980) has developed an efficient method for the Multivariate 

Normal, but at the expense of generating vectors which are not 

independent. Kemp and Loucas (1978) describe methods for Bivariate 

Poisson and Hermite distributions, employing inversion of the 

distribution function and also exploitation of the stochastic structure 

of specific distributions. Hull (1977) employs a, method based on an 

approximate transformation to bivariate Normal form. In this chapter 

three general methods for generating variates from multivariate 

continuous distributionaare presented, and then illustrated with 

reference to three specific distributions. 

4.1 General Methods 

4.1.1 Method of Conditional Distrib6tions 

Suppose the p. d. f. of a random vector X is f G) where x 

XI = (X Ix 21 ... PX n 
). Then this method generates the following random 

variables in sequence: 

XI; X2'XI ;X 31 x 2'XI; ******; x 
n 

'x 
n-I'Xn-29 .... Xi 0 
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The success of this method depends on the ease with which expressions 

for the conditional distributions may be obtained, and the speed at 

which variates may be sampled from them. 

4.1.2 Transformation to Independent Form 

In certain cases it may be possible to obtain a transformation 

Y= h(X) such that the components of Y are independent random 

variables. The practicability of such a method depends on whether 

variates can easily be sampled from the marginal distributions of Y 

and whether the inverse X= h- I (Y) is readily obtainable. For the 

Multivariate Normal the method works well since the inverse transformation 

takes the convenient form 

X 11 +CY 

where the components Y (i 1,2,..., n) of Y are independent standard 

Normal deviatesp E(X) 11 CC' -V, V being the variance-covariance 

matrix for X. It is evident that a method due to Ronning (1977) for 

generation from a Multivariate Gamma distribution also falls into this 

category, the correlated Gamma variates being constructed from sums of 

independent Ca variates. 

4.1.3 Rejection M2thod 

Generalisation of the envelope rejection method from univariate to 

multivariate application does not appear to have been exploited in the 

past. However the following algorithm will generate random vectors X 

from a multivariate p. d. f. fx(. ) using a target distribution 
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Algorithm 4.1 

0. 'Select M, such that M ý!: Max[f (x)/g (x)]. 
xy 

1. ge nerate Y from gy(. ) and R U(0511). 

2. If RM 2! f x 
M/gy(y) go to 1, else deliver Y. 

To demonstrate the validity of the algorithm it is only necessary 

to show that the c. d. f. of Y conditional upon RM <f 
X(Y)/gY(Y) 

is 

Fx 

P (RM<f 
x 

(Y) /g 
y 

(Y) ;Y :9 

PQ :5 xjRM < fX(Y)/gy(Y)) 
P(RM<f (Y)/g (Y)) 

xy 

Since fx (y)/Mg y (Y) :51, and R fv U(0,1), this becomes 

f 
X(Y)/Mgy(y) 

f 
X(Y)/Mgy(y) 

f g, (y)dy. f~ dr /f gy(y)dy f- dr 
y5x 0 Y: goo 0 

m- 
1ff (y) dy 

Y: 5x 

fx (y) dy 
Y5C0 

F X(x) 

ü- 1 

=x (x) 

as required. The denominator of (4.1.3) shows that the sampling 

efficiency is 
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The choice of distribution gy(-) for first-stage sampling is 

governed by several considerations. Firstly, it should be easy to 

sample from gy(-) and since it is the dependence between the 

components of X which usually precludes direct"generation, it seems 

reasonable to select Y in such a way that the'components are 

independently distributed. Secondly, it is preferable if gy(! -) 

"imitates" the function fX(! ) as far as is practicable, in order that 

M is as close to unity as possible.. Finally the sampling efficiency 

IC' will be improved if the maximum of fX (x)/g 
Y 

(x) 
_can 

be found 

rather than just an upper bound as implied in step 0 of the algorithm. 

The first two requirements suggest that in many cases a suitable 

choice for gy(o) is One obtained by considering the product of the 

marginals of X 

n 
11 f X. (4.1.5) 

In the limiting case of independent components for Y, this choice 

ensures that the proportion of accepted variates is one. 

4.2 Multivariate Normal Distribution 

Using the notation of section 4.1.2, a row vector XI is distributed 

as Multivariate Normal if its p. d. f. is 

-1nIVI-1 e-'(x-P)'V- 
1 (X-11) 

x 
(x) = 1T) ----9 

where V is any positive definite real_symmetric matrix. 

To motivate a method based on conditional distributions denote 

t= (X', Xl) where X= (X,,..., X. ) and X, 
3+190O. Px ), 121 -2 

ý (X, 
n 

0 ;,, pl) where 11; and 11 'ýI- (Ij 
+ and 2 -2 jn 
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- 11 2 
rA- 1 

21 ý22 

where partitioning is at the j 
th 

row and column. The distribution of 

X given X is itself multivariate Normal with mean 
21 

XIII )ýA and variance-covariance matrix A -1 (see for ý2 - (- 12ý22 -22 ' 

example Johnson & Kotz, 1972, pp 41). Hence, given X, 9. *. sX. the 

next variate X. 
+, may be generated via 

Z (4.2.2) 
i-, pi) (A ])il 

+ (A-22 
11 j+IV 2 22 1 12e22 

where Zj+, is a standard Normal deviate. In principle (4.2.2) could 

be used recursively to generate the vector- X. 

A more convenient method is to employ a transformation to 

independent form as specified in (4.1.1). The product of the lower 

triangular matrix C and the vector Y is very much simpler than use 

of the recursion (4.2.2), while the only preliminary work required is 

calculation of the matrix C. 

A third possibility is use of the rejection method with a target 

distribution attempting to satisfy the requirements described in section 

4.1.3 . Such a distribution is 

where 

gy(x) = (2u)- 
In -1 e-; 

(X-11) (x-v) (4.2.3) 

0 ....... 0 

00 ß2 

(4.2.4) 

00 ßnj 
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In this case, 

x Ißli 
.- 

-1(X-P)'(v- ) (X-11) (4.2.5) 
Ivl, 

We select ý, such that (V- I-a- I) is positive definite. This is 

achieved by ensuring that every diagonal element of a-I is no larger 

than the smallest eigenvalue of V- I. or equivalently, that every 

diagonal element of ý is no smaller than the largest eigenvalue of 

V. Representing the eigenvalues of V in ascending order of values 

as XVý2`*'Xn ,a choice of ýi 2t Xn for all i, gives 

Max [f (x)/g W] = lßll/IVI' 
. (4.2.6) 

The acceptance 'condition becomes 

-I (Y-fl) I (v 
R<e 

or 
I-C I )(Y-, P) , (4.2.7) 

where E is a standard Exponential Variate. From (4.2.6) we note 

that sampling efficiency is maximised by choosing aiW ;kn, for all i. 

The method may be illustrated with reference to a Bivariate Normal 

distribution with 

,p -2 i 
The eigenvalues are XI-I- IpI and X2+ 1PI. The ideal choice 

is ý, = ý2 "0 1+ Ipl, giving 

+ LT P (L P-1 (4.2.8) 
(l_lpl2)1 tl 1PI) 

indicating that the sampling efficiency -+ 0 as 1PI -,, I. 
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For higher dimensional cases, finding the largest eigenvalue >1 
n 

routinely poses some problem.. A suitable bound however is 

X Max' V (4.2.9) 

(Gerchgorin's first theorem). To illustrate, consider generation 

from a tri-variate distribution with 

0.433 -0.385 
v 0.433 1 0.083 (4.2.10) 

-0.385 0.083 1 

Using (4.2.9), the largest eigenvalue, 

x3 :51.818 0 (4.2oll) 

Selecting ýi=1.818 (i = 1,2,3), gives 

(1.818) 1.5 
. 

(1.818) 1.5 
= 3.09 (4.2.12) 

IvIf 0.794 

or a sampling efficiency of 0.324 . 

It is clear that the rejection method appliea to the Multivariate 

Normal is in no way competitive to method 2 based on the well-known 

transformation to independent form. Calculation of the right hand side 

of acceptance condit. ion (4.2.7) is significantly more involved than 

calculation of CY in (4.1.1) and several such calculations may be 

required to generate I variate. Further the rejection rate becomes 

unacceptably high if the correlation structure is such that IVI: E-- 0. 

4.3 A Bivariate Exponential Distribution 

Consider a bivariate Exponential distribution, Gumbel (1960), with 

p. d. f., 

x 
(x) -e- 

(X 1 +x 2 +ex 1x 2) {(i+OX 
1) (i+OX 2)- 01 '(x k 0; 

»O: 
SQ: 51). 
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The marginal densities of X, and, X are staadard Exponential and 

therefore the conditional den§-itr -X 2 
Ix 

1 
is- 

fx211xI (x 2'xd v, e 
_x 2 O+OX I) {o+ex, )o+ey -. 0 

- (i+Ox 1- 6) e- 
-X 2 (1 -f ex 1)+ ex2 (l+6x, )e 

-x 2 (i+Ox 
11 

' fi t bx ý. oý ...... 
f x2"Xlý +f (X 

21 xl), Z -IX 
(Z 

. 
21X1 

(4.3.2) 

where 

f Z, Ix 
I 

(x2. lxd m (I+ex, )e 
-x 2 ('+Ox, ) 

f (4.3.31 

and 

.fZ (X 21X1) 'ý (1 + ! ex 1)2x2e 
_x 2 (I+ex 

1) 
p (4.3.4) 

2 
IXI 

which are Exponential, mean (I+Ox d- 10 
and Gamma, with shape parameter 

2 and mean 2(1+exl)- 
I 

respectively. 
'Notin 

g that the conditional 

density is the weighted sum of two other conditional densities, the 

method of conditional distributions gives the following algorithm. 

Algo. -ithm'4.2 

1. Generate. R I'v U(0,1) and E 
I' 

E2, independent standard 

Exponential variates. 

2. X, = E, 

,. *0.. 
E2 

3. If R>I +() XI then X2, j+eX, else generate E3a standard 

Exponential variate and 

E2 +E 3 
21 +OX I. - 
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The transformation to independent form appears to fail for this 

distribution, since no convenient transformation is apparent. A 

rejection method would use a target distribution, 

gy (y) e 
-(yl+y2) 

(4.3.5) 

whence 

fx (x) 

=e 
-ex 1x2f (i+E)x 3) (I +ex 2) - 0' 

- (4.3.6) 

Unfortunately (4.3.6) is unbounded as xI -+ 0 and x2 -* -, giving 

M= CO .a 100% rejection rate. We conclude therefore that the method 

of conditional distributions is the only one of the three methods that 

can be used in this case. 

4.4 A Non-standard Bivariate Distribution 

Consider a bivariate distribution with p. d. f., 

8x 1 
/13(x 

I +x 2)1 (x c S) 
f 
X(xl PX2) 

10 

(x I S) , 

where S is the region shown in Figure 4.1 . 

Figure 4.1 Region S for p. d. f. (4.4.1) 

'XL 

C6- 

(4.4.1) 

CX, iCxj Wkek OZZI(Z1, 

4« --a l< 
ri 

- x$ "ÄrK J<x, 
n 

ic I 
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The method of conditional distributions fails in this case, because 

although expressions for the marginal distribution functions can be 

found, it is not possible to invert these analytically. 

However transformation to independent form is readily obtained 

by considering U' = (U VU2 ), where UI-X2 /X 
I and U2 r-- XI+X2 

The p. d. f. of U is 

. 
8u 2 (0 :5u :51; 0 :5u :9 172) . (4.4.2) gU(u1' u 2) 3(l+U 312 

.1 

Thus UI and U2 are independently distributed with marginal 

distribution functions 

4 {1 _ (I+u )-2 GU (u 
1 

(0 :5u1 :5 1) (4.4.3) 

and 

GU (u )= -L u2 (0 :! ý u ! '. Y12) . (4.4.4) 
22222 

Using the inversion method for generation from univariate distributions 

we set, 

R, Gu (U 1 and R2Gu (U 2) (4.4.5) 
2 

where R I' and R2 are independently U(0,1). Solving for UI and 

u2 we obtain, 

u (1 3R1 (4.4.6) 

and 

u2- (2R 
2) 

1-1 
(4.4.7) 

On inverting the transformation, we obtain 

2= {2R (1 3R )11 (4.4.8) II+U11 

and 

xUX (I RI IXI (4.4.9) 21141 

which provide a direct method for generation of random vectors X. 
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A rejection-based procedure is also possible, but difficulty in 

generation from the marginal distributions suggests that a more 

suitable form for the target distribution is 

giving 

2 (y S) 
gy(YI PY2 ). (4.4. io) 

10 

(y S) 
I 

pf (ý) 
. 

M= Max 

which results in algorithm 4.3 below. 

Algorithm 4.3 

1. genera te 3 random numbers R,, R2, R 3* 

2. Sample Y from gy(-, *): 

y V2 RIY2R2/ V2 

if Yl +y2> v/2 then Y (3/y/2) -YI' Y2 1 v/2) - Y2 

and go to 3. 

if Y2-yI>0 then YI (1/y/2) -YI and Y2 (Ifv/2) -Y 2* 

3. If R3>Y1/ (y 
I +Y 2) go to 1, else deliver V- (Y 

1 'y2) - 

Step 2 of the algorithm generates points uniformly within the 

rectangle OBCD. Points lying within OAB are used directly in step 3, 

as prospective sample variates. Points lying in OAD or BCA are 

transformed to points in OEA and EBA respectively, before being 

used as prospective variates. In this way all Points within the 

rectangle are used as prospective variates. 
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The methods based on (4.4.8)-(4.4.9) and Algorithm 4.3 were 

programmed as Fortran subroutines BVARI and BVAR2, and appear 

in Appendix 3-under program names MUL3. FOk and MUL1. FOR respectively. 

Timing comparisons were made on a DEC 20 computer in the manner described 

in section 3.4 . Transformation to independent *form and the rejection 

method took a mean of 106 and 92 psecs, respectively. A contributory 

factor to the slightly faster speed of the rejection method is that no 

square roots are involved. 

It is apparent from these illustrative examples that some general 

methods for multivariate generation can be identified. In particular, 

we are not aware of any reference in the literature to the use of a- 

rejection method with target distribution constructed from the product 

of marginals. It is not claimed that such a method is efficient in 

all cases, rather that the availability of methods for a particular 

distribution may be limited as to make the rejection method worthy of 

consideration. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Simulating First Passage Times in a Wieýner Process 

5.1 Introduction 

Consider a Wiener (Gaussian or diffusion) process with drift 

11 (>O), and variance of displacement CY 
2 

per unit time. Let X(t) 

denote the displacement at time t, Vith X(O) = 0. Then 

X(t) f'u N(Jit, a 2t). Suppose there is an absorbing barrier at x=a 

(>O). The problem considered in this chapter is how to generate the 

time to absorption (first passage time) in such a process. The p. d. f. 

of first passage time T is 

ae- 
(a-lit) 2 /2CY 2t 

T 
cyv/(27T t3 ) 

the Inverse Gaussian distribution, with mean (a/p) and variance 

(a 02/113). 

The distribution arises in first passage time problems in Brownian 

motion. Wald (1947, pp 191-194) derives the p. d. f. 

. -{Wx+x 5 
X(x) : i) 

ýx> 0) 

in the context of sample size in certain sequential probability ratio 

tests. (5.1.2) is the Standardised, Wald distribution which is obtained 
2 

from (5.1.1) when a=ll= I and ý=cj . In an Operational Research 

context, the author has previously found it necessary to simulate Inventory 

depletion times, starting from a fixed level of inventory a, where the 

net rate of depletion is Normally distributed with mean 11 and variance 

2 
a. 



(5.1.1) is a three parameter distribution. From a simulation 

viewpointq we note that we may sample from the one parameter distri- 

bution, (5.1.2), where ý= all/a 
2, 

and then set T= aX/p. This 

transformation simplifies the construction of any generatort and 

also aids our understanding of its performance which will be related 

to the value of the parameter only. Henceforth the problem will 

be to generate variates from the standardised Wald distribution, 

One obvious approach to generation is to use a stochastic model 

method and simulate the process directly. Thus, 'given a suitably 

small time increment 6t, 

X(t+6t)=aCX(t) + 6t + Z(6t/ý)I 9 (5.1.3) 

where Z *Iv N(0,1). (5.1.3) is then applied recursively until 

X(t) ; -> I 
for the first time. This idea was not pursued. The 

principle objections to it are that it yields approximate variaýes 

only (although the accuracy will improve as 6t is made smaller), 

and that a large number of Normal deviates per generated variate 

will be required, particularly if high accuracy is desired. The low 

efficiency is to be expected, since information about the entire 

realisation 
WO : X(t) :5 1) is being provided, but most of it 

is not used. 

An alternative is to invert the c. d. f.. Johnson and Kotz (1970a, 

pp 141) give the c. d. f. as 

p(X! 5x) = lPQx-I)v/(ý/x)) +e 
2ý0j_(x+I)v/ 

. 
(ýIx) I, (5.1.4) 

where 4ý(*) is the Standard Normal c. d. f.. Thus,, given a random 

number R, it is necessary to solve the equation, 

0{(X-I)v/(ý/X)) +e 
2ý0{_(X+I)rj(ýIX), 

-R. (5.1.5) 
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Analytical solution of (5.1.5) does not seem feasible, and so this 

method was not explored further. 

Shuster (1968) notes that variates Y- having p. d. f., 

Xle-X (x-d) 2 /2d 2x 

y 
%/(2Trx 

3) 

are related to chi-squared variates with one degree of freedom via 

X (Y-d) 2/ (d 2 Y) -V X2ý 'o , 'Y 

Given roots, 
d2v0'd221 

Y, =d+--- (4dXVO +d VP 2T- 

Y2 =d2 /YI 

of (5.1. Michael, Schucany and Haas (1976) show that by selecting 

YI with probability d/(d+Y I) and Y2 with probability YI /(d+Y 
1), 

exact Inverse Gaussian variates may be 'generated. The method appears 

attractive, in that I chi-squared variate and I random number only 

are required per variate generated, with no rejection step involved. 

In view of the comment made regarding the relative merits of sampling 

from the three parameter and one parameter distributions, it would 

seem best to apply this method to the standardised Wald distribution, 

and then to use the necessary transformation. Setting X-ý and 

d=I in (5.1.6) gives the Standardised Wald distribution. Thus a 

convenient generation method is to return 

21 
X, =I+ {Vo/(2ý)} - (4ývo+V6) /2ý 

with probal; ility 1/(I+X 
I) and 

x2 (5.1.10) 

with probability Xl/(I+X d. 
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The fourth method considered is based on an applicatiorx of the 

ratio of uniforms method described in section 1.3.3 . This forms 

the major part of this chapter and its performance is compared to 

the chi-squared transformation method. A secondary aim of the 

chapter is to draw attention to the role of the reciprocal distribution 

in any ratio of uniforms method. We are not aware of any previous 

recognition of this relationship within the literature. 

5.2 A theorem facilitating the determination of an"enclosing 

region in the ratio of uniforms method. 

To develop an algorithm based on the ratio of uniform deviates, 

we note from p. d. f. (5.1.2) and the notation of section 1.3.3, that 

the acceptance region is given by 

A (-V-+. U=) /2 uv (u, V) 0e 
Tr u 

vu 

(u, V) 05u :9e 
2ý 

euv (7-N) 

2r,. r 

The first step is to find an enclosing rectangle, 

; -V v5v0 :5MI. (5.2.2) (us V) 0 :5u :5 U+ +u 

To facilitate the determination of u+qv+ and v-, we use the 

following theorem: 

Theorem 

Let fx(. ) 

(having domain 

and fY (-) be the p. d. f. 's of random variables X 

S) and Y= X- I respectively. Let C be the region, 

.N 
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(u, v) :0 :5u . ý, fI (v/u) 2L c S1 xu 

Let u+ =Max {fl(x)l, v =Max [fl(y)] and v -Max . {fI 
xx+Y; ->o 

Y 
Y<O 

Y(Y) 

Then C is enclosed by the region 

D (u, v) 0 :5u :5u+; -V 5v :5 V+ ; v/u C S) 

Proof 

The c. d. f. of Y is 

P (X ý: Y- 
I)+F (X < 0) (Y z 0) 

F 
Y(Y) P(y -1 :5X< 0) (Y < 0) 

giving p. d. f. 

f 
Y(Y) . 

I. Y-2 fX(Y-1) (Y-I IE S) 

0 (elsewhere) 

Thus any point (u, v) satisfying 

0 :5u :5fI (v/u) V/U cS x 

also satisfies 

u :51 (Fu-) 2f(u 
v/u c vyv 

or 

Since 

IVI :5 fi(U/V) V/U c y 

fI (a) forall u;, --O and vaO V+ ; -,, YV 

and 

V 2: fu for all u ý- 0 and v<0 -Yv 

it follows that the point (u, v) also satisfies 

-v- :5v:! ý V+ XCS 
u 

showing that every point in C is contained in D. 

.V 

(5.2.3) 

(5.2.4) 

(5.2.5) 

(5.2.6) 

(5.2.7) 

(5.2.8) 

(5.2.9) 

(5.2.10) 
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The theorem provides a convenient method of enclosing C, providing 

the modal values of fx (-) and fy (the distribution of the 

reciprocal variate) are known. To illustrate use of the theorem we 

consider the Normal and a shifted Gamma distribution: 

(a) Normal distribution, 

In this case 

and 

x 
(x) - Tr) -1e _IX2 

9 (5.2.11) 

fy (y) = (2 7r) -1 Y-2 e- 
I /T- 2y 21 

(5.2.12) 

giving modes at mX =0 and my ±I/Y/2 respectively. Hence,, 

uf1 (0) = (27T) (5.2.13) 
+x 

v f'(1/w/2) (27T)-1(2/e)l (5.2.14) 
+Y 

V- fl(-I/v/2) (2Tr)-1(2/e)l (5.2.15) 
Y 

Figure 5.1 shows plots of the regionsp 

C= j(u, v) :0 :5u :5 (27T)-le-v 
2 Au 2 

mu 

and 

f(u, v) :0 --5 u :5 (27T)-'; IvI :5 uf-kn(2Tru 
4)11; (5.2.16) 

u 

(up V) 0 :5u -5 U+ ; -V- :5V :9 V+ 
u 

(5.2.17) ; 
lyl 

:5 
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Figure 5.1 Relationship between regions C and D for the Normal 

Distribution 

I 
� 

C- 

AS -m =o uA 

A Shifted Gamma distribution (a 

In this case 

(x+m-1) a-I 

and 

(Y- +a-1) a-I 
e-(Y- 

y2r (co 
f 
Y(Y) 

(x ýI- a), 

fy ý0 
ý -I/[cx-1] 

(elsewhere) , 

(5.2.18) 

(5.2.19) 

-- V4. 
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giving modes at mX =0 and ray respectively. 

Thus 

u= fl (0) (5.2.20) +x 

v= f'(]/{I+r2a---II) , +Y 
(5.2.21) 

=I ----I v- fY(I/{I-r2(ax-I (5.2.22) 

Figure 5.2 shows (for a= 3) plots of the regions, 

v+ Ct 

a21+ 
a- 11/2 

e u 05u-. 9 
v C=I 2t I- (u'v) : --- (XI 

(5.2.23) 

and 

D (u, v) :0 -'5 u :5u -V_ :5v :5v ++u 

F_igure 5.2 Relationship between regions C and D for a 

shifted Gamma distribution. 

IV, 

- If 

JUAA =I 
Irv% 

B 

Teýlov% C- 

te2 i uý% 'b :E0Ae r-1) 

tA 

/TAY 

(5.2.24) 
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5.3 An algorithm based on the ratio of uniforms method 

Applying the theorem proved in Section 5.2 to generation of 

standardised Wald variates, the mode of X is 

MX + 
4ý2 

giving -1 
ý/2 

(mX+mX 

+ Tr) e MX e u 

The reciprocal variate has p. d. f. 

f (Y) =()1 eý e --ý (Y+Y 
y 2Try 

with a single mode at 

my -- 0+ 

02 

giving 
-ý(m 

-1 )/4 ý/2 V. MY 

7r) e my e V+G, '- 

and 

= 0. 

(y ý 0) � 

(5.3.1) 

(5.3.2) 

(5.3.3) 

(5.3.4) 

(5.3.5) 

Thus initial sampling is from the region D (5.2.2), confined to the 

first quadrant with u+, V+ and v- given in (5.3.2) and (5.3.5). 

At this stage it is convenient to derive an expression for the 

sampling efficiency, E. This is the ratio of the areas of regions C 

and D, and so is given by 

E= Ifu 
+ 

(V++V-))-' 

which from (5.3.2) and (5.3.5) becomes 

-1 -1 
7T 13 ymX +m. Y+mY -4) 4 

E (=) (moy) e (5.3.6) 2ý 
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The limiting performance of the algorithm is obtained as follows. 

From (5.3.1) and (5.3.4), as -)-0 

ULX and my (5.3.7) 
3 

from which we deduce that 

-k 

Ie 
q) 

T (5.3.8) 
3' 

Sinilarly as ý 4-- , 

mX -+ I and mY -)-- 1 (5.3.9) 

from which we obtain the limiting efficiency, 

E 7T (5.3.10) 

Table 5.1 shows specimen values of the sampling efficiency, together 

with approximate values for small and large ý, using (5.3.8) and 

(5.3.10) respectively. 

Table 5.1 Sampling efficiency (E) for generation from a standardised 

Wald distribution with parameter 0, via the ratio of uniform 

deviates. 

100 25 510.87 0.50 0.25 0.1 0.01 

E (exact) 0.125 0.244 0.495 0.719 0.721 0.692 0.594 0.429 0.148 

E (asymptotic 
approximation ----0.747 0.430 0.149 
for small ý) 

E (asymptotic 
approximation 0.125 0.251 0.560 
for large ý) 
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Given u+ and v+, points (U, V) may be generated uniformly 

within D using 

U= u+R V=v+R2 

where RI and R2 are random numbers. Thus a prospective standardised 

variate X is given by 

3 
R ý(nij+mX -my7my )/4 

xe (5.3.11) 
U I] 

ZY I 

The acceptance condition is 

i+U 
U :5 

2ý -t 
lu V 

VI 
(2-7rV5) ee 

which in terms of R,, R2 and X becomes 

3 ý(X+X ý(3my+3my'+u! k+mX 
1 )/4 

RI Rie (uiXý) e0 (5.3.12) 

or 

3 
(3my+3m-yl+yox I- 

kn(R, Rý) + ý(X+X lkn(mXmy) +4 

Thus a procedure for generating standardised first paspage times is 

given in algorithm 5.1 below. 

Algorithm 5.1, 

0. mx + -3 
02) 

To- 

my + )I - 02 20 

A3 /my) 
Ie 0( 

. 

M)ý -my-my A 

MX 

0(3my+3 +m + 
B+ 

my x mx 

4 

1. generate two random numbers R,, R2*X- AR 2 
/R 

I 
3 -1 

: 2. if kn(RRý) + O(X+X. ) :5B deliver X, else go to 1. 
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5.4 Computational Experience 

The chi-squared method (5.1.9)-(5.1.10) was programmed as Fortran 

subroutine WALDCH appearing in Appendix 4 under the pr. ogram name 

WALDCH. FOR. Chi-squared variates were generated in pairs, using a 

pair of Normal deviates obtained via the Box-Muller method. 

Algorithm 5.1 was programmed as Fortran subroutine WALD, which 

appears in Appendix 4 under the program name INGAUS. FOR. In step 2 

of the algorithm a logarithmic evaluation can sometimes be avoided 

using a pre-test based on the bound 

. En w :5w 

Since w=RR3 :51, a tighter f itting bound is 
12 

kn w :5 2(wý-O/N+O. (5.4.2) 

Pre-tests based on (5.4.1). -and (5.4.2) were incorporated into programs 

INLOG. FOR and INLOGI. FOR, which are variants of INGAUS. FOR, and are 

also listed in Appendix 4. 

Table 5.2 gives mean execution times for the four routines. 

Timings were carried out in the manner described in section 3.4, based 

on the generation of 10000'variates. 

Table 5.2 Mean time (lisecs) to generate one standardised'Wald variate 

on a DEC-20 computer. 

FRo 

uýýt ine 100 25 5 1 . 25 . 01 

WALDCH 167 175 172 169 180 176 
(Chi-squared) 

WALD (Ratio 937 481 239 174 205 805 

of uniforms) 

WALD g17 -480 . 221 164 214 -853 
(pre-test 5.4.1) 

WALD 998 504 233 154 229 903 
(pre-test 5.4.2) 
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Execution time for the chi-squared method appears to be 

independent of 0, and in the majority of cases is less than the 

other methods. This may be explained by the fact that a pair of 

Wald variates requires one logarithmic evaluation, one cosine 

evaluation, plus four random numbers. In contrast routine WALD 

requires a minimum Of one logarithmic evaluation plus two random 

numbers per generated variate. The pre-tests (5.4.1)-(5.4.2) are 

of marginal benefit for ý values ýIose to one, but for some other 

values appear to be of negative benefit, due to the increasing 

rejection rate. Our conclusion is that, despite the fact that the 

ratio of uniforms method may be slightly more efficient for selected 

values of ý, the chi-squared method is to be preferred as a general 

purpose generator, suitable for all values of ý. 

It is nevertheless instructive to interpret the timings of the 

ratio of uniforms routine WALD, in the context of the nature of the 

acceptance region. Figures 5.3-5.8 show the acceptance region, 

3 -1 Cl = {(R,, R 2 
): kn(R 

I Rj)+ý(X+X ). 5B; X=AR2/R,; 0: 5R 1 : 51, O: 5R 2: r" 
(5.4.3) 

for ý= 100,25,4,1,0.25,0.01 respectively. For large ý 

(figures 5.3-5.4) the distribution of X is highly concentrated about 

the mean value 1, and hence there is a high density of points about 

the line X= V/U = AR 2 
/R 

I=1, resulting in a low sampling efficiency. 

For moderate values of ý (figures 5.5-5.6) a wider variation in X 

values is now possible, as exemplified by the wider variation in the 

slopes of lines constructed by joining any point in the acceptance 

region to the origin. This results in higher efficiency. For small 

(figures 5.7-5.8), the efficiency starts to fall again. The 

explanation is that the distribution of X is now moderately/highly 

positively skewed, with relatively fewer variates taking intermediate 

values, and relatively more variates taking very small or very large 
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Figures 5.3-5.8 Plots of the acceptance region for Standardised 

Wald generation using a ratio of uniform deviates. 

Fig 5.3 (ý = 100) Fig 5.4 (ý = 25) 

/ 

/ / 

Fig 5.5 (ý = 

N. 
N» 

'N 

Fig 5.7 (ý = 0.25) 

Fig 5.6 

Fig 5.8 (ý - 0.01) 
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values. Thus in figure (5.8) we note that the acceptable points 

are beginning to concentrate in the bottom. right and top left hand 

corners of the diagram, corresponding to low and high variate 

values respectively. 

The performance of the ratio of uniforms method is only 

comparable to that of the chi-squared method when ý takes its 

most favourable values, corresponding to high sampling efficiency. 

In view of this, techniques to improve the sampling efficiency for 

other values of ý would probably not result in an algorithm 

superior to the chi-squared method. For completeness however, we 

remark that the efficiency could be improved for cases such as 

figures 5.3-5.5 by generating variates from a shifted Wald 

distribution with mode at zero, in a similar manner to the Kinderman 

and Monahan (1980) method for generating Garnma variates. Preliminary 

investigation in the case of the Wald distribution showed the modes 

of the reciprocal distribution to be given by the roots of a cubic 

equation, which cannot be solved analytically. In the case of a 

value such as that leading to figure 5.8, relocation 6f the mode 

would not help, since the mode is already close to zero. 
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CUAPTER 6 

SOME GENERATORS FOR THE POISSON AND NEGATIVE 

BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTIONS 

6.1 A hybrid Alias/Envelope Rejection generator for the 

P6iSson distribution. 

6.1.1' Introduction 
0 

In section 3.2 several Poisson generators were described and 

reference made to the timing experiments carried out by Atkinson. 

These indicate that of the "exact" algorithms, the Alias and 

Indexed search procedures give the fastest per-variate execution 

speeds, with little to choose between the two. For the Alias method, 

the timings in table I of Atkinson 0979c), and the fact that 

variates are generated by direct access of a particular element in an 

array, suggest that the speed is virtually independent of the mean P. 

In the case of the Indexed Search procedure, providing the number of 

intervals is sufficiently large, the speed will again be almost 

independent of 'P. This is confirmed by the results in table I of 

Atkinson (1979c), where for 100 intervals, the time is fairly 

insensitive to ji (up to 20), but rises gradually as P increases 

to 200. 

A remaining unsatisfactory feature of the Alias procedure (for 

any distribution having an infinite domain) is the arbitrary truncation 

of the distribution. This criticism also extends to the Indexed Search 

method, unless one is prepared to calculate individual tail 

probabilities when they are (infrequently) required. 
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The first aim therefore of this section is to incorporate the 

positive features of the Alias method (principally speed and reliance 

on a standard Alias table generator) into a hybrid algorithm, which 

generates exact variates without truncation. 

A secondary aim concerns the robustness of-the algorithm for 

large 'p. While Atkinson quotes timings for V up to 200, it was 

felt that it would be useful to develop a generator handling values 

of p up to at least 1000. This raises numerical problems regarding 

the accurate and efficient evaluation of the probability masses. 

These two features could also be incorporated into the Stindard 

Indexed Search Method. For 100 intervals, Atkinson's timings suggest 

that there is little to choose between the two methods. It was felt 

therefore that little extra could be gained by applying these 

modifications to the Indexed Search Method. 

6.1.2 A hybrid algorithm 

The problem of generation from 

.x -11 
xl 

(6.1.1) 

having infinite domain, is resolved by representing it as a probability 

mixture, 

where 

ix (x) - wf A(x) + (l_W)fT (x) , 

(x) -xe 
-11 

wxl 
0,1 P. O*vwl), 

xe -ii 

M-1 x -11 I jj e 
X=o X1 

(x - 

(6.1 . 2) 

(6.1.3) 

(6.1 . 4) 

(6.1.5) 
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and m, is any positive integer. The method is then to sample A 

with probability wo using the Alias method, and to sample T with 

probability (1-w), using envelope rejection with a truncated 

Geometric disiributionj having probability mass function, 

gz(x) - (I-lll/ml)(P/M)X-m (m > I; x=m, m+,,... ) . (6.1.6) 

A prospective tail variate is conveniently obtained by setting 

Z=m+ <E/kn(m/p)> (6.1.7) 

where E is a standard Negative Exponential Variate. To obtain the 

acceptance condition, we note that 

fTW/ gi W= 11 xe -P/ {0 -W) X1 0 -Ep/ml) (11/m) X-ml 

(X = Molll+lp--*) 9 

is maximised at x=m, giving 

M (M) / gz (M) = 
11 

(I-W)MI {1--(P/Mll 

Thus, give a random number R2, the acceptance condition 

R2M :9fT (Z) /gz 

becomes 

2 :5 ml m 
Z-m /Zi . (6.1.11) 

m is chosen so that the proportion of variates sampled from fT (X) 

is small. In this way the efficiency (K_ I) of sampling from 

fT (x) is not crucial to the efficiency of the whole routine. Clearly 

m should not be too large, otherwise an extra overhead arises from 

the generation of additional alias and cut-off values. In practice a 

value of m=I+ <p + 2.5y'll> proved to be a satisfactory compromise. 

The Hybrid algorithm becomes: 
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Algorithm 6.1 

I. m=I+< ii + 2.5p' 

2. fX(x) = llxe-p/xl (x = 01190.0sm-ly. 

w=if X(x) 'f A(x) 3 fx(X)/w (X = 0019.. OPM-1). 
x=O 

Call Alias subroutine to compute cut-off and alias values, 

c and aQ= 0919. -I'M-1). 

5. generate R U(0,1). 

6. If RI>w go to 10. 

7. RRI /W. 

8. ARIM. 

9. If A- <A> :5 C<A> deliver <A> . else deliver a <A> 

10. generate R2 '1- U(091), Ea standard negative Exponential variate. 

11. Zmm+< E/kn(m/li) 

12. If R2> ml mZ-m/Zl go to 10, else deliver Z. 

Steps 1-4 set up the probability distribution which is input 

into the Alias routine, and compute the cut-off and alias values. These 

are saved between calls. Steps 5-7 determine whether to sample A 'or 

Z. In the former case a random number is re-constituted by dividing 

by w, which poses no problem as w is close to 1. Step 8 produces 

a continuous variate uniformly distributed in (O, m). Noting that 

<A> 'I- U(0,1),, step 9 determines whether the primary value <A>, 

or Alias value a.. CA:,. , 
is to be delivered. If sampling is from the 

tail, step 11 gives a prospective variate, which is either accepted or 

rejected in step 12. 
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To the best of the author's knowledge the Geometric tail 

procedure has not been used elsewhere. The work was first described 

in Dagpunar (1979) and at that time the author was also under the 

impression that it represented the first application of the Alias 

method to the Poisson distribution. Independently AtkinsOn'(1979c) 

reported results for an Alias method with truncation of the distribution. 

However it is felt that the method described above represents an 

improvement, 'in that tail values are not lost. 

6.1.3 Programming and Numerical Aspects 

If the algorithm is to be robust over a wide range of 'p, then 

care is needed in programming certain steps. In step 2 e"' an ,d 

lix/xl can easily under and overflow respectively, causing great 

inaccuracies in fx (x). Evaluation using logarithms would make the 

set-up' time unduly high, part ic ularly for large ji. The approach 

used is to compute accurately the modal probability fx (<p>), then to 

compute fxW (x j <P>) recursively, starting at the mode. In this 

way no premature underflow will occur, since'the probabilities are 

decreasing either side of the mode. If a probability genuinely 

approaches an underflow value, then subsequent probabilities further 

from the mode are set to zero., 

The problem of computing fx (<P>) accurately was tackled in the 

following-manner. This modal probability may be rewritten as 

fX (<11>) = e-119 
<p> /<P>l 

e-("-<P>) (, p/e')<11>/<P>l 

<P> 
e Tj B(j) 

j=0 
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where 

0) 
B(j) = 

Ill/ 

(ej 

We note that with the possibleexception of j-0, B(j) Js a 

decreasing function of J. Direct evaluation, of the product of 

factors B(j)_ may lead to premature overflow when 'p, is large, since, 

for small j,, B(j) is very much larger than 1, while for large j, 

it is smaller than 1. 

A subroutine, REMULT, due to Dr N'H Scott, Plymouth Polytechnic, 

evaluates the product by starting at j< ji/e > (factor value 

closest to 1), then moves to -1,..., j' until the cumulative product 

exceeds B(j ). When this happens factors corresponding to 

j +1'... 'j" are brought in until the product falls below B(j At 

this point factors to the left of j' are brought in. This process 

continues, so that, initially' at least, I the cumulative product never 

deviates far from B(j By containing the magnitude'of-the 

cumulative product in this way, premature under or overflow is avoided. 

In step 12, Z is delivered immediately if Z-m. Otherwise 

the right hand side of the inequality is evaluated as 

17) ly 1-1-01-1 ) PTk) -- 
Since these factors are all less than 1, no premature underflow occurs. 

Algorithm 6.1 was programmed with these features using the Standard 

Alias table generating subroutine PTAB, due to Kronmal and Peterson 

(1978). A Fortran subroutine'POISAL appearsin Appendix 5 under the 

program name ALIAS. FOR 
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6.1.4 Verification and Validation 

Because of the relative complexity of the algorithm, and the 

numerical problems associated with large V, the following steps 

were taken to verify and validate the routine: 

(i) The product of factors B(j), as calculated by the routine 

REMULT was compared with known values using tables of 

log, 0111. The results shown in table 6.1, indicate that the 

routine is correct to at-least 6 significant figures, and is 

therefore adequate for our purposes. Also shown in table 6.1 

are the bounds on (11/e) <P> /<p>l, using: 

A270 e -<P> <11>ý<P>+ 
1 

:5 <1>1 :9 v/(27r) e -<P> <P> <P>+j 
e 

1/(12<p>) 

When Vt is 10 or larger, the lower bound so obtained is 

correct to at least 6 significant figures. It is of interest 

to note therefore, that for these values of 11, this bound 

could have been substituted for the routine REMULT, thereby 

reducing the set-up time. Although this is a useful practical 

feature, it was not programmed into the final version of 

POISAL, principall y because it was desired to keep the routine 

exact in a mathematical sense (providing there was no 

significant numerical degradation) but also because the 

routine REMULT (or simplified version of it) would still be 

required for smaller values of ji. 

A test of the adequacy of the random number generator. 

Random numbers were obtained using the Fortran function RAN(-) 

available on the DEC-20. A wide variety of empirical tests 

is available for pseudo random number generators. Since our 

main concern is with the uniformityand apparent statistical 

independence of the numbers, two tests were applied. These 

tests are described together with the results in Appendix 2. 
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The conclusions reached are that there is little evidence 

to suggest departure from uniformity, either locally or 

globally, and similarly that there appears to be little 

autocorrelation for lags up to 250. 

(iii) Comparison of the sample mean over 10,000 generated variates 

with the population mean. Sample means are shown in table 

6.1 . Agreement is good, and even with such large sample 

sizes, there is no eviderice to suggest that observations are 

not being drawn from a parent population of mean V. 
I 

(iv) Comparison of the population probability mass function with 

corresponding sample probabilities over n- 10,000 generated 

variates. A test of fit of the' simple hypothesis that the 

variates are drawn from a Poisson distribution with known 

mean was carried out, by dividing the variate range into k 

mutually exclusive and exhaustive classes. The central 

k-2 classes each correspond to one variate value, while 

the remaining two were formed by grouping tail values. Under 

the null hypothesis, the statistic 
iII 

n(P^ i-pi 
)2 /pi is 

asymptotically distributed as chi-squ: red with k-I degrees 

of freedom. Values of this statistic, together with degrees 

of freedom are shown in table 6.1 . These show that there is 

no evidence to reject the null hypothesis at the 5% level. 

These results were obtained using a program VERIFY. FDR . This 

together with output-listings appears in the supporting 

material. 
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6.2 Modification to an envelope rejection procedure for the 

Poisson distribution. 

6. '2.1 Introduction 

In section 3.2 reference was made to the envelope rejection 

procedure (PA), due to Atkinson. In this section the following 

improvements are made: 

Incorporation of a Logistic p. d. f., truncated at x- -0.5, 

to eliminate generation of prospective variates having 

value less than -0.5. 

(ii) Elimination in the rejection step, of the direct evaluation 

of the Logistic density, which involves an exponentiation. 

(iii) Elimination of storage of logarithms of factorials, thereby 

making the algorithm compact and portable. 

(iv) The algorithm is made robust with respect to large ji. 

6.2.2 Development of Algorithm 

Poisson(p) variates, N, may be obtained from continuous variates 

X, having p. d. f. 

4 
<x+O. 5> 

e-" 
<x+O. 5>l 

by setting- N= <X+0*5ý** Given (6.2.1), a suitable target distribution 

is Logistic, truncated at x- -0.5, and having c. d. f. 

G (x)'= 1. - e-ß(x+O-5) (x > -0.5) . (6.2.2) 
+e- 

(ßx--a) 

We follow Atkinson in choosing 0 -ý 7r/v/(311) and a- ýp , thereby 

equating mean and variance of the Poisson and untruncated Logistic. 

Given a random number R,, inversion yields, 
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e -ý(X+0.5) 

+e- 
(ýX a7- 

or 

X= -0.5 + kn 
I+RIe a+0.5$ 

(6.2.3) 
I-RI 

Given a random number R 21 the acceptance condition is 

where 

Since, 

.R2 
mgy (X) < 11 

<X+O. 5> 
e-11 

p (6.2.4) 

M> MaZ fx (x) / gy (x) 3. 

dG . 
dR 

1 
F'Y (X) ý -cTR 

j* dX 

dR I 
-ý-DF 

O(I-R )(I+R e 
a+0.5a 

(I +e a+0.50 ) 

(6.2.4) becomes 

(6.2.5) 

aR2(1-R, )(I+R 
Ie 

a+0.5ý )m 
11 

N 
e-P 

I+e a+0.5ý - :5 --N 1- (6.2.6) 

Since NI can easily overflow, it is necessary to take logarithms 

giving, 'I 

kn{R 
2 

(1 -R I) 
(I+R 

Ie 
a+o. 5ý kn(NI/V N )'ýg -11 + kn{(I+e a+O. 

(6.2.7) 

We note that direct evaluation of the Logistic. density has been 

avoided-by expressing gy(X) in terms of the random number R,. This 

saves an, exponentiation and is to be compared with step 4 of Atkinson's 

algorithm. In step 2 of Atkinson's algorithm, prospective variates 
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smaller than -0.5 have to be discarded, whereas (6.2.3) never gives 

such values. Since the c. d. f. of the untruncated Logistic is 

H(x) + e- 
(ýX-a) (6.2.8) 

the proportion of variates rejected in this way is 

P= (I +e a+0.5a )- IV1 (6.2.9) 

and specimen values are shown in table 6.2 

Table 6.2 Probability that prospective variate is smaller 

than -0.5 in Atkinson's method. 

11 0.5 1 2 5 10, 50 

p 0.0714 0.062.. 0.039 0.011 0.002 o. ooo024 

We conclude that the proportion of variates saved by this modification 

is small (even for small 11). However the modification is retained 

since the program statements involved are not significantly more 

complex than in the original method. 

A major problem of the acceptance condition (6.2.7) is the 

evaluation of SN= kn(NI/P N ). One possibility which is suggested in 

the original version is to provide a table of log factorials. This 

immediately puts the algorithm into the non-compact class. Additionally 

for large N. the log factorial would have to be calculated recursively, 

using the last entry in the table provided. A second possibility is to 

use the recursion SNý tn(N/Ii) +S N-I* For all but small N, the 
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number of logarithmic evaluations involved will slow down the 

procedure beyond the point of usefulness. . 

The method finally chosen, which retains compactness and speed 

is to use some effective pre-testsbased on the Stirling bounds, 

0.5tn(27r)+(N+0.5)tn N-N 5 Ln NI :90.5tn(27r)+(N+0.5)kn N-N+{I/(12N)). 

(6.2.10) 

Using these bounds in (6.2.7), we find that sufficient conditions for a 

prospective variate N to be accepted and rejected are 

kn{R2(1-R, )(I+R, ea+o . 5a )) + 0.5tn(27rll) + (N+0.5)tn(N/p) 

-N+ (12N) -1 :5 -ji + kn{(I+e a+0.5a mal , 
(6.2.11) 

and 

Y. nfR 2 
(1 -R I) 

(I+R 
Ie 

a+O. 5a )) + 0.5tn(27rij) + (N+0.5)Yn(N/11) 

-+ Ynf (I +e a+0.5ý )/Wl v (6.2.12) 

respectively. Due to the known tightness of the bounds (6.2.10) 

(even for small N), and the variability in 

kn{R2(1-R, )(l+Rle a+0.5$ 

as R2 varies, we expect that there is only a small-probability that 

neither condition (6.2.11) nor, (6.2.12) is satisfied. Thus. only-on a 

small proportion of occasions will SN have to be evaluated (expensively) 

via SNý kn(N/P) +S N-I* 

From the discussiop above, a compact algorithm for Poisson 

generation appears below. 
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Algorithm 6.2 

ßil ,'y=, e et+O. 5ß -9 

-v + £n{(1+e /Mßll - 0.5£n(217'9) . 

generate R,, R2 nj U(O")* 

2. N< tn{(I+yR, )/(I-RI)l >W =Jý{R 2(l -R 1) 
(I+yR, )) 

V 0. 

If N 0' go'to 

4. Z=W+ (N+0.5)kn(N/V) -N. 

If Z+ (12N)- 1 
:5A 'deliver -N, else, if Z >'A go to 

5. V= tn(N! /UN)., 

6. If W+VA+0.5tn(27rP) deliver N, else go t10 

6.2.3 Determination of Sampling Efficiency, M 

An explicit expression for M could not be found. M was 

estimated using the following Monte-Carlo procedure. Referring to 

(6.2.6) it is clear that the maximum value (M) of f X(x)/gy(x) is 

obtained by setting 

M= e- 
(11+T)(I 

+e a+0.50 Va (6.2.13) 

where 

T Min[kn[(I-R I )(I+R Ie 
a+O * 5a), 

+ kn(NI/p N 
(6.2.14) 

R 
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An estimate of T is obtained by generating a lengthy realisation 

of random numbers R,, and identifying the-trial which gives the 

minimum value of the expression under the minimisation sign in 

(6.2.14). By using the Stirling lower bound on. N1, we obtain an 

upper b ound (M 
0) on the largest value of fX (X)/g 

Y 
(x) achieved 

over the realisation. For each value of V, M was estimated using 

10,000 random numbers. If required, further accuracy could have been 

obtained by estimating the minimising value of R,, then, generating a 

second realisation with R conditioned to fall within a small 

interval surrounding the initial estimate. However this was not 

thought necessary in view of the number of random numbers used, and 

the margin provided by using a Stirling bound rather than the exact 

value. 

The relevant Fortran program appears in Appendix 5 under the 

program name MVALUE. FOR . Estimated values of M are summarised 

in table 6.3 below. 

Table-6.3- Estimated'Values'of -M for'envelope rejection method 

-p 0.5 . 
1.0 2.0 5.0 

.' 
10.0 20.0 30.0 50.0 100 200 1000 

M 17.48 4.854-, 2'., 914 2.049 1.700 1.546 1.484 1.421 1.360 1.323 1.276 

In implementing algorithm 6.2, the value of M used is the one 

shown in table 6.3 . For values of V not shown in the table, the 

value used is the one corresponding to the next smallest V shown in 

I the table. This incurs a small loss in efficiency. 
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6.2.4 Verification, Validation and Analysis of Algorithm 

Algorithm 6.2 was programmed and a Fortran function NREJ appears 

in Appendix 5, under the program name POLOG. FOR . To be consistent 

with the procedure adopted in 6.1, the following steps were taken to 

verify and validate the function: 

(i) Comparison of population and sample mean over 10,000 

generated variates. 

(ii) Comparison of the sample taean number of prospective variates 

required to generate I Poisson variate (sample M-value) with 

the M-value used in the program. This sample mean is based 

on the generation of 10,000 Poisson variates. 

(iii) Comparison of the population probability mass function with 

corresponding sample probabilities over 10,000 generated 

variates. 

Results are suinmarised in table 6.4 . The sample M-values and 

means are in good agreement with the population valuesq while the 

chi-squared statistic values, show that at the 5% level, there is no 

evidence to suppose that observations are not being drawn from the 

required Poisson distribution. These results were obtained using a 

program VERLOG. FOR . This together with output listings appears in 

the supporting material. 

A critical feature of the generator is the effectiveness or'other- 

wise of the pre-tests. Using the generation of 10,000 variates, the 

p-gogram VERLOG. FOR also records the number of times kn(III/P N) has to be 

evaluated directly. The estimated mean rate (per generated variate) 

of direct log factorial evaluations is shown in table 6.4 . For large ji, 

where a log factorial evaluation is extremely expensive, the rate of 

such evaluations is very small. For small lip the rate is still low 

(lower than 5%), while individual log factorial evaluations are less 

expensive. We conclude therefore that the pre-tests are very effective. 
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6.3 Timing Comparisons for the Poisson Generators 

The two generators described previously are intended to be 

complementary in performance. Algorithm 6.1 requires extensive 

set-up and storage, but should result in low per-variate execution 

times, performance being dominated by the Alias part of the 

generator. Algorithm 6.2 requires very little set-up, is easy to 

implement, but is expected to result in higher per-variate execution 

times, because of dependence upon three logarithmic evaluations plus 

a rejection step. 

In carrying out the timing experiments two variants of Algorithm 

6.2 were used-with and without the Stirling pre-tests. Tests were 

carried out both for p fixed and varying between calls, and the 

results are summarised in tables 6.5 and 6.6 respectively. The 

experiments were carried out under the conditions described in 

section13.4 

When 11 remains fixed between calls, routine POISAL is 

uniformily fastest, taking approximately 55 lisecs independently 

Of P.. The incorporation of Stirling pre-tests is clearly justified 

in NREJ, the ratio of times without and with pre-tests, rising from 

approximately 3 at Ii - 10 to approximately 200 at 11 - 1000. 

Clearly use of NREJ without the pre-test is not recommendedv although 

it is of interest to note that for such a version, the lowest execution 

time is at -pir-12, reflecting a compromise between improving sample 

efficiency and expensive log factorial evaluations. 
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When 11 is re-specified between calls, POISAL becomes very 

much less competitive, the set-up time being equivalent to the 

generation of approximately 12 variates at 'VI = 1,100 at 11 = 50 

and 1500 at V 1000. This set-up time is approximatbly linear 

in m<I+P+2.5v'jj >. The set-up time is not so crucial in 

NREJ (with pre-test), accounting for approximately 200 lisecs of 

generation time. From an execution time viewpoint, the optimal 

point at which to switch from NREJ to POISAL appears to be ji ý 2. 

The conclusion is that if ease of implementation and low 

storage requirements are not crucial factors, and if a sufficient 

number of variates is to be generated, then POISAL should be used. 

In other ca ses the function NREJ (with pre-test) should be used. 

In the latter case, the method degrades for ji ý 2, and for these 

values the simple multiplicative method should match the 

characteristics of NREJ for Vý2. Regarding the ease of 

implementation and storage requirementsof NREJ, it is appropriate 

to compare with other algorithms that give low execution times when 

V is respecified. In this category, Atkinson (1979c) draws attention 

to algorithm PIF of Fishman and a composite indexed search algorithm, 

pQIOO. Both require extensive storage of constants, while the 

former is inexact, in the sense that the Normal approximation is 

used for large 'p. In contrast NREJ-is exact, requires very little 

code and storage, and is robust for V lying between 2 and 1000. 
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6.4 A hybrid Alias/Envelope Rejection generator for the 

Negative Binomial Distribution. 

6'. A. *1 Development of Algorithm 

In this section the tail generation procedure is applied to 

another discrete distribution, having infinite domain, the Negative 

Binomial, with p. m. f. 

fW=x+kIPxqk (X = 0919 ... )9 (6. '4.1 ) 
x 

where q=I-p, and k is assumed in this case to be a positive 

integer. As in the Poisson case, the method was first described in 

Dagpuhar (1979). 

The p. d. f. is expressed as a probability mixture, 

fx (X) = wf A 
ýX) + (I -W) fT (X) ' (6.4.2) 

where" 

+kIpxqk /W (X = 0,19.. "M-1) , 
(6.4.3) fA (x) ýýx 

(x) =+k1pxqk /O-W) (x = m, m+I,... ) , (6.4.4) 
x 

+k1xk Wxpq (6.4.5) 
x=O 

ý) 

and m is any positive integer. 

The procedure is analogous to the Poisson case, with T generated 

via envelope rejection, using a Geometric target distribution, having 

probability mass function, 

gZ(x) = [I - {p(m+k-l)/mll{p(m+k-l)/mlx-m (6.4.6) 

for x mpm+ls,... where m> (k-I)p/q and m>I-k. Z is 

obtained by setting 
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Zm+<E/. Zn[ m/ {p (m+k- I> 

where E is a standard Negative Exponential variate. 

acceptance condition, we note that 

x+k-Ixk pq 

T 
(X) / gZ (X) =-I X-M (1-w)[I - {p(m+k-l)/mll{p(m+k-l)/ml 

is maximised at x=m, giving 

+k-Ipmqk 

mm (I w)(1-p[m+k-11/m) 

(6.4.8) 

(6.4.9) 

Given a random number R 2' the acceptance condition becomes, 

t 
ml 

Z-m 
R2 :5 (Z+k-1) 

Z-m .D 
[iý+Mk--F) 

(6.4.1 o) 

As before m is set to approximately 2.5 standard deviations above 

the mean, giving 

I -/q) (kp/q) + (2.5vlGp (6.4.11) 

The resulting algorithm is identical to Algorithm 6.1, apart from 

steps 1,2,11 and 12, and these are'given in Algorithm 6.3 below. 

Algorithm 6.3 

1. m=< (kp/q) +-(2.5vVp-/q) +I 
'fx+k-I Ipxqk 

2. f-W= 
-- ALxj 

3. -10. As in algorithm 6.1 

11. z=m+ <-E/kr[m/{p(m+k-1)13 > 

12. If, R> (Z+k-1) 
Z-m 

2 Z-m ZI 

[ 

+k-1) go to_IO, else deliver E. 

(6.4.7) 

To obtain the 

For all real x and non-negative integers r, define 
(x) 

r '-- x (x-'ý I).. .- 
(x-r+ I) (r 2: 1), (x)o = I., 
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We reiýark that in this form the algorithm is suitable for all 

real k >, Ik 1. 

6.4.2 Programming and Numerical'Aspects 

In order to make the algorithm robust for distributions having a 

large mean (i. e. large kp/q), precauti6ns are necessary to prevent 

premature under or overflow in calculating the probabilities f 
XW- 

Since, for k 2: 1, the mode is at < (k-I)p/q > the modal 

probability may be written as 

(L+k- Isk fpq 

k-I 
11 C(j) 

i=o 

where 

p s/k 0) 
C(j) fs+k-il s/k 1) C3jpq 

"1 

(6.4.12) 

(6.4.13) 

With the possible exception of c(O), c(j) is a decreasing function 

of j. and the factor which is closest t'o one (from below) is c(i 

where 
'i * is the smallest positive integer satisfying 

cU< 

or 

or 

s+k-i p s/k q< 

(s+k) 

+ P-s/k /q) 
(6.4.14) 

Thus the modal probability is evaluated using the product of factors 

routine REMULT, starting at 

i*, Min[l +< (s+k)/{l + (P-s/k /q)) >, k- 11. (6.4.15) 
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The representation (6.4.12) seems preferable to an alternative, 
0qk (S = 0) 

f X(S) (6.4.16) 
s fs+k-j I k/s 11 -J-j pq (S >' 1), 

A=I F3 

which for large'modes involves more products than (6.4.12). If the program 

was required for all real k>0, then (6.4.16) would have to be used 

rather than (6.4.12). 

In step 12, Z is delivered immediately if' Z=m. Otherwise the 
Z-M 

right hand side of the inequality is evaluated as 11 D(j), where j=1 

D(j) =Z+kj. 
1 m1 (6.4.17) kZ +I jj(m +k- Ij 

Now, D(j) :51, for all 
.jc 

providing, 

(Z+k-j)m :5 (Z+l-j)(m+k-1) 
, 

or 
z 2t +m-I, 

which is evidently true since Z ; -> m. Since all the factors 

D(j) :51, no premature underflow will occur by multiplying the product 

in its existing order. Further, since the cumulative product is 

non-increasing, control may be directed to step 10, if at any stage the 

cumulative product drops below the value of R 2* 

Algorithm 6.3 was programmed with these features and a Fortran 

subroutine NBINOM appears in Appendix 5 under the program name 

NBINOM. FOR . 
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6.4.3 Verification'and Validation 
. 

This follows closely the steps taken in 6.1.4, The results 

are summarised in table 6.7, and were obtained from a program 

VENBIN. FOR . This together with output listings appears in the 

supporting material. 

The modal probability as calctýlated using REMULT is correct 

to at least 6 significant figures with the exception of two cases, 

where it is correct to 5 and 4 significant figures respectively. 

Comparison between sample and population means is effected by 

noting that the standard error on a sample mean of n observations 

is Y/(kp/n)/q. Agreement is good and there is little evidence to 

suggest that observations are not being drawn from a parent 

p9pulation of mean kp/q. The test of fit shows that in all 

cases there is no evidence to reject (at the 5% level) the null 

hypothesis that these observations are drawn from the specified 

Negative Binomial distribution. 
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6.4.4 Timing results for routine NBINOM and conclusions. 

Timing experiments were performed for parameter values k and p, 

fixed and respecified respectively between calls. Results are 

summarised in table 6.8 

i 

As exp ected, execution times in the first case are comparable to 

those for the routine POISAL, and are fairly insensitive to values of 

k and p. When parameter values are respecified between calls, the 

executign time increases substantiýlly, due to the high set-up time. 

We conclude that when ease of implementation and low storage 

requirements are not critical, and when many variates for given 

parameter values are required, that NBINOM has the advantage of being 

fast, and will outperform inversion or Bernoulli methods, whose 

execution times vary as kp/q and k/q respectively. For this gort 

of application the generation method involving Poisson and Gamma 

variates is unsuitable, because the parameters of the Poisson 

distribution vary between calls (even though k and p are fixed). 

When any one of the conditions mentioned above is not satisfied, 

then NBINOM is unsuitable. Generation via Poisson and Ganna variates 

would be preferred, providing the routines have low storage, requirements 

and are reasonably efficient for changing parameter values. A suitable 

choice for the Poisson would be the rejection routine NREJ. For the 

Gamma, generation-via the envelope rejection method of Cheng (1977) and 

algorithm 2.1 could be used for k 2: 1 and k<I respectively. 

Finally we remark that although NBINOM has been written for integer 

k 2,1, it may be extended to deal with all real k >, 01, by using the 

representation (6.4.15) in place of (6.4.12) for the modal 

probability. 
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rUA1[)rrVU 7 

Generation from the von Mises Distribufion via a 

comparison'of Random Numbers 

7.1 Introduction 

An angular random variable has the von Mises distribution if 

its p. d. f. is 

h(G) {2TrIO(k)l -1 expCk cos(O-0 0 

for Ie1 :5 7T , Jeo 1 :5 7T and k, > 0, where 10 (k) is the modified 

Bessel function of the first kind and order zero. Without loss of 

generality we may take 00 = 0, and consider a. folded von Mises 

distribution with p. d. f., 

f (e) =-- fir I OWI-l exp(k cos 0) , 

where 0505,7T and k ý; 0. Since the distribution function cannot 

be inverted analytically previous sampling methods have concentrated 

on envelope rejection procedures. Seigerstetter (1974) proposed a 

uniform target distribution. This becomes a progressively poorer fit 

as k increases, with the result that the rejection rate becomes 

unacceptably high. Additionally the speed of computation is reduced 

through a logarithmic evaluation. Best and Fisher (1979) consider 

envelope rejection procedures with Wrapped Normal, Piecewise linear, 

polynomial and Cardiod envelopes, but reject these because of 

deteriorating sampling efficiency or difficulty in generating 

prospective variates or difficulty in evaluating the target distribution. 

Instead they advocate the use of a Wrapped Cauchy distribution. This 

provides a better fit then Seigerstetter, with the acceptance rate 

lying between V(27r/e) and unity, depending on k. 
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The main aim of this Chapter is to develop a new generator'based 

on a-comparison of random numbers. This led to the observation that 

an envelope rejection method employing a piecewise uniform target 

distribution could be written with minor changes to the comparison 

method. Performance measures for these two generators are derived 

theoretically. Timing experiments are conducted for these two 

generators and two versions of the Best and Fisher Wrapped Cauchy 

method. Comparisons are made and ýonclusions drawn. 

7.2 A Random Number Comparison Method 

Using the notation of section 1.3.4, the range of 0 may be 

divided into nk sub-intervals (Oj_,, e 
i 

(1 5j :5nk). with 

60 =0 and enk= 7r .nk is controlled by the interval widths. 

If pi= Prob(O j-1" :50 : 5. then the von Mises density (7.1.2) may 

be expressed as the probability mixture, 

pi ýbi (0) 0, 

where 

eyp{-h (0))/ f expf-h (O)MO (e : 50: 50 
101 j-1 

I i-I vi (0) - -, (7.2.2) 

(elsewhere), 

hi (0) = k(cos 0, 
_, - cos OY (0 i-i : 96: 56 i), (7.2.3) 

and 6. - 3 7r 

Pj f exp(k cos 6)d01'f exp(k cos 6)d0. (7.2.4) 
ei-i 0 
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The boundary values {0 
i) 

must be chosen so that 0 :5h1 (0) :5 

for all j. Interval widths are maximised. by satisfying 

the difference equations: 

00 =0 

= Tr (7.2.5) 
nk 

I'= k(cos Oj_, Cos 0 j) 1 :5j "ý nk) 

A solution is 

03= cos- 
I {I (j/k)) (0 ý5 j "ý nk) (7.2.6 

which then gives the number of intervals as 

2k (2k integer-valued) 
nk< 

2k+l > (otherwise) . 

(7.2.7) 

The algorithm below generates variates by first selecting the interval 

(ei-1pe i) with probability pj,, and then uses the comparison method, 

based on (1.3.24) to obtain a variate from (6). 

Algorithm 7.1 

2k (2k integer) 

k ýk+l > (otherwise) 

If nk> 10, nk = 10. 

0 
2. = cosý-10-(M)l (o :5' '4 Uk) * 

0.7T 
3, 

pi f exp(k cos 0) f exp(k cos WO i :5n k)" a i-I 0, 

Generate R 1%, U(0,1). Find smallest j such that pi >R 

Pi - R) /pj 
. 
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Gj_I R(O -0 ý ). i j-1 

Given IR 
II: 

N=I if h3 (0) =kj +1-k cos e<R, else 

N=n if h. (6) 
i 

2t R - ýt R<R 
n_ In 

If N even, generate R 1%, U(0,1) and go to 

Assign random sign to 0' according to the sign of 

. (R 
I-h. 

(())) /(I - h. (0)) - 0.5 (N = 1) 
3 

.14 

or 
(R 

n-R n-I 
)/ (I -R n-I 

)-0.5 (N > 1) . 

Deliver 0. 

Step 0 is performed just once, and for k>0.5 requires a 

series of numerical integrations to find the pils. A maximilm of 

10 intervals is employed. For k >. 5j, nk is set to 10, as the 

subsequent intervals may safely be dispensed with since numerical 

evaluation showed that Prob(O > E) 
10 

) never exceeded 7.4 x 10-5. 

Step I selects the correct interval, while steps2 and 3 generate 

a unif orm variate within that interval, without requiring an extra 

random number. Step 4 is the comparison phase, the uniform variate 

being rejected if termination occurs after an even number of 

comparisons. In this case a further random number R is generated, 

to iample a new uniform variate from the (same) interval. If the 

variate is accepted, a random sign is applied in step 6, without 

requiring an additional random number. 
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Surprisingly few random numbers'are required to generate one 

variate. Using (1.3.32) (and noting that the random number used 

for the first prospective uniform variate is also used for interval 

selection), the mean requirement of random numbers per generated 

variate is 

n 
(6 j-ej_l) 

-+ý 
exp{k(c. os 6j_, -cos 6)ld0 

N pj (7.2.8) 

exp{-k(cos 0 -cos 0)ld0 

(6 -6, _, 
)exp(kcos )+exp(2kc0S-0, 

-, 
) 

ý 
exp(-k cos 0)d6 

pj 

exp(k cos 0)d0 
ei-i 

IT-0 

n 
(oj -Oj _, 

) exp (k-j +1) +exp[2, - 11k-j +1 )T f exp(k cos e)dý 
k 

=j 
7r 
f exp(k cos IS)d6 
0 

nk 
)exp (k-j+])+exp[ 2 (k-j + 1) exp(k cos ý)dý 

Tr I 
0 

(7.2.9) 

For k: 50.5, nk= 19,00=0 and el = Tro giving 

-k 2k NI- [e 10 (k)]-' +e (7.2.10) 
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For k>0.5, with 2k integer-valued (7.2.9) is conveniently 

evaluated since IT - 6j-1 .e 2k-j+l 9 giving 

nk. '(0 -Oj_, )exp(k-j+l) 
N, = 

.1i 
-- + exp[2(k-j+l)lp 2k-j +* 11 

(7.2.11) 

i=II. 7TI 0 
(k) 

Specimen values of NI are displayed in Table 7.1, indicating that 

the maximum is just in excess of 4, corresponding to k=0.5, 

dropping. to a minimum of 2 when k 0. 

Algorithm 7.1 was programmed as a Fortran subroutine VON, which 

appears in Appendix 6. under the program name VMISES. FOR . For 

k>0.5. the routine computes (pi) numerically using Simpson's 

rule. Experiments indicated that the optimum number of ordinates 

was of the order of 65, and this gives accuracy to at least 6 

significant figures. 

7.3 A probability mixture method using envelope rejection 

with-a piecewise uniform target distribution. 

Having generated a uniform variate within the selected interval 

in step 3 of Algorithm 7.1, an alternative method of deciding 

whether to accept or reject the prospective variate from ýi (6) is 

to employ envelope rejection using a uniform target distribution 

gi(e) = (0 j-8j_d- (0 j-1 : 50: 5e i ). The acceptance condition in such a 

test is 

RM 
3 :5ýi (6) /gi (0) 

where 

(7.3.1) 

I 
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M. = Max U. (O)/g. (6)1 (7.3.2) J6 
i-i : 56: 56 iii 

Max Eexp{-h. (6»(6 exp{-h. (6»d0 1 
e i-i : 5650 i. 3i ei-i 3 

Max Eexp(k cos 6)(0 exp(k cos 0)d63 
j-i : ge: ge 

ii 
ei-i 

= 
(6 i-oi_1) Max [exp(k cos 6)1 

ý-ýf7T 10 (iý 6j 
-1: 

50go j 

(Oj-O, 
_, 

) exp(k cos 0, 
_, 

) 

pj IT 10 (k) 

= 
exp(k-j+l) 

(7.3.3) 
pj IT Io (k) 

Then (7.3.1) becomes 

Re 
k-j+l 

:5ek 
cos e 

or 

E Z: -k cos 0+k+ (7.3.4) 

where E is a standard Exponential variate. 

Steps 4.5 and 6 in Algorithm 7.1 may therefore be replaced by 

new steps shown in Algorithm 7.2 below, to give an alternative 

generation procedure. 
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Algorithm 7.2 

4. generate E, a standard Exponential variaie. 

5. If E< -k cos 6+k-j+1, generate R lb U(0,1) and go to 

6. Generate R U(0,1). If RI>0.5,0 = -8. Deliver 0. 

In this instance an extra random number RI is required to 

assign a random sign to the variatý. In addition two random numbers 

are required for each prospective variate and therefore the 

(unconditional) mean requirement of random numbers in this method is 

nk 
N"I+ 2M pj 2 "1 

jyl 3 

which from (7.3.3) becomes, 

-k 
nkI, 

N21+ 2[Tre I (k)]-' )e (7.3.5) 20 
J=j 

Specimen values of N2 are shown in Table 7.1 . For most values of 

k there is a slight increase (over the comparison method) in the 

mean requirement rate of random numbers, due to the necessity of 

employing-an extra one for assigning the sign to the variate. The 

method requires at least one logarithmic evaluation per generated 

variate. Given that the set up'procedure is exactly the, same as in 

the comparison method, the theoretical analysis above suggests that 

the comparison method will probably be somewhat faster. 

Algorithm 7.2 was programmed as a Fortran subroutine VON, which 

appears in Appendix 6, under the program name UNIVON. FOR . 
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7.4 Best and Fisher's Wrapped Cauchy Method 

Best and. Fisher's method uses a Wrapped Cauchy Target distribution 

with p. d. f. 

g(e) =I_ 
P2 

v 
Tr(l+p 

2 
-2p cos e) 

(7.4.1) 

where 0 :56 :5 7r and 0 :5p :51. They show that the acceptance 

probability is maximised by selecting 

p= p* =' (-r'- (2, r) /2k (7.4.2) 

where 

-r =I+ (1+4k 2)Iv 

and that the acceptance probability is 

14-1 . (I _P*2) 10 (k)/{(2p/k)exp[{k(l+p *2 )/2p*l - III . 
(7.4.3) 

The algorithm requires two random numbers for each prospective variate, 

plus one random number for assigning a random sign in the'final step. 

Thus the mean requirement rate of random numbers is 

N3 '2 2M +I. (7.4.4) 

Specimen values of N3 are shown in Table 7.1, indicating that apart 

from k=0.5 and k=1.0. slightly more are required than in the 

comparison method. This is due in part to'the random number required 

for assigning a random sign. The algorithm, described by Best and 

Fisher, incorporates a pre-test to reduce the number of logarithmic 

evaluations. The algorithm was programmed as Fortran subroutine BFISH 

and appears in Appendix 6 under the program name BFISH. FOR . 

For each prospective variate, the cosine of a variate uniformly 

distributed in (O, IT) is required. Best 'and Fisher suggest"that on 

some computers it may be quicker to evaluate the cosine indirectly 

using the polar method of Marsaglia and Bray (1964). Although the 

same number of random numbers (two) is required for each prospective 
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variate, the acceptance probability is reduced by the ratio 7T/4, 

and so the mean requirement rate of random numbers is now 

N4 ý'_ 2M(4/7T) +1 (7.4.5) 

where M is evaluated using (7.4.3). Specimen values of N4 are 

shown in table 7.1 
. 

This version was programmed as Fortran sub- 

routine BFISHC and appears in Appendix 6 under the program name 

BFISHC. FOR . 

7.5 Verification and Validation of Algorithms 

Experiments were conducted to verify and validate the four 

routines for values of k in the range 0-20. One method of 

verification used was to generate samples of size 10,000 and to 

record the sample mean requirement of random numbers per generated 

variate, this value to be compared with the theoretical mean. The 

results are shown in table 7.1 . In the case of VON (mixture method 

with uniform rejection), BFISH and BFISHC, where the number of trials 

per generated variate is Geometrically distributed, the standard 

error is known to be vl{4p/(10000q 
2 )), where p and q are the 

probabilities of rejection and acceptance respectively in any trial. 

No significant differences between these sample and population means 

were detected. For the comparison method, where the process leading 

to acceptance is more complicated, expressions for the standard error 

become cumbersome. However inspection of differences between sample 

and theoretical means suggest good agreement. 

The generators were validated by-performing tests of fit on the 

output observations. A gample size of 10,000 was chosen since 

simulations using such generators could conceivably require that 

number (or even more) of variates. With such sample sizes, the 
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Kolmogorov-Smirnoff t est is difficult to implementO'due to the problems 

of storing and ordering the observations, qnd the large number of 

num . eri&al integrations involved. For this reason a chi-squared 

goodness of fit test was employed. Results are. shown in table 7.2 

With the exception of k=5 for the routine BFISH, there is no 

evidence to suggest that these samples are not drawn from the parent 

distributions. A further sample for BFISH when k=5 gave a chi- 

squared-test statistic value of 53.7 with 42 degrees of freedom. 

Results of these verification and validation experiments were 

obtained using program VONVER. FOR . This, together with output 

listings (which include sample and theoretical c. d. f. s) appears in 

the supporting material. 
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7.6 Timing Experiments and Conclusions 

Timing experiments were conducted for all four routines, for 

values of, 
_k 

between 0 and, 20. Tables 7.3 and 7.4 give mean 

execution times per,. variate, when k is not respecified and k 

respecified respectively between calls. In all cases timings are 

based on the generation of 10000 variates, with the exception of 

VON (comparison) and VON (mixture method with envelope rejection) 

in tablq 7.4,. for which 500 variates were generated when, 

0.5 <k<5 and 200 variates when k ; -> 5. 

When k. is not respecified between calls, the comparison 

method VON is uniformly fastest for all values of k. For most 

values. of k the savings over the best of BFISH and BFISHC are 

significant. This behaviour can be explained by the lower requirement 

of random numbers (except for k=0.5) and because no logarithmic or 

inverse cosine evaluations are required. Random number generation 

takes approximately 13 psecs and the effect of using a slower random 

number generator would be to increase the difference in times 

(except for 
-k 

=-0.5). On a machine where log and inverse cosine 

evaluations are faster, the effect would be to reduce this difference. 

Again, with reference to table 7.3, the polar cosine variant 

BFISHC appears to be marginally faster than the conventional method 

BFISH on this machine. The mixture method with envelope rejection 

is uniformly slower than the comparison method, and so the latter is 

certainly preferred, in view of the similar set-up characteristics 

for these two algorithms. 
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When k is respecified between calls (table 7.4), the 

comparison method is fastest when k :50.5. . The difference in 

time between this and BFISHC is more marked than in table 7.3, 

since some significant set-up is required in the latter case. 

Since only one interval is required in the comparison method, no 

numerical integrations are required, and consequently the set-up 

time is small. When k>0.5, numerical integrations are required 

in the comparison method, involving large set-up times, table 7.3 

indicating that BFISHC is very much faster. 

We conclude that when many variates are required and 

portability is not critical, then the comparison method is preferred. 

When either of these conditions is not satisfied a hybrid algorithm 

using VON (comparison) and BFISHC for k50.5 and k>0.5 

respectively is indicated. Such an algorithm is easy to program, 

particularly for k :50.5. since the comparison method requires no 

numerical integrations. 

Finally, we note that-the-comparison method-offers the 

advantage that interval selection dan be controlled by reserving a 

stream for that purpose. This would apparently aid the generation 

of high quality antithetic variates. However it should be noted, 

that for most values of k, most-of the probability is concentrated 

in the first interval, and so the induced negative correlation is 

unlikely to be as large as one might hope for. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Sampling Variates from the tail of Ga 

and Normal distributions 

Introduction 

In this chapter a method is described for generating variates 

from the tail of a Gamma distribution (shape parameter > 1). The 

approach used was first described in Dagpunar (1977,1978). Similar 

ideas may be applied to the Normal distribution and these are 

developed in section 8.6 

Tail generation f rom the Gamma is equivalent to sampling f rom 

the truncated Gauma distribution, 

hz (z 
00 

Xz a-I Xe -Xz 
- (z > S) 

f (xu) '- I Xe-X31du 
t 

where a>I and s(>O) is a specified constant. The problem reduces 

to sampling from 

00 

x 
(x) mx 

ct-1 e-x/ fv a-1 
e -v dv > t) 

where t= ; ks, and setting Z= X/X. Methods for sampling from a 

complete Gamma distribution were. reviewed in section 2.3 . The 

requirement that the sampled variate be greater than t. may be met 

simply by using one of these existing methods and rejecting all 

variates having values not exceeding t. Unfortunately this naive 

approach will be highly inefficient if t is large. The method 

described in the next section is envelope rejection-based, and eliminates 

the need to sample from the complete Gamma distribution. The efficiency 

of the approach relative to the naive approach will be shown to increase 

markedly with increasing t. 
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8.2 Method 

First stage sampling is from the distribution 

-P(X-t) gy (x) = pe (x > t' P> 0) - (8.2.1) 

This is performed by putting Y =-t + (E, /11), where E, is a standard 

negative Exponential variate. Y is then accepted subject to 

RM < fX(Y)/gy(Y) 

where R. IVU(0,1) and 

,-ýM= 
Max[ f X(x)/gy 

WI. 
x>t 

The efficiency, of the method is M-1 , so it is desirable to choose 

such that M is minimised. The best value of 11 is therefore given 

by the saddle point of the function fX(x)/gy(x), giving a maximum 

with respect to x and a minimum with respect to Ii. 

In this case, 

fx (x) -, .x 
d-1 

e 
--7-x = -- Co - (8.2.2) 
9T 

lif vct-le-Vdv 
v 

It is easily shown that such a saddle-point occurs at 

x (8.2.3) 

and 

(8.2.4) 

On eliminating' x, the optimum value of ji is given by 

2 (t--a) + {(t--a) + 4011/2t (8.2.5) 

With this choice of 11, 

M= Mt (a-1) e- 
00 (8.2.6) 

-11*) 
(X- 111* fv a-I e-vdv 

t 
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The condition for acceptance becomes 

R(a-1) a-I 
e -1 -Y (I 

(, _, 
*)a-I e 

which after some reduction becomes 

E2> (1-11 * )Y - (a-1)[ I+ knY + kn{(1-p*)/(a'1)j1, (8.2.71) 

where 'E' = -knR. Th6s -A -scheme for sampling variates is shown in 2 

Algorithm 8.1 

Algorithm*8.1 

0. , 11 
*= E(t_a) + {(t_a)2 +4t11., 1/2t 

. 

a 

,-9, n[ (ct-1 )1. 

Generate EI and E2, a pair of standard Negative Exponential 

variates. Y =-t +E III 

If E2> aY - (a-1)(I+Zny+b) deliver X=Y, else go to 2. 

0 

If-the simulation involves repeated sampling from the same truncated 

distribution, then step 0 is performed just'once, and the values for 

P*, a and b are saved between calls. 

. 
Schmeiser (19,80), apparently unaware of the existence of this 

algorithm (published in 1978), has proposed its use with a'value 

{(a-I)/tj. This represents a non-optimal Exponential 

envelope. Schmeiser inserted an acceptance pre-test, resulting in the 

algoritbm being valid only when týa-I+ vl(a-l), whereas the 

version given here is valid for all t. 
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8.3 Special Cases 

The procedure for sampling from a complete Gamma distribution 

is obtained by taking the case t=0. From (8.2.5), 

11 lim (t--a)+{(t--a) 2 
+4011/2t) a-' (8.3.1) 

t-ýO 

Hence first stage sampling is from an Exponential distribution having 

the same mean as the Gamma distribution. The condition for acceptance 

is given by putting 11 I/a -and -Y = aE into (8.2.7) to yield 

E2> (a-I) (E 
I- I -knE (8.3.2) 

which is the acceptance condition given by Fishman (1976a) in his 

method for generating Gamma variates. The efficiency is obtained by 

putting t =, O and Va into (8.2.6 
. 
), to yield 

-1 a- 1 -01 MO =,, r(a)e a (8.3.3) 

A further special case is obtained by taking the truncation point 

to be the mode of the Gamma distribution. In this case t=a 

and the optimum value of ji is 

V {(1+4t)l - 11/2t (8.3.4) 

The acceptance condition becomes 

E2 >-t['] + Yn{(I-ll * )/tll + (I-P*)Y -t kn Y (8.3.5) 

Results (8 . 3-4) and (8.3.5) are identical to those derived by Atkinson 

(1977) for sampling from a complete Gamma distribution. In that 

method first stage sampling is from a composite distribution involving 

a uniform density for x5t1, and an Exponential density for 

x>t. 
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8.4 Relative Efficiency 

- 
In assessing the efficiency of the prQposed method for sampling 

variates from the truncated distribution, it is useful to compare it 

with the naive approach mentioned in the introdýiction. For a ý: 1, 

an efficient scheme for generating Gamma variates-is Cheng's method 

with a mean requirement of m. trials per generated variate where 

4aae-a 

(2a-l)lr(a) 
(8.4.1) 

We define the Relative Efficiency Rt (a) of Algorithm 8.1, with 

respect to sampling via Cheng's algorithm (rejecting values less than 

t), as the ratio of the mean requirement of trials per generated 

variate under the two methods. The Relative Efficiency is an indicator 

of how the relative speeds of the two methods change as a and t 

vary. Given this definition, 

t 
(a) = 

mr(a) (8.4.2) 
co 

mtfv a-I e -V dv 
t 

From (8.2.6) and (8.4.1), 

R (a) 4a a il*e 
(11*t-, ), 

-P (8.4.3) 
t (2a- I) a-I 

When t- Op 11 a giving, 

R6(a) 4e- I /(2a-I)i (8.4.4) 

When a-I, 

lim QI-P * )/(a-I)l 

giving 

t 
(1), = 4e (8.4.5) 
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Table 8.1 shows specimen values of Rt (a), where tp is the 

p 
th 

percentile of the distribution. 1 .1-- 

Table 8.1 Relative efficiency, R (a), -of Algorithm 8.1 
p 

with'respect. *to Cheng's algorithm. 

p 1 3 10 50 

0 1.47 0.66 0.34 0.15 

25 1.96 1.32 1.13 1.03 

50 2.94 2.15 1.92 1.80 

75 5.89 4.53 4.15 3.96 

90 14.72 11.61 10.79 10.40 

95 29.43 23.45 21.91 21.20 

99 147.15 118.51 111.60 108.58 

For fixed a, the relative efficiency increases rapidly with 

increasing t, because the Exponential target distribution is 

providing a progressively better f it to the truncated distribution 

and because the naive method rejects a larger proportion of variates 

(i. e. -: those having values less than 0. For truncation at a fixed 

percentileg the relative efficiency decreases (slowly) as a increases, 

because the fit between target and truncated distribution becomes worse 

and because the sampling efficiency (m7l) in Meng's method increases 

slowly. However Rt (a) only approaches one or less when the 
p 

truncation point is low or a is high. We conclude f rom the table 

that algorithm 8.1 is likely to be highly efficient for most combinations 

of p and 
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8.5 Computational Experience 

Algorithm 8.1 was programmed as a Fortran. subroutine TRUNG which 

appears in Appendix 7 under the program name GATRUN. FOP, To reduce 

the number of logarithmic evaluations, an accepýance pre-test based 

on the bound E2= -Y,. nR 2> 2(1-R 2 
)/(I+R 

2 
), where R2 is a random 

number, was incorporated into the routine. Timings were carried out 

for various a and truncation points t, in the manner described 
P 

in section 3.4 . Table 8.2 gives the mean execution time*per 

generated variate. 

Table'8.2 Mean time (usecs) to generate one Gamma variate, shape 

parameter a, truncated at tp, on a DEC-20 computer. 

t 
p 

I+c 
t 

3 10 50 

ct 157 310 621 1445 

25 160 195 228 244 

50 154 181 196 205 

75 154 168 173 180 

90 157 165 168 174 
95 161 163 168 174 
99 163 160 162 166 

o+ 

The speed of the routine varies little for most values of a 

and p. With six exceptions all timings lie between 154 and 196 'psecs, 

reflecting the fact that the optimal Exponential envelope provides a 

good fit. When a 2: 3 and the truncation point is close to zero, the 
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routine becomes slower, due to a poorer'fit. In these cases a 

better approach would be to sample from thý complete Gamma 

distribution using one of the several efficient methods described 

in section 2.3 

8.6 Tail Generation from the Normal Distribution 

-The method described for the Gamma distribution can also be 

applied to other distributions having an infinite domain. For example, 

to generate from the truncated Normal distribution, 

X2-2 fX (x) = e- /* f'e- u du (x > a) (8.6.0 
a 

where aý is- a non-negative constant, we may employ a target 

distribution, 

-X (x-a) 
gy (x) Xe (x > a, X> 0) (8.6.2) 

Thus' 

-, f X(x) e- 
ix 2eX (x-a) 

-9 -(x) =-2F (8.6.3) 
yXf e-3u du 

ia 

which has a-saddle point (maximum and minimum with respect to x and 

respectively) at 

x=X 

and 

la + Aa 2 
+4)1/2 

Choosing X in this optimal fashion gives 

e 
(, X*2 -X*a) 
CO 

- ju 2 
fe du 
a 

from which the sampling efficiency may be calculated. 

(8.6.4) 

(8.6.5) 

(8.6.6) 
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Prospective variates Y are generated by setting Y-a+ 

where EI is a standard Negative Exponential variate. Given a 

random number R, (8.6.3) and (8.6.6) lead to the acceptance c ondition, 

R< e- 
(Y-X 2 

(8.6.7) 

or 

2>(,, _X*)2 , (8.6.8) 

where E2 is a standard Negative Exponential variate. A simple pre- 

test for (8.6.7) is 

2 
2(1-R)/(I+R) > l(Y-X*) (8.6.9) 

If this is not satisfied, then the logarithmic evaluation for E2 in 

(8.6.8) is required. Algorithm 8.2 below gives a scheme for generating 

the variates. 

Algorithm 8.2 

o. X* = {a + Aa2 +4)1/2. 

1. generate R nu U(0,1) and, Ea standard Negative Exponential 

variate. Y=a+ (E/X 

2. - If,. 2(1-R)/(I+R) > i(Y-X*) 2 deliver X=Y. 

3. -If -kn R> l(Y-X*) 2 deliver- X=Y, else go to 1. 

We remark that if instead of choosing an optimal value of X given 

by (8.6.5), a value of Xa is used, then the method due to 

Schmeiser (1980) results. In this case the acceptance condition (8.6.7) 

becomes 

<. e-l 
(Y-a) 29 

(8.6.10) 

where Y=a- Qkn RI )/a), and RI is a random number. Since 

(8.6.10) can be written as 
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(y 2 
-a 

2 

e -a (Y-aý- 

the denominator of the right hand side being R, 9 the acceptance 

condition becomes 

R< e-l(y 
2 
-a2 

RI (8.6.12) 

When Y >-a > 1, a suitable lower bound on exp{-0.5(Y 
2 

-a 
2 is 

I- a(Y-a), and so Schmeiser uses an acceptance pre-test 

f1 - a(Y-a))/R > R. Schmeiser's algorithm results in a poorer 

sampling efficiency (since a non-optimal value of X is used), and 

the pre-test restricts use of the method to a Z: 1. In connection 

with Schmeiser's method, it should be noted that on pp. 1015, 

K(X) = -(x-a)' 
2 /a should read K(x) = (a 2_x2 )/2. ' 

Algorithm 8.2 requires either one or two logarithmic evaluations 

per trial. The M-value never exceeds /(2e/Tr), and rapidly approaches 

one as a increases. In contrast, Marsaglia's method (2.2.13)- 

(2.2.14) requires only one logarithmic evaluation per trial, but has a 

uniformly higher value of M, which approaches infinity as a -* 0. 

Finally, a point which appears to have-been overlooked by Schmeiser 

is that his method has an identical sampling efficiency to Marsaglia is* 

This may be verified'b_v putting X*=a in (8.6.6) and comparing with 

(2.2.12). Table 8.3 below gives specimen M-values for algorithm 8.2 

(Dagpunar), Marsaglia's and Schmeiser's methods. 
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Table 8.3 M-values using optimal ExRonential envdlope'(Dagpunar), 

Marsaglials'method and*Scbmeiserlr; method. 

a 
- - 

a 
[ 

t\hod 1 fe 0 0.01 0.1 0.5 1 
.. 

2 
. ..... 

3 
..... 

5 
...... 

10 

pagpunar 1.3155 1.3129 1.2900 1.2082 1.1409 1.0711 1.0407 1.0175 1.0048 

llarsaglýa - 80.428 8.6262'2.2608 1.5251 1.1866 1.0944 1.0373 1.0098 

Schmeiser Not appli'cable 1.5251 1.1866 1'. 0944 '1.0373 1.0098 

Algorithm 8.2, Marsaglia's and Schmeiser's methods-were programmed 

as Fortran subroutines TRUNCN, under, the program names TRUNCN. FOR, 

TRUNCM-FOR and TRUNCS. FOR respectively. Program listings appear in 

Appendix 7. Timings were made in the manner described in section 3.4 

Table 8.4 gives the mean execution time per generated variate. 

Table 8.4 Mean time'(Ilsecs) to-generate one Normal variate truncated 

at a, on a'DEC-20 computer, using an 'Optimally d6signed 

Exponential envelope (Dagpunar), Marsaglials'method'and 

Schmeiser's method. 

a a 
Nýý7 

a 
F 

thodý Method 0 0.01 0.1 0.5 1 2 3 5 10 

Dagpunar 150 150 148 140 131 120 114 111 108 

Marsaglia - 8555 921 250 172 135 125 '119 117 

Schmeiser Not Applicable 185 
1147 

136 130 128 
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Algorithm 8.2 was found to be uniformly faster than the other 

two methods. The difference between this algorithm and Marsaglia's 

is most evident when a<0.5, corresponding to a very much lower 

sampling efficiency for the latter. For other values of a, algorithm 

8.2 is still faster, presumably because the higher sampling efficiency 

more than compensates for the slightly larger number of logarithmic 

evaluations per trial. In comparing Schmeiser's and Marsaglia's 

methods, we note that the slightly'larger number of logarithmic 

evaluations required by the former seems to explain its poorer 

performance. 

From these timing results and the analysis, we conclude that 

algorithm 8.2 provides a fast generation procedure, which is robust 

for all values of a, and that these features are not jointly 

exhibited by the other two methods. 
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APPENDIX 1. PROGRAM LISTIOGS OF 
ZIPItJF. F0RtZIPFRP. F0R. 

C 
C 

c PROGRAM: ZIPINFwFOR 

C ROUTINE GENERATES ZETA VARIATES WITH 
PDF(11)=A*(N**(-(I. O+RliO))), U. '3ES VIVERSIOll 
WITH CHOP - nOWN SEARCH. T-JOT SUITABbE FOR TlHO<=l, ' 

C AS MEAN IS TTIEV INFI, MITE. 

SUBROUTINE IZ2(RIIO, ApN) 
P=A 
R =RAtl (Z) 
N=1 

30 IF(R. LE. P) RETURN 
R=R-P 
N=N+l 
P=P*(((N-I)/FLOAT(N))**(RiiO+I. O)) 
GOTO 80 
E4D 

I- 

d 

/ 

/ 

.1 I 
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c 
c 
C PROGRAM: ZIPFRPýFOR 
C 
C 
C 
C ROUTINE GENERATES ZETA VARIATES USING 
c ENVELOPE REJECTION 'WITH PARETO TARGET DISIRlBUTION 
C THUNCATED AT 0.5. PMF(N)=A*(N**-(l. o+RHO)), IY07E 
C THAT VALUE OF A 15 NOT REQUIRED IN THIS METHOD, JC 
C MUST BE SET TO I ON FIRST CALLP TO AN INTEGER >1 
c ON SUBSEQUENT CALLSO'IF N *OOULD OVERFLOW#, THEN 
C LOG(VARIATE) IS DELIVERED IN ZLOG, W17H N=O,, 
C OTHERWISE N IS DELIVERED WITH ZLOG=-l. 0,. VERSION 
C INCLUDES ACCEPTANCE AND REJECIANCE PRETESIS. 
c 

SUBROUTINE IZI(RtiO, JCpN#ZLOG) 
COMMON/SETUP/ALPHArGAPBETrApBpC*Do, Gptl,, P,, S, FLCW 
N=O 
ZLOG=-I*O 
IF(JC*Gltl) GOTO 10 
ALPHA=I*O+RHQ 
GA=I, O/RHO 
BET=(2.0/3.0)**ALPHA 
A=ALPIIA*ALOG(6.0) 
B=ALPHA*ALOG(o25) 
, C=ALPIIA*3.0*ALOG(1,5) 
D=(-2.0*C)/3*0 
G=ALPHA*(ALOG(I. 5)+I. O) 
H=-ALPHA 
P=C/3*0 
S=ALOG(. 5) 
FLOW=0*0 
IF(RHO. Gl, l) GOIO 10 

, FLOW=C, 5/FLOAT(34359738365))*#Rlio 
10 HIPRAN(Z) 

82=RANCZ) 
IF(RI, LT*FLOW) GOTO 90 

, FG=-ALOGCR2) 
Y=, 5/(Rl**GA) 
N=IFIX(Y+*5) 
W=Y/FLOAT(N) 

c 
C ACCEPTANCE, PRETESTS 
c 

IF(W, GE'I, )GOTO 60 
IF(FG-(; *W). GE, A) RETURN 
GOTO 70 

60 IF(FG-(D*W)ýGE. C) RETURN 
C 
C REJECTANCE PRETEST 
c 

70 IF(FG-(H*W)o'LT.. G) GOTO 10 
c 

I 

i 
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C ACCEPTANCE TEST 
C 

IF(FG+ALPHA*ALOG(W)-GI-P) RETURN 
GOTO 10 

90 IF(R2, GE, 8ET)'GOTO 10 
ZLCG=S-GA*ALOG(Rl) 
RETURN 
END 
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Appendix 2 Tests of Uniformity and Serial Correlation on 

Random Number generator RAN(-). 

This appendix describes tests made on the Fortran pseudo random 

number function RAN(-), available on the DEC-20 computer. The aim 

is to determine whether the random number generator is adequate for 

the purposes of testing the performance of the random variate 

generators developed in this thesii-.. Two empirical tests were applied. 

The first was designed to determine whether the numbers were uniformly 

distributed. Evidence of significant long-term or short-term deviation 

was sought. The second test was designed to investigate serial 

correlation, and because many methods of variate generation require 

more than one random number per generated variate, our main concern 

was to detect any significant serial correlations of low order (up to 

20-say). 

UniformitY 

In this case nr realisations, each containing ns random numbers 

were generated. Considering'the'i th 
realisation, -'an empirical c. d. f. 

^(i) F (-) was calculated and compared with the population c. d. f. using a 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic, 

^(')(x) 
x1l K Max I. I{F 

n 0: 9x<l s 

M 
The Kn values were used to compute an empirical c. d. f. C(e),. and 

this was compared with the asymptotic distribution of K(') (under the n s 
assumption of uniformity and independence' of the random numbers) which 

is 
CO 22 

G(W) I -ý 21 (_, )r-I e -2r w (A2.2) 
r=1 

This comparison is via the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic 
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An= Max JG(w) - G(w) I (A2.3) 
r O: gw<-vlrn- 

s 

For values of nsý: 500, the asymptotic diýtribution is sufficiently 

accurate. hn -- was compared with critical values of the one sample 
r 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov distribution at the 5% level. 

This approach is recommended by Knuth (1968, pp 45). For small 

nr the test is useful in detecting global deviation from uniformity, 

but not necessarily local deviation. The power of detecting the latter 

is thought to increase as nr increases. Results for various values 

of nr and ns are shown in table A2.1 and were obtained from program 

UNIFOR. FOR. This together with output listings appears in the 

supporting material. 

Table A2.1 Results of tests on Uniformity 

n n A Critical Value at 5% level 

20 500 0.182 0.294' 

110 1000 0.409 0.409 

5 2000 0.453 0.563 

2 5000 0.741 0.842 

1 10000 0.873 0.975' 

25 1000 0.169 0.264 

12 2000 0.219 0.375 

5 5000 0.288 0.563 

3 10000 0., 412 0.708 

These results give no evidence of significant local or global 

deviation from uniformity. 
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Serial Correlation 

Consider a realisation of k random numbers R,, R R k 

Under a hypothesis of uniformity and indep endence, the statistic 

zk 7- 12(n-k)'V k, where 

I n-k 
Vk ý (n-k) (Ri-J) (R i+k-')' (A2.4) 

and n >>k, is distributed approximately as N(0,1). 

Two independent realisations of length 10000 were generated 

and values Z(1)9 Z 
(2) 

calculated for k=1,2,..., 250. Excessively kk 

high values of IZ 
kI would tend to indicate that there is a non-zero 

serial correlation of order k. Values for Zk were obtained from a 

program SERIAL. FOR . This together with output listings appears in 

the supporting material. Table A2.2 gives (i) a listing of Z(1), Z (2) 
k 

for k=1,2,..., 25 and (ii) a listing of Zk for those instances 

where IZ 
kI > 1.96 and k :5 250. 

For low orders, there appears to be little evidence of serial 

correlation, apart perhaps from k= 25, although Z25 is well within 

limits on the first realisation. For higher orders, in those instances 

where a high IZ 
kI value was recorded in one realisation, a similar 

magnitude was never obtained in the other realisation, apart from one 

case, k= 247. These results'suggest that there is little evidence 

of significant departures from non-zero serial correlation for orders 

less than 250. 
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APPENDIX 3. PROGRAM LISTINGS OF 
VlUL3. FOR, MIJbI. FOR. 

c 
c 
c PROGRIM: 1,1111A. FOR 
c 
c 

SUBROUTINE BVAR1(XltX2) 
RI=RAtl(X) 
R2=RAM(X) 
XI=SQRT(2*R2*(I-(. 75*Rl))) 
X2=(1.0/SORT(I. 0-C. 75*Rl))-I. O)*XI 
R 1-7. T 1.1 R 14 
END 

/ 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

10 

20 

30 

PROGRAM: MULI*FOR 

SUBROUTINE BVAR2(Xl, X2) 
RI=RAN(X) 
R2=RAN(X), 
V3=HAN M 
XI=1.4142136*Rl 
X2=. 7071068*R2 
IF(XI+X2oGT. I. 4142136)GOTO 20 
IF, (X2-XI*LE, O) GOTO 30 
Xl=. 7071068-Xl 
X2=. 7071068-X2 
GOTO 30 
XI=2.1213203-XI 
X2=. 7071068-X2 
IF(R3oGT*Xl/(XI+X2)) GCTO 10 
RETURN 
END 
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APPETIDIX 4. PROGRAtt LISTINGS OF 
WALDCH. FOR r INGAUS. FOR 
INL0G. F0R, IML0G1. F0R. 

C 

C PROGRAM: WALDCH. FOR 
C 
C 

SUBROUTINE WALDCH(JC#IP, FI, X) 
C POUTINE MERATES STANDARDISED WALD VARIATES X 
C HAVING PDF, S0RT(FI/2Pl)*EXP(FI)*(Xý*-1.5) 
C *EXP(-, 5FI(X+I. /X)). JC SET TO 1 ON FIRST CALL, 
C TO AM INTEGER >I ON SU13SFOT)ErJT CALLS. VARIATES 
C GENERATED VT PAIRS, IP=O INOTCATING 
C NMJ PAIR REQUIRED, nEFERENCE : MICHAEL, SCHUCANY AND 
c HAAS. AMERICAN STATISTICIAM#MAY 76o, 30p2o, 86-90. 
C CiII-SQUARED I= FIC(X-1)**2)/X. 

CoMMO1J/PRE/A, B#Co, Y 
C SETUP 

IF(JC. GT. 1) GOTO 10 
A=I, O/FI 
B=. 5*A 

C NEU PAIR TO 9E GE14EPATED ? 
10 IF(ip. r. Q. 0) GOTO 20 

X=Y 
IP=o 
RETURri 

C GENERATES PAIR OF CIII-SQUARED VARIATES ClJloCH2 
20 RI=RA4(Z) 

R2=RAN(Z) 
R3=RAN(Z) 
R4=RArl(Z) 
V=-2*ALOG(RI) 
C2=(COS(6.2831853*R2))**2 
CHI=V*C2 
C112=V*(I. O-C2) 

C GENERATES S4ALLER ROOTS X AND Y FOR THESE 2 
C VARIATES. 

X=I. O+CH1*B-SORT(C*(Ciil**2)+A*CHl) 
Y=1.0+Ctl2*B-SORT(C*(Cli2**2)+A*CI12) 

C BERNOULLI TRIALS TO RETURN SMALLER/LARGER ROCTS 
IF(R3. LT. 1.0/(1.0+X)) GOTO 30 
X=1.0/X 

30 IF(R4. LT. 1.0/(l. 0+Y)) GOTO 40 
Y=1,. O/Y 

C INDICATOR SET TO I TO SHOW I VARIATE REMAINS 
40 IP=l 

RETURN 
EtID 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

10 

/ 

PROGRAM: INGAUS, FOR 

SUBROUTINE GENERATES STANDARDISED WALD VARIATES X 
WITH PDF(X)=SGRI(FI/2*PI), EXP(FI)*(X*4-1*5) 
. EXP(-95*FI(X+I/X)) , USING RATIO OF UNIFORMS 
METHOD, 
FIRST CALL OF ROUTINE SHOULD BE WITH A=O,, B=O, X=O, 

SUBSEQUENT CALLS REQUIRE ONLY THAT J BE GREATER 
THAN Io 
A AND 8 ARE SET-UP VALUES STORED BETWEEN CALLS. 
AMX AND AMY ARE MODES OF THE t%ALD AND RECIPACCAL 
DISTRIBUTIONS RESPECTIVELY, 

SUBROUTINE WALPCFI#A, B, J, X) 
IF(J. GT*I) POTO 10 
AMX=SGRT(1. +9*/(4. *FI*Fl))-3. /CFI+FI) 
'AMY=SGRI(I. +I, /(49*FI*, FI))-I, /(FI+Fl) 
A=(AMX**3. /AMY)**925 
A=A*EXP(FI*(AMX+(I, /AMX)-AMY-(I, /AMY))/49) 
b=. 75*ALOG(AMX*AMY). 
B=B+(, 25*Fl*(3. *AMY+(3*/AMY)+AhX+(l, /AMX))) 
RI=RANCZ) 
R2=RAN(Z) 
X=A*R2/Rl 
W=Pl*(R2**3) 
Y=ALOG(W)+FIý(X+j. /X) 
IFCY. GT. 8) GOTO 10 
RETURN 
E140 
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I 

c 
c 

10 

PROGRAM; INLOG. FOR 
I 

SUBROUTINE GENERATES STANDARDISED WALD VARIATES X 
WITH PDF(X)=SORT(FI/2#PI), EXP(FI). (X**-1.5) 
, EXP(-, 5*FI(X+I/X))-#, USING RATIO OF UNIFORMS 
METHOD. 
FIRST CALL OF ROUTINE SHOULD BE WITH A=0pB=0, X=ov 
J=l' 
SUBSEQUENT CALLS REQUIRE ONLY THAT J BE GREATER 
THAN 1, 
A AND B ARE SET-UP VALUES STOREDýVETWEFN CALLS, 
AMX AND AMY ARE MODES OF THE WALD AND PECIPHOCAL 
DISTRIBUTIUNS RESPECTIVELY. 

SUBROUTINE WALD(FTA, B, J, X) 
IF(J, GT*I) GOTO, 10 
AMX=SQRT(I. +9, /(4. *FI*FI))-3. /(FI+Fl) 
AMY=SQRT(I,. +I. /(4, *FI*FI))-i. /(FI+Fl) 
A=(A1lX*#3, /AMY)***25 
A=A*EXP(FI*(AMX+(I*/AMX)-AMY-(I*/AMY))/4. ) 
13=. 75#ALOG(AMX*AMY)- 
B=B+(, 25*FI*(39*AMY+(3*/AMY)+AMX+(I. /AMX))) 
R I= RAN (Z) 
R2;: RAN (Z) 
X=A*R2/fil 
w=kl*(R2**3) 
T=W-l 
V=B-Fl*(X+1*0/X) 
IF(T, LE, V)RETURN 
IF(AL0G(W), LE*V)RETURN 
GOTO 10 
EN D 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

10 

PROGRAM: INLOGI, FOR 

SUBROUTINE GENERATES STANDARDISED WALD VARIA7ES X 
WITH PDF(ýX)=50117(FI/2*PI). EXP(FI). (X**-I. S) 
. EXP(-*5*FI(X+J/X)) p USING RATIO OF UNIFORMS 
14E I HOD 9 
FIRST CALL OF ROUTINE SHOULD BE W17H A=OfB=O, x=o, 
J=l' I SUBSEQUENT CALLS REQUIRE ONLY THAT J HE GREATER 
THAN 1. 
A AND 8 ARE SET-UP VALUES STORED BETWEEN CALLS, 
AMX AND ANY ARE MODES OF THE WALD AND RECIPRCCAL 
DIST14IBUTIONS RESPECTIVELY. 

SUBROUTINE WALD(FI, AvDvJ, X) 
IF(J, GT*l) GOTO 10 
AMX=SQRT(Iot9t/(49*FI*FI))-3o/(FI+FI) 
AMY=SOIiT(I, +l, /(49*FI#FI))-i. /CFI4FI) 
A=(AMX**3. /AhY)**. 25 
A=A*EXPCFI*(AMX+(I, /AMX)-AMY-(19/Al4Y))/4, ) 
B=. 75*ALOG(AMX*AMY) 
B=B+(. 25*Fl*(3**AMY+(39/AMY)+AMX+(I, /AHX))) 
RIPRANCZ) 
R2=RAN(Z) 
X=A*R2/Ri 
w=Rl*(R2**3) 
7=2*(W-I)/(W+I) 
V=U-Fl*(X+I. O/X) 
IFCT*LE, V)PEIURN 
IF(ALOG(W), LE, V)PETURN 
GO70 10 
END 
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APPENDIX 5, PROGRAM LISTIGGS OF 
ALIAS, FOR#MVALUE. FOR, 
POLOG,, F0R,, NBINOM, FOR. 

C 
C 
C PROGRAM: ALIAS, 'FOR 
C 
C 
C 
C ROUTINE GENERATES POISSON VARIATES IX#, MEAN, EJ*JC 
C MUST BE SET TO I ON FIRST CALL FOR FIXED EJvAND 
C TO AN INTEGER, -> 1 ON SUBSEQUENI CALLS* 
C PROGRAM GENERATES VALUES IN RANGE O, lp ovom-lo 
C USING ALIAS TABLES'F(. )#IA(. )*WHERE 
C M= IFIX(EJ+2.5#SQRT(EJ)+l). 
C PROGRAM GENERATES VALUES Itl RANGE 14,, M-tl, M+2 ..... 
C USING A GEOMETRIC TAIL PROCEDURE, 
C E(J)=PROB(IX=J-lJIX<mM-1) ; J=1,2 ..... . 14. 
C W=PROBCIX<=M-1). 
C N=M, AND 114ITIALLY VARIATES IN THE RANGE 
C 1,2 ........ N ARE GENERATED WITH SUBTRACTION OF I 

BEFORE RETURNING VARIA7E, 
C 

SUBROUTINE POISAL(EJ, JC, IX) 
EXTERNAL FACTOR 
COMMON/LOCAL/ E(1100), F(1100), IA(1100), N, W 
COMMON/LOCALL/YP, El 
IF(JC. GT, I)GOTO 24 

C 
C 

DATA EjF/2200*0.0/, IA/1100*0/ 
El=EXP(l. ) 
PI=3.1415926536 
YP=EJ 
M=I+IFIX(EJ+2.5*SQRT(EJ)) 
N=M 
IF(N, GT*1100) GbTO 5000 
MU=IFIX(EJ) 
MS=IFIX(EJ/El) 
PM=10 
CALL REMULT(0vMS? MUrPM, FACTOR) 
E(I+t4U)=PM*EXP(-(EJ-MU)) 
W=E(I+MU) 
IF(MU*LE*O) GOTO 27 
DO 25 J=MU, lo-l 
E(J)=E(J+I)*FLOAT(J)IEJ 
IF(E(J)*GT. I. E-20) GOTO 26 
E(J)=090 

26 W=W+E(J) 
25 CbNTINUE 
27 IF(MU+I*GE*N) GOTO 29 

00 130 J=14U+2,14 
E(J)=E(J-l)*EJ/FLOA7(J-1) 
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IF(E(I)-XI)10, ý0,40 
10 IF(K*EOoO) GOTO 20 

IA(K)=I 
K=I 
GOTO 60 

20 KB=I 
K=I 
GOTO 60 

30 F(I)=I*O 
GOTO 60 

40 IF(J, EO, 0) GOTO 50 
IA(J)=I 
J=l 
GOTO 60 

50 JB=I 
J=I 

60 CONTINUE 
70 IF(J0, EO, 0)PETURN 

J=JB 
JB=IA(J) 
F*CJ)=XN*E(J) 
IF(KT, EG*K) GOTO 90 

uo IMB, EG, O)RETURN 
K=KB 
KB=IA(K) 
F (K)=XU*E (K) 

90 F(J)=F(J)+F(K)-l 
IA(K)=J- 
IF(F(J)-190)100,80,00 

100 K=J 
KT=K 
GOTO 70 
RETURN 
END 

C 
C 

SUBROUTINE REMULT(MLLIM, MS#MRLIMrPMPFACTOR) 
IF(M$, GE. MLLIM*ANDoMS, LEo? 4RLIM)GOTO 20 
MS=MLLIM 

20 CONTINUE 
ML=MS-1 
MR=HS+l 
PS=FACTOR(MS) 
P14=PS 

30 CONTINUE 
IF(ML, GE, MLLIM)GbTO 40 
IF(MR, LE, MRLIM) GOTO 70 
RETURN 

C 
C 
40 CONTINUE 

IF(MR*LE&MRLIM) GOTO 60 
50 CONTINUE 

PM=PM*FACTOR(ML) 
ML=ML-1 
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GOTO 30 
60 CONTINUE 

IF(PM. GT. PS) GOTO 70 
GOTO 50 

70 CONTINUE 
PM=PM*FACTOR(MR) 
MR=MR+l 
GOTO 30 
END 

c 
C 

FUNCTION FACIORWT) 
COMMON/LOCALI/YP#El 
FACTOR=I, 
IF(JT. EQ, O) RETURN 
FACTOR=YP/(FLOAT(JT)*El) 
END 
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C 
c 
C PROGRAM: MVALUE. FOR 
C 
C 
C PROGRAM ESTIMATES H-VALUE FOR POISSON ENVELOPE 

REJECTION METHOD (TRUNCATED LOGISTIO, USES 
C STIRLING LOWER BOUND TO COMPUTE. FACTORIAL, 

WRITE(5010) 
10 FORMAW ENTEP MEAN, NO* OF TRIALS') 

READ(5p*)EPNC 
T=I. E+20 
8ET=3.1415926536/S0RT(3o*E) 
ALP=BET*E 
GA=EXP(ALP+, 5*BET) 
'F=. 5*ALOG(6.2831853072*E) 
DO 50 J=I#NC 
RI=RAN(X) 
WP=ALOGC(l. +GA*Rl)/(l. -Rl))/8ET 
NREJ=IFIX(WP) 
WZALOG((l. -Rl)*(I. '+GA*Rl)) 
IF(NREJ*EG, O) GOTC 30 
Z=W+(NREJ+95)*ALOG((NREJ/E))-NREJ 
, SI=Z+F 
GOTO 20 

30 51=w 
20 IF(SI. GE. T)GOTO 40 

T=51 
IXMAX=NHFJ 

40 CONTINUE 
50 CONTINUE 

RM=Clo+GA)*EXPC-(E+T))/BET 
WRITE(5,60)IXMAXP, RM 

60 FORMAW ENV, MAXIMISED AT '#14, 'M-VALUE ESIIMATE= 
1. *, FIO, 6) 

STOP 
END 
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c 
c 
C PROGRAM: POLOG. FOR 
C 
C 
C FUNCTION GENERATES POISSON VARIATES MEAN E 
C (IN RANGE 0-1000) . JC MUST BE SET TO 0 ON'FIkST 
C CALL , TO AN INTEGFR >1 ON SUBSEOUENT CALLS. 
C ENVELOPE REJECTION METHOD WITH LOGISTIC TARGET 
C DISTRIBUTION TRUNCATED AT X=-095* 
C USES LOWER / UPPER STIRLING BOUNDS TO 
C PERFORM ACCEPTANCE PRE TESTS, 
C 

FUNCTION NREJCE, JCPRM) 
COM14ON/LOC/BET#GA, DELf'F 
IF(JC. GT, I) GOTO 10 
BET=3,1415927/S0kT(3. *E) 
ALP=BET#E 
GA=EXPCALP+. 5*BET) 
DEL=-E+ALOG((I, +GA)*, 2199484/RM) 
F=. 5*ALOG(6.2831853*E) 

10 RI=RANCX) 
R2=RANCX) 
V=O 
WP=ALOGCCI. +GA*Rl)/(l, -Rl))/BET 
NREJ=IFIX(WP) 
W=ALOG(R2*Clo-RlM19+GA*Rl)) 
IF(NREJ. EQ. O) GOTO 30 
Z=W+CNREJ+95)*ALOG((NPEJ/E))-NFEJ 
IFCZ+C. 0833333333/FLOA7(NREJ))*LE, DEL)RETURN 
IF(Z. GT*'DEL)-GOTO 10 
DO 20 I=IPNREJ 

20 V=V+ALOGCI/E), 
30 IF(W+V, LE. DEL+F)RETURN 

GOTO 10 
END 

lk 
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C 

C PROGRAM: NDINOM. FOR 
C 
C 
C 
C ROUTINE GE14EHATES NEGATIVE BINOPIAL VARIATES IX, 
C WITH PARAMETERS K AND P, JC MUST BE SET TO I ON 
C FIRST CALL#10 INTEGER >I ON SUBSEQUENT CALLS, 
C PROGRAM GENERATES VALUES IN PANGE 0,1#, 2.., 'vN-1 
C USIOG ALIAS TABLES F(, ), IA(-. )#, WHERE 
C N=I+IFIX((K*P+2.5*SQRTCK*P))/G). 
C PROGRAM GENERATES VALUFS IN RANGE 
C USING A GEOMETRIC TAIL PROCEDURE. 
C E(J)=PROB(IX=J-lEIX<=N-1) J=1,2,, o, i*#N 
C 4=PROB(IX<=N-1) 
C NOTE THAT FOR ALIAS GENERATION VARIATES ARE 
C INITIALLY GENERATED IN THE RANGE 1v2r9,., o, N 
C WITH SUBTRACTION OF I BEFORE RETURNING VARIATE, 
C GENERATOR SUITABLE PROVIDING MEAN + 2,5 

STD. DEVS, DOES 140T EXCEED 11CO, 
C *****#* 

SUBROUTINE NBINOM(K#P#IX, JC) 
EXTEFNAL FACTOR 
COMMON/LOPAL/ý(1100)pF(1100), lA(1100), N, W 
COMMON/PROD/YODE, KSS, PSS 
IF(JC. GT, I)GOTO 24 

C 
C 

DATA E, F/2200*0.0/, IA/1100*0/pX/0.0/ 
N=I+IFIXCCK*P+2.5*SGRT(KiýP))/G) 
IFCN*GT, IlOO) GOTO 5000 
MODE=IFIX((K-I)*P/0) 
PSS=Q*CP**CFLOAT(MODE)/FLOATCK))) 
KSS=K 
Mu=K-l 
i4S=I+IFIX((MODE+K)/Cl*+I*/PSS)) 
IFCtiS*LEoK-1) GOTO 900 
MS=K-1 

900 CONTINUE 
PM=PSS 
CALL REMULTCO, MS, MUPPM, FACTOR) 
E(I+MODE)=Pm 

ýc 
C 

W=E(I+MODE) 
IF(MODE, LE, O) GOTO 27 
DO 25 J=MODE#lo-l 
E(J)=ECJ+I)*FLOATCJ)/(P*FLOATCJ+K-1)) 
IFCECJ), GT. l. E-20) GOTO 26 
ECJ)=O*O 

26 w=W+E(J) 
25 CONTINUE 
27 IFCMODE+I, GE. N) GOTO 29 

I -I 
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DO 130 J=MODEt2, N 
E(J)=E(J-I)*P*FLOAT(J+K-2)/FLOAT(J-1) 
IF(E(J), GT, l. E-20) GOTO 131 
E(J)=O, O 

131 W=W+E(J) 
130 CONTINUE 
29 CONTINUE 

DO 32 
, 

J=l ON 
32 E(J)=E(J)/w 
C 
C 

CALL PTAB 
C 
C 
24 IFCN. GT*1100) GOTO 5000 

RI=RAN(X) 
IFCRI, GT, W) GOTO 100 
RI=RI/W 
S=Rl*N 
15=ItIFIX(S) 
IF(S+I-IS. GT. F(IS)) GOTO go 
IX=IS-l 
RETURN 

so IX=IA(IS)-i 
RETURN 

C 
C 
100 RI=RAN(X) 

R2=RAN(X) 
Z=-ALOGCRI) 
IX=N+IFIX(Z/ALOG(N/(P#FLOAT(N+K-1)))) 
IF(IX, EQeN) RETURN 

C 
C 

CP=FLOAT(N)/FLOAT(N+K-1) 
JP=l 

L Y=1.0 
31 Y=Y*(IX+K-JP)*CP/FLOAT(IX+I-jp) 

IF(Y, LT9R2), GOTO 100 
IF(JP. EQ. IX-N) RETURN 
jp=jp+i 

GbTO 31 
C 
C 
5000 WRITEC5#5010) 
5010 FORMATV MEAN + 2.5 STD* DEVS. EXCEEDS 1100") 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE PTAB 
COMMON/LOCAL/ E(1100)jFCll00)jIA(11o0)vNviý 
XN9FLOATCN) 
Xl=l'. OIXN 
K=O 
J=o 
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KT=O 
DO 60 I=I, N 
IA(I)=O 
IF(E(I)"XI)10#30#40 

10 IFCK*EQ*O) GOTO 20 
IA(K)=l 
K=I 
G070 60 

20 KB=I 
K=I 
GOTO 60 

30 F(I)=I. O 
GOTO 60 

40 IFCJ, EG*O) GOTO 50 
IA(J)=I 
J=I 
G070 60 

50 JB=i 
J=I 

60 CONTINUE 
70 IF(JB*EQ, O)RETURN 

J=JB 
JB=IA(J) 
'F(J)=XN*E(j) 
IF(KT. EQ*K) GOTO 90 

80 IF(KO-EG*O)RETURN 
K=KB 
KB=IACK) 
F(K)=XN*E(K) 

90 F(J)=F(JY+F(K)-j 
IA(K)=J 
1F(F(J)-1.0)100,80080 

100 K=J 
KT=K 
GOTO 70 
RETURN 
END 

C 
C 

SUBROUTINE REMULTCMLLIM, HS, mRLjpl, PM, FACTOR) 
IF(MS. GE. MLLIM*AND*MS. LE. MRLIM)GOTO 20 
MS=MLLIM 

20 CONTINUE 
ML=MS-1 
MR=MS+l 
PS=FACTOR(ms) 
PM=Ps 

30 CONTINUE 
IF(ML. GE*MLLIM)GOTO 40 
IF(MR. LE. MRLIm) GOTO 70 
RETURN 

C 
C 
40 CONTINUE 

IF(MR, LE&MRLIII) GOTO 60 
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50 CýNTIWUE 
PM=PM*FACT01R(t4L) 
ML=ML-1 
GOTO 30 

60 CONTINUE 
IF(PH. GT, PS) GOTO 70 
GOTO 50 

70 CONTINUE 
PM=PM*FACTOR(MR) 
MR=MR+l 
GOTO 30 
END 

C 
C 

FUNCTIbN FACTORCJT) 
COMMON/PR0D/M0DE, KSSpPS3 
FACTOR=PSS 
IF(JT*EQ, O) RETURN 
FACTOR=PSS*FLOAT(MODE+KSS-JT)/FLOAT(JT) 
E140 

I 
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APPE14DIX WHOGRAM USTINGS OF 
VMISES. F0RpU? llV0N. FORr 
BFISH. F0Ro, BFISHC, F0R. 

C 
C 
c PROGRAM : VMISES. FOR 
C 
C 
C ROUTINE GE14ERATES VON NISES VARIATES HAVING 
C P. D. F. CO', ISTANT*EXP(K*COS(H)) (-Pi < 11 < PI)v 
c USING COMPARISON OF RAND04 NUMBERS. IF K=V, o, PUT 
C KD=OtSJ=0.0 ; IF K>O AND 2K IS INTEGER PUT KD=2K 
C pSJ=0*0 ; IF K>O AND 2K 15 NOIN IMTEGER PUT FD=Of 
C SJ=K, SET JC=l ON FIRST CALL , TO AN INTEGER >1 Orl 
c SUBSEOUENT CALLS. 
C NK=PIO, OF INTERVALS. SOUIDARY VALUES AND C. D. F'S 
C STORED IN TH(o) AND RP(. )* 
C V#**** 

SUBROUTINE VON(KD#SJ, TlpJC) 
COMMON/VONMIS/TH(IO)tRP(10)ttlKtSK 
COMMOti/INDIC/JIND 
IF(JC, GT*I) GOTO 24 
IF(KD. E0.0) GOTO 2 
NK=KD 
SK=, S*KD 
GOTO 4 

2 SK=SJ 
NK=1+IFIX(SK+SK) 

4 IF(NK, GT, 10) NK=10 
IF(NK, E0.1) GOTO 47 

'Do 55 I=1PNK-1 
55 TH(I)=ACOS(1*-I/SK) 
47 Til(NK)=3.141592654 

CALL INTEG 
C 
C SELECTS INTERVAL 
C 
24 THT=0*0 

PHT=0*0 
Rl=RAN(X) 
JIND=JIND+l 
J=l 

50 IF(RP(J)*GE. Rl) GOTO 60 
J=J+l 
GOTO 50 

C 
c GENERATES VARIATE UNIFORILY WITHIN INTERVAL 
C 
60 IF(J. EQ*I) GOTO 62 

THT=TH(J-1) 
RHT=RP(J-1) 

62 Rj=(Rl-RHT)/(RP(J)-RffT) 
63 H=THT+Rl*(Til(J)-THT) 

0 
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C 
C PERFORMS COMPARISONS AND REJECTS IF EVEN 
C 

D=SK-J+1-SK*COS(li) 
IND=l 

70 R2=RA14(X) 
JIuD=JINV+l 
IF(R2. GT. D) GOTO 80 
D=R2 
IND=IND+l 
GOTO 70 

Be, IF(MOD(INDp2). E0. l) GOTO 90 
R I= RAN (X) 
JINI)=JIND+l 
GOTO 63 

C 
C ASSIGNS A RANDOM SIGN 
C 
90 IF(R2+R2-D. GT, I. ) 14=-11 

RETURN 
END 

C 
C CALCULATES C, D, F. i RP(. ) AT NK BOUNDARY POINTS 
CI 

SUBROUTINE INTEG 
COMMON/VONMIS/TH(IO)pRPCIO)pNKtSK 
IF(NK. Gloi) GOTO 70 
RP(I)=I. O 
RETURN 

70 CONTINUE 
DO 10 I=IrNK 
IF(I. NE*I) GOTO 15 
xo=o, o 
GOTO 20 

15 X0=Tll(I-1) 
20 A=0.0 

CALL SIMP(X0tTfl(l)j32rSKrA) 
IF(I. NE. 1) GOTO 25 
RP(I)=A 
GOTO 10 

25 RPCI)=RP(I-I)+A 
10 CONTINUE 

Do 30 I=IPNK 
30 RP(I)=RP(I)/RP(tIK) 

RETURN 
END 

c 
C NUMERICAL INTEGRATION BETWEEN XO AND XF 
C USING 2NI STRIPSe 
C 

SUBROUTINE SItlP(X0#XFjNIpSKjA) 
H=(XF-XO)/CFLOATCNI*Nl)) 
IIX=XO 
HY=EXP(SK*COSCXO)) 
DO 10 I=IrNI 
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XOI=HX 
XII=XOI+H 
X21=XII+li 
YOI=IIY 
YII=EXP(SK*COS(XII)) 
Y21=EXPCSK*COS(X2I)) 
HX=X21 
HY=Y21 

10 A=A+H*(YOI+4*YII+Y21)/3. 
RETURN 
ETID 
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C 
C 

C PROGRAM: UNIVON, FOR 
C 
C 
C ROUTINE GENERATES VON MISES VARIATES 14 v liAvrNG 
C P. D, F. COflSTANT*EXP(K4COS(jj)) (. PI <H< PI)f 
C U5114G ENVELOPE REJECTION ON MIXTURE. IF K=O PUT 
C KD=OpSJ=0,0 ; IF K>O AND 2K IS INTEGER p PUT KD=2K 
C pSJ=0,0 o*IF K>O AND 2K IS NON INTEGER PUT KD=O, 
C SJ=K, SET JC=l ON FIRST CALL , '10 A. 4 I NTFGER >1 ON 

SUBSEOUENT CALLS. 
C NK=t4O, OF INTERVALS. T30UNDARY VALUES A14D C, D, FS' 
C STORED III Tfi(, ) AND RP(, ). 
c 

SUBROUTINE VON(KD, SJ#HfJC) 
COAtION/VONMIS/THCIO)pRP(10), NKpSK 
COMMON/INDIC/JIND 
IF(JC. GT9l) GOTO 24 
IF(KDE0.0) GOTO. 2 
NK=KD 
SK=, 5*KD 
GOTO 4 

2 SK=SJ 
NKZI+IFIX(SK+SK) 

4 IFCNK*GT*10) NK=10 
IF(NK, EQ, I) GOTO 47 
DO 55 I=IpNK-1 

55 TH(I)=ACOS(I. -I/SK) 
47 THOK)=3*141592654 

CALL INTEG 
C 
C SELECTS INTERVAL 
C 
24 THT=0*0 

RHT;: O, O 
Rl=RAN(X) 
JIND=JIND+l 
J=l 

50 IF(RP(J), GE, RI) GOTO 60 
i;: J+l 
GOTO 50 

C 
C GFNERATES VARIATE UNIFORMLY WITIJIN INTERVAL 
C 
60 IF(J, EQ*I) GOTO 62 

THT=TII(J-1) 
RHT=RP(J-1) 

62 Rl=(RI-RHT)/(RP(J)-RHT) 
63 -THT) H=TIIT+Rl*(TH(J) 
C 
C ENVELOPE REJECT10t) STEP 
C 

D=SK-J+I-SK)V-COS(FI) 
IND=l 
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IFCE(J)9(; Týl. E-20) GOTO 131 
ECJ)=O, O 

131 W=W+E(J) 
130 C014TINUE 
29 CONTINUE 

DO 32 J=1,11 
32 ECJ)=E(J)/W 
C 
C 

CALL PTAB 
C 

24 IF(U, GT, 1100) GOTO 5000 
Rl=RAN(X) 
IF(RI, GT. W)GOTO 100 
RI=RI/W 

IS=I+IFIXCS) 
IFCS+I-IS. GT*FCIS)) GOTO So 
IX=IS-l 
RETURN 

80 IX=IACIS)-l 
RETURN 

C 
C 
loo RI=RAN(X) 

R2=RANCX) 
'Z=-ALOG(RI) 
V=FLOAT(N)/EJ 
IX=N+IFIXCZ/ALOGCV)) 
IF(IX. EQ. N)RETURN 

C 
C 

JP=O 

31 Y=Y*N/FLOAT(IX-J? ) 
IF CY, LT, R2) GOTO 100 
IF(JP*EQ. IX-N-I)RETURN 
jpgjp+l 
GOTO 31 

5000 WRITE(5,5010) 
5010 FORMATV MEAN + 2*5 3TDo DEVS. EXCEEDS 1100 

RETURN 
END 

C 

SUBROUTINE PTAB 
COMMON/LOCAL/ E(1100)oF(1100)vIA(1100),, N,, W 
XN=FLOAT(N) 
XI=I. OIXN 
K=O 
J=O 
KT=O 
DO 60 I=l 
IA(I)=O 

0 
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rdye, 

70 R2=RAN (X) 
JIND=JIND+l 
Z=-ALOG(R2) 
IFCZ*GT. D) GOTO 90 
RI=RAN(X) 
JIND=JIr)D+l 
GOTO 63 

C 
C ASSIGNS A RANDOM SIGN 
C 
90 R3=RAN(X) 

JI14D=JIND+l 
IF(R3. GT. O. 5)H=-H 
RETUR14 
END 

C 
C CALCULATES C. D. F. RP(o) AT NK BOUNDARY POINTS 
C 

SUBROUTINE INTEG 
COMMOIT/VONMIS/Tti(IO)pRP(10)pNK#SK 
IF(NK. GT. 1)GOTO 70 
RP(1)=I. O 
RE7URN 

70 CONTINUE 
00 10 I=IfNK 
IF(I, NE, I) GOTO 15 
XO=0,0 
GOTO 20 

15 XO=TH(I-1) 
20 A=O, vl 

CALL SIMP(XO#TH(I)r32#SKrA) 
IF(I, 14E. 1) GOTO 25 
RPCI)=A 
GOTO 10 

25 RP(I)=RP(I-I)+A 
10 CONTINUE 

Do 30 I=I#NK 
30 RP(I)=RP(I)/RP(NK) 

RETURN 
END 

C 14UMERICAL IUTEGRATION BETWEEN XO AND XF 
C USING 2NI STRIPS, 
C 

SUBROUTINE SI14P(X0, XF#tjIr, 5KtA) 
H=(XF-X0)/(FLOAT(NI+tlI)) 
IIX=XO 
IiY=EXP(SK*COS(XO)) 
DO 10 I=I#Nl 
XoI=1lX 
XJI=XOI+H 
X21=XlI+H 
YoI=HY 
YlI=EXP($K*COS(XII)) 
Y21=EXP(SK*COS(X2I)) 
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fiX=X21 
HY=Y21 

10 A=A+H*(YOI+4*YII+Y2I)/3. 
RETURN 
END 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

24 

4 

PROGRAM: BFISII. FOR 

* 4ý it *** 
ROUTINE GFNERATES'VON MISES VARIATES H W17H 
PARAMETER SJ, USES BEST AND FISHER ENVELOPE 
REJECTION METHOD WITH A WRAPPED CAUCHY 
TARGET DISTRIBUTION, VERSION EMPbOYS 
PRETEST TO AVOID LOG EVALUATIONS, 
COSINE IS EVALUATED CONVENTIONALLY. 
SUBROUTINE VFISHCSJpHoJC) 
COMMON/INDIC/JIND 
SK=SJ 
IF(JC. GT, 1)GOTO 24 
T=I, +SQRT(I. +4*SK*SK) 
RHO=(T-SORT(T+T))/(SK+SK) 
R=(I, +RHO*RHO)/(RtIO+RHO) 
UI=RAN(X) 
JIND=JIND+l 
Z=COS(3,141592654*Ul) 
F= (I +R *Z) /(R+Z) 
IF(F*GT. I. )F=I. 
IF(F. LTo'-l. )F=-l. 
C=SK*(R-F) 
U2=RAN(X) 
JItID=JIND+l 
IF(C*(2. -C)-U2. GT, O)GOTO 4 
ir(ALOG(C/U2)+l. -C, LT, 0)GOTO 24 
ll=ACOS(F) 
U3=RAN(X)-. 5 
JIND=JIND+l 
IF(U3. LT, O)H=-fi 
RETUR11 
END 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

24 

4 

PROGRAH: BFISIIC. FOR 

ROUTINE GENERATES VON MISES VARIATES H WITH 
PARAMETER SJ, USES BEST AND FISHER ENVELOPE 
REJECTION NETHODtWITH A WRAPPED CAUCHY TARGET 
DISTRIBUTION, VERSION EMPLOYS PRETEST TO AVOID 
LOG EVALUATIONS. COSINE IS EVALUATED VIA 
POLAR METHOD, 
**V*** 
SUBROUTINE BFIStiC(SdplfpJC) 
COMMON/INDIC/JIND 
SK=SJ 
IF(JC. GT. l)GOT0 24 
T=I. +SQRT(I. +4*SK*SK) 
RIIO=(T-SQRTCT+T))/(SK+SK) 
R=(I, +BHO*RHO)/(RHO+RliO) 
V=RANCX)-, 5 
W=PAN(X)-, S 
JIND=JIND+2 
D=V*V 
E=W*W 
SUM=4*(D+E) 
IF(SUM. GT, I, )GOTO 24 
TR=D/E 
Z=Cl*-TR)/(I*+TR) 
F=(I. +R*Z)/(R+Z) 
IF(F, GT, I, )F=I, 
IF(F. LT. -I. )F=-I. 
C=SK*(R-F) 
U2=SU14 
IF(C*(2, -C)-U29GT. O)GOTO 4 
IF(ALOG(C/U2)+I. -C, LT. O)GOTO 24 
H=ACOS(F) 
U3=RAN(X)-. 5 
JIND=JIND+l 
IFCU3*LT, O)H=-H 
RETUR14 
END 
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APPENDIX 7, PROGRAM LISTINGS OF 
GATRUN. FOR, TRUNCH. FOR, 
TRUNCM, FOReTRUNCS. FOR. 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

10 

PROGRAM: GAIRUNAOR 

ROUTINE GENERATES GAMMA VARIATES YpSHAPE 
PARANATER AbPHA(>l) #TRUNCATEL AT T(>O). USES 
OPTlMAL EXPONENTIAL ENVELOPE WITH PARAMATER 
U. JC SET TO I ON FIRSI CALL , TO A14 INTEGER 
>1 014 SUBSEQUENT CALLS. 
SUBROUTINE THUN(; (JC, 7, ALPflA, Y) 
COMMON/PARAl, i/C, U, A, D 
IF(JC. GT. 1) GOTO 10 
C=ALPHA-1,0 
U=((T-ALPHA)+SQRT((T-ALPIIA)**2+4* T))/(T+T) 
A=1.0-U 
D=-C*(AbOGCA/C)+I. ti) 
RI=RAN(X) 
R2=RAN(X) 
Y=I-ALUG(Rl)/U 
W=A#Y-C*ALOG(Y)+D 
IF(2*(l. -H2)/(I. +R2)*GT. W)IiETUR14 
IF(-ALOG0, '2). GT, W)RE7UFN 
GOTO 10 
END 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

10 

PROGRANi: TRUNCN. FOH 

ROUTI14E GENERATES NORMAL DEVIATES Y, 
TRUNCATED AT A (>O) r USING AN OPTIMAL 
EXPONE14TIAL ENVELOPE WITH PARAMATER ALAM. 
JC SET TO I ON FIRST CALL TO AN I14TEGER 
>I ON SUBSEQUENT CALLS. 
SU8ROUTINE TRUNCN(JC, A#Y) 
COMAON/PAR/ALA14 
IF(jC. GT. 1) GOTO 10 
ALAII=(A+SORT(4, +A*A))/2. 
81=RANM 
R2=RAN(X) 
Y=A-ALOG(Rl)/ALAM 
Z=Y-ALA? 4 
W=. S*Z*Z 
V=2*(l. -R2)/(I*+R2) 
lF(V. GT. W)HETURN 
IF(-ALOG(R2). GT, W)RETURfJ 
GOTO 10 
E14D 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

10 

PROGRAM: TRUNCM. FOI? 

ROUTINE GENERATES 11OR14AL DEVIATES Y, 
TRUNCATED AT A (>O) USI, ', JG MARSACLIA'S 
TAIL GEPERATION PROCEDURE. JC SET TO 
I ON FIRST CALL 70 AN INTEGER >1 ON 
SUBSEOUENT CALLS. 
SUBROUTINE TRU14CN(JC, AoY) 
COHMQN/SPAR/B 
IF(JC. GT. 1) COTO JO 
b=A*A 
RI=RAN(X) 
R2=RAN(X) 
Y=SURT(8-2. *ALOG(Rl)) 
IFCR2. LT, A/Y) RETURN 
Colo 10 
END 
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c 
C 

PROGPAM: TRUNCS, FOR C 
C 
C 
C ROUTINE GENERATES NORMAL DEVIATES Yo 
C TRUNCATED AT A 00) , USI: 4G A NON OPTIMAL 
C EXPONENTIAL ENVELOPE WI, '&'I-i PARAMATER ALAM=A. 
C JC SET TO I ON FIRST CALL , TO AA INTEGER 
C>1 ON SUBSEGUENT CALLS. 
C ONLY VALID WHEN A>=I. 

SUBROUTINE TRUNCNCJC, A#Y) 
COAMON/PAH/ALAM, 
1F(JC. GT. 1) GOTO 10 
ALAN=A 

10 Rl=HAN(X) 
R2=RAN(X) 
Y=A-ALOG(Rl)/ALAM 
Z=Y-ALAM 
1F(R2, LT, (l. -Z*ALAM)/Rl)RETURN 
W=. 5*Z*Z 
IF(-ALOG(R2). GT. W)RETURN 
GOTO 10 
END 
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